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For a long time nowwe've 
been aware of your desire for more quality 
games. I n  the past, Avalon Hill has limited 
itself to  1 or 2 wargame releases per year 
wi th the idea of prduc ing the best possible 
product. This policy has been very successful 
as testimonials to the new generation of 
Avalon Hill games wi l l  attest. Both 
Richthofen's War and 1776 have been ex- 
tremely well received by both thewargaming 
fraternity and the public at large. Yet, during 
this time we've also been sensitive to the 
desires of our devoted followers- 
personified primarily by you-the readers of 
the GENERAL. We've heard your complaints 
about the cancellation of your favorite 
games and despite what you may think, they 
have not been falling on deaf ears. The fact 
remains however, that all our discontinued 
games contained serious flaws which dic- 
tated their removal from the market. Yet, as 
many of you have pointed out, this is no 
reason to give up onthetitles'other redeem- 
ing features. It is wi th this thought in mind 
that we set to  work redesigning some of the 
more popular games wi th the ideaof making 
them available once again. Redesigning 
such games wasn't all that much of a 
chore-after all w e  had the most com- 
prehensive and expensive playtest possible 
to determine what was wrong with them- 
the actual release of the first edition. 

The real problem with the project was one 
of marketing. We didn't want to  flood the 
retail market wi th these games because it 
was not the general public which put up the 
clamor for their re-release-it was you-the 
tried and true wargarner. The answer 
seemed simple-set up a mail order line of 
games to  sell directly to readers of the 
GENERAL. And that i s  wat we will be doing 
effective this coming fall. 

The games designed especially for mail 
order will be sold only direct from Avalon 
Hill. Oh, there may be exceptions and oc- 
casionally a store in your area may stock 
some of the mail order games, but we won't 
be pushing them and generally speaking 
they won't be highly retailed. The Mail Order 
division however wi l l  consist of all the 
Avalon Hill games-not just those designed 
especially for Mail Order. The $1 .OO postage 
charge per game ordered wi l l  still be in  effect 
but subscribers to  the GENERAL will not 
have to  pay any postage costs. Starting with 
this issue a 8 1 .OO coupon wi l l  be included in  
every issue of the magazine. The coupon is 
good for $1 -00 off postage costs for any 
complete game order. No more than one 
coupon can be used per game purchase, nor 
can it be used for a parts order. Don't lookfor 
the games in  your local store because 
chanoes are they won't stock them. We'll 
notify you when you can place your orders 
directly wi th us. Naturally, because these 
games are being produced primarily for 
readers of the GENEML, the per game press 
run will be comparatively small thus cutting 
our savings from an economy of scale view- 
point. But there will be no middle man to pay 

so prlces should not rise. We haven't worked 
out the final p r im  range yet, but wi l l  try to 
keep it to  a minimum. 

Anzio was discontinued wi th  considerabl 
reluctance, all the moreso as interest i n  th 
game refused to die out, and i n  certai 

without losin 

have decided 
pletely revised form. 

AH PHILOSOPHY Continued cn page 1 
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Variation & PI 
by Rokrt W. Garbisch 

with Brian Libby 

The sinister storm clouds foreshadowed an 
ominous stage setting. Occasional drizzles fell 
like gentle tears upon the silent earth. While a 
brillant moon intermittently cast an aura of 

Thus Rommel emphasized the fact that, "The 
enemy is at his weakest just after landing. The 
troops are unsure, and possibly even seasick. 
They are unfamiliar with the terrain. Heavy 
weapons are not yet available in sufficient 
quantity. That is the moment to strike at them 
and defeat them." (Invasion- 7hey're Corning!, 
by Paul Carell, p. 15). 

Across the English Channel, an entirely 
different tempo was being drummed. Here, 
during extremely tense hours, a crucial decision 
had to be made. The original scheduled date for 
the Allied invasion was set to be the 5th of June. 
However, an unexpected storm had thwarted 
the initial vanguard of troops heading for 
France and all operations had to be immediately 
reversed. Several days of bad weather were 
predicted but all signs indicated that the 6th of 
June would be a relatively calm day. If placed 
ashore on the 6th, there was a good chance that 
adequate supplies and reinforcements may not 
be able to land in order to sustain the 
beachhead. The succese or failure of the entire 
Operation now rested with one man. 

General Dwight D. Eisenhower, the Supreme 
Commander of Allied Expeditionary Forces, 
decided to take the gamble. The attack waa 
delayed for 24 hours, D-DAY was now to be 
June 6, 1944. The place: Normandy. 

It was here, that all the strategic requirements 
indicated that a surprise attack on the lightly 
defended Norman coast between Caen and 
Cherbourg would yield the best fruits of victory. 
Removed from large concentrations of German 
troops and aifields and with good terrain for 
airborne landings, a beachhead could be con- 
solidated rapidly and greatly expanded with the 
proper influx of troops and supplies. Further- 
more, the large port of Cherbourg lay close at 
hand and thus offered ideal handling facilities 
for those additional men and material so vital 
for the life of the Allied drive. 

Defensively, the Germans were situated as 
shown on map no. 2. A common military d e -  
of-thumb practice was that a division could not 
effectively controlafrontal sector much over six 
miles in length. Yet, here, each coastal defender 
was responsible for an average length of about 
twenty-five miles! The only immediate force 
available in this sector was the 21st Panzer 
Division stationed east of the Orne river. 

Around midnight, 1,688 bomben and 
transport aircraft, with 512 gliders, were carry- 
ing the officers and men of the U.S. 82nd and 
IOlst Airborne Divisions to their jump targets. 
The 82nd Airborne Division went down in the 
northern part of the landing zone. The lOlst 
Airborne Division h d e d  between Carentan 
and St. Mere Bglise. Casualties were higher than 

, 

expected. Meanwhile the 6th British Airborne 
Division succeeded in landing their men on the 
Orne Bay, north of Caen. 

Alarml Paratroops are landing! Confusion 
reigned in the rear areas of the 84th German 
Army Corps. At first it was undecided if these 
drops were possibly a reconnaissance or a 
commando raid. ,However, once additional 
reports continued to flow in from the landing 
sites it left no doubt that this was a large scale 
operation. The invasion had finally arrived! 

At that moment, there were 6,480 transports 
and landing ships crossing the Channel in 12 
lanes. Six battleships, 22 cruisers, 2 monitors, 
119 destroyers, 133 frigates, 80 patrol boats, 360 
MTB's and 25 flotillas of minesweepers sur- 
rounded the largest and strongest armada,ever 
to be assembled. The German radar operators, 
when first picking up this vast array of naval 
shipping on their scopes, simply could not 
believe their eyes. Nothing like this had ever 
been seen before. At first it wasthought that the 
equipment had malfunctioned or that somenew 
form of Allied jamming device was being used. 
Not true. Each blip did represent an individual 
ship, and they were steadily drawing closer to 
the coast! 

The invasion site was divided into five beach 
sections. (see map no. 2). The first elements of 
the 1st U.S. Army, composed of the lst$th, and 
29th Infantry Divisions, were to land on"Utahn 
and "Omaha" beaches. The 2nd British Army 
was directed as follows: British 50th Infantry 
Division would land on "Gold" beach, the 
Canadian 3rd Infantry Division on "Juno", and 
the British 3rd Infantry Division disembarking 
on "Sword" beach. 

Many landing craft were destroyed in the 
water through artillery action and Rommel's 
underwater obstacles. Men abandoning a 
damaged or sinking landing boat had to take 
their chances with the numerous minefields, 
metal spikes and steel-girders scattered 
throughout thelanding zones. Due to Rommel's 
devilish mastery in the art of erecting destructive 
obstacles, only 80%of the troops, 50% of the 
vehicles, and 25% of the equipment which the 
Allies had planned to put ashore that day, 
actually arrived. 

The rest is now military history. The Germans 
had failed to grasp the importance of this Allied 
invasion in time to conduct a proper counter to 

,their attacks. As evening -came to the coast of 
Normandy, American forms had established a 
beachhead some 9 miles wide and 2% miles 
deep. British forces were located between the 
Orne River and north of Ryes, 15 miles wide and 
6 miles deep. 

This was only the beginning! 

mystery. 
A German sentry glanced up at the sky, which 

seemed to portend bad weather. It was very 
reassuring. Another quiet night and a chance to 
relax a little. Certainly no sensible man would 
dare risk an enemy landing today or even 
tomorrow. 

As the winds continued to whip up a rough 
sea, plans were formulated to hold a comman- 
ding officers' conference and subsequent map 
exercise in Rennes. Every divisional com- 
mander, along with two regimental com- 
manders, were expected to Ix at  the Seventh 
Army meeting at 1000 hours, the 6th of June, 

L 1944. 
At the time, a lot remained to be done before 

that 600-mile-wide coastal gate to Europe ' would be securely barred. Preparations for the 
receipt of the AUied invasion were far from 
complete. Field Marshal von Rundstedt, 
Commander-in-Chief West, had repeatedly 
complained of the steady drain of the Western 
Army's able-bodied manpower and supplies. 
Two ingredients that were essential to build a 
strong, mobile reserve force. The continued 
military reversals on the Eastern Front and later 
those in Sicily and Italy, were gristmills of the 
Western strength. 

On paper, the 58 German Divisions oc- 
cupying France, Holland, and Belgium at the 
beginning of June 1944, did look quite im- 

- pressive. Yet a closer examination of these so 
called divisions would reveal that over half this 
number consisted of weak coastal defense or 
training divisions. Of the ten Panzer and seven- 
teen Infantry divisions listed, not a single one 
was really up to full strength in either men or . 
modern equipment. It had become a standard 
policy of the OKW (Oberkommando der 
Wehrmacht-Supreme Command of the 
Armed Forces) to withdraw battle worn 
divisions from the Eastern Front to this area 
for rest and rehabilitation. As soon as they w a e  
brought up to full fighting efficiency they were 
returned to Russia. 

. Thus, on the eve of the Allied Invasion, the 
Germans were basically positioned as shown on 
map no. 1. 

'As can be observed, Army Group B, under 
the command of Field Marshal Rommel, was 
expected to be the main recipient of the Allied 
firepower. Rommel's defensive policy for his 
responsible sectors was simply to make the 
beaches the frorrt line of bat*. The invading 
troops were to be engaged at once, on the very 
coast, at their beachheads. Above all, long and 
costly movements to the battlefield were to be 
avoided. Rommel was quite aware of the 
strength of the Allied superiority in the air and 
he respected their controlling power. 
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THE VARIATION 

me "state of the art" (game design to the 
uninitiated among you) has progressed steadily 
and rapidly in the 13 years since D-DAY made 
its appearance on ihe wargarne scene. As such it 
i s  rdher clear that the game lacks many of the 
'5ner"nicelies which  he hard core has come to 
relish in recent years. As the "art" progresses 
many people tendtoput down the uchievemenf~ 
of the past for supposedIy bigger and better 
things. Such a charage came about in 1965 when 
D-DAY w m  revised in favor of a 17 square 
supply rule, SAC &tacks, and no landings in 
Southern France. This writer is one of many 

who thinks the "improver" overstepped his 
bound mad turned an exceIlent game into 
mereIy a good one in search of uddizional 
realism. 

Who really is to say what constitutes realism 
in a game? Con the designer who authored the 
'65 D-DAY version really prove that the wpply 
situation and Allied air superiorify weren't 
actually accounted for in the original design in 
terms of built-in combat and movement factors? 
Design is largely a matter of scope and perspec- 
tive and the would-be innovator whoplays with 
another man's creation wiihout absolute 
knowledge of the original desiper's rationale is 
only kidding himself in thinking tkat he is 

ARMY GKUUP H I 

building a more realislic simulaiion. More 
likely, he is just topping off the original fudge 
factors with his own. Who is to say that the 
com~andos  listed separately in the variant that 
foilows were noi accounted for within the 
divisionalscale of the game as ii now stands, md 
tkat go'include same in a game of this scale does 
not do g a v e  injustice 10 the integrity of 
divisiqnd units? - , . 
; All of whick is n'ot to downgrade the variation 

which follows but merely to put it in its proper 
perspective. D-DAY k a simple game--easy to 
learn and emier to play. Robert Garbisch's 
variant is nei~her-yet it provides the hard core 
with a complex siiuution with many additional 
decision points and a b t  of paperwork. There 
are those among you who wii? liudii andothers 
who will dismiss it as unplayable. We merely 
hope you find it enjoyable and that iz serves to 
give youpame to think back to that stormy June 
day 30 years ago when the largest amphibious 
invasion in the history of man took place. 

For many months vast stockpiles of 
supplies-guns, tanks, mortars, trucks, moun- 
tains of ammunition, fuel, and food-have been 
gathered for this historic moment of truth. After 
many assessments of the German strength, 
including the coastal defenses and the disposi- 
tion of enemy troops, the Allied commandas 
selected the Invasion beaches that would 
challenge the mythical walls of "Festung Eu- 
ropa." 

Hundreds of thousands of soldiers had been 
especially trained in landing techniques. 
Thousands of landinn craft were assembled to 
be ready at a moment's notice. The time had 
now come for the liberation of the Nazi op- 
pressed European continent. 

The date for the Big push was set for June 6, 
1944. History was to record this Yongest" day as 
D-DAY! 

The stage is now set and the act awaits the 
players. What follows is a set of variant rules 
that shall challenge the player oriented towards 
the ultimate in realism. 

ORDER OF BATTLE 
Allied Units: Additional units have been includ- 
ed in "AlliedUnits Available in Britain." Check 
the "Readers Response" page for these new 
units. 
German Units: Revised time schedule of 
available new units. During the "Prepare for 
Play" set-up, the following units must start from 
any of the red star hexes: Infantry-30SS, 89, 
363; Parachute-2; Panzer-3, 9SS, IOSS; at 
Paris-325 Static Division (in any one city hex). 
Six additional Static Divisions may be placed 
inland as "Training" Divisions. Chmk the 
Readers Response page for additional new 
German units. 

STACKING LIMITS: 
Every Division has a Stack Point Value of 2 

points. Every BQ unit, Brigade, Regiment, 
and] or a Division that has been reduoed to half 
or less than its original assigned Attack Factors 
has a Stack Point Value of 1 point. Maximum 
Stacking Points allowed per hex: Allied4 
points; G e r m a n 4  points. 

COMBAT RESULT TABLE: 
The Avalon Hill Tournament CRT of either 

Blitzkrieg or Guadalcanal shall be used. The 
maximum advance or retreat is dictated by the 
units normal Movement Factor. 
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-FORTRESSES: 
German Supply Storage of each Fortress is to 

be secretly determined and recorded as follows: 
1. mee Complete Fortresses: Complete Supply 
Reserve; Defending Units are not affected by 
the "Isolation" rule. 
2. Four Partial Fortresses: Supply Reserve of I2 
consecutive turns before "Isolationn elimina- 
tion. 
3. Remaining Fortresses: Supply Reserve of 3 
consecutive turns before "Isolation" elimina- 
tion. 

If any Fortress becomes Allied controlled, 
then the same pre-determined German Supply 
Storage, forthtit Fortress, still applies but now 
for the controlling Allied units. 

? , '  .. . - . .  , 
... 

, r .  

If units in a Fortress decide to attackoutthen 
it can select any one or more adjacent hexes to 
attack, and with any one or aU of his units from 
the Fortress. It does not have to engage all af the 
adjacent enemy units. However, if the 
"breakout" attack results inan Attacker Retreat 
then the attacking Fortress units are 
automatically eliminated. 

MOUNTAINS: 
Costs each unit 2 M F  to enter a Mountain 

hex. 

GARRISON UNITS: 
All Beach hexes or Inland Ports wed to 

disembark Allied units must be garrisoned by at 

least one Combat or HQ unit of a minimum of 1 
Defense Factor. 

ALLIED COMMANDO (C) AND RANGER 
(R) UNITS: 

These Special Units are not limited to the 
Invasion turns and can land on any Coastal hex 
on any turn and move 3 MF in the same turn. 
Thae units require no supply line or Supply 
Units to maintain their Combat effectiveness. 
Their blocking effect on Enemy Units during 
retreats is thesame as applied for AB Units. (Air 
Drop) In order to be reused the unit must be 

Continued on page 7 
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I 
! moved "out-to-sea" for at least 4 Complete 
! Turns. If "eliminated" by the CRT, the unit 
' requires at least 12 Complete Turns before it can 

be reactivated through normal replacement 
factors. 

TACTICAL AIR SUPPORT: 

To be used only in providing additional 
Attack Factors to Combat Units. TAC factors 

Available TAC factors: Time Period (1st to 
21st turns)-Germans: 9 TAC; Allied: 24 TAC 

Time Period (35th to 
end of game) German: 6 TAC; Allied: 30 TAC 

NORMANDY/LE HAVRE: 
The two beaches are considered as one 

Invasion Beach area, use the allowable unit 
table of the Normandy area only. 

ATLANTIC WALL DEFENSE: 
The Germans will be allowed to indicate any 

16 Coastal hexes, during the "Prepare for Play" 
turn, as "Atlantic Wall" Defense Fortification 
areas. If attackedfrom any Sea Coastal hexthey 
will receive an added 2 Defense factors, as long 
as they are attacked from the indicated Coastal 
direction only and if mupied  by at least one 
German unit of equal Defense factor value. I f  
attacked from a combination of Sea & Land hex 
directions then the Defense "bonus" will not be 

1 are nontransferable from one Time Period to applied to the defending German units. 
another Time Period. The maximum limit of M,,LIED HQ UNITS: 
TAC factors per turn is: ceman-3 TAC, 2 At least one HQ unit must be brought ashore NAVAL 

' TAC per Battle; Allied- 6 TAC, 3 TAC per every 24 Unit Slack Poinis- Naval Firepower can provide additional At- 
Battle. tack Factors to any Allied unit within 2 -land 
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hexes from a Sea Coastal hex. Such support is 
limited to 2 factors per battie and it is non- 
accumulative. Naval Firepower i s  not available 
during any "Sea Storm" turn. 

Available Factors for the First lnvasion: 1st 
turn-5 factors; 2nd t u r n 4  factors; Balance of 
Game-2 factors per turn. 

Available Factors for the Second lnvasion: 
1st turn-3 factors; 2nd turn-2 factors; these 
are additional factors which are in addition 
to those granted for the balance of the game. 

REFORMING OF UNITS: 
A player can combine several understrength 

units to reform one stronger unit at anytime 
during the game. The procedure is as follows: 
I. During the Movement Phase of the player's 
turn, move the unit to be rebuilt to any City hex 
not in enemy ZOC. 
2. Subject to Stacking Limits, move the rem- 
nants of otherunits that are to be combined with 
the understrength unit to the same City hex. 
They can not be moved for the balance of the 
player's turn, nor can they engage in Combat. 
They can defend themselves, if need be. 
3. The Combat Factors of the remnant units are 
added to the unit that is being rebuilt, and the 
remnant units are eliminated andautomatically 
placed in the "Dead Pile." 
4. At the beginning of the following friendly 
turn, the rebuilt unit can be moved in the normal 
manner and engage in Combat at its new 
strength. 
5 .  Armor, Panzer, Recon, and/or Panzer- 
Grenadier units can reform one another and 
Infantry units. Infantry can only reform into 
another Infantry unit. 

LANDING INVASION COMBAT: 
Allied units that are attacking from a Sea 

Coastal hex and suffer a "Defender Retreat" 
result shall incur the normal Combat Factor 
losses, plus the Defender Retreat factors shall 
count as additional Combat Factor losses. The 
remaining Allied units are then allowed to 
remain in the Sea Coastal hex. Adjacent Ger- 
man units are not required to counterattack the 
remaining Allied units in the Sea Coastal hex 
and may choose to remain on the defensive. 
However, if new German units are added to the 
square they must attack. 

ALLIED REINFORCEMENTS: 

Altied Units arriving on any garrisoned beach 
hex or Inland Port can move their full M F  
distance in the same turn and engage in attacks, 
if supplied. 

SUPPLY UNITS: 

Supply Units are required to support any 
attacks being made in a turn. The Germans 
have a limit of 8 Supply Units; the Allies cannot 
have more than I2 Supply Units. 

One Supply Unit can support one or two 
attacks for one turn. It can supply any number 
of attacking Combat Units within 5 hexes 
(unobstructed by enemy ZOC). It is not re- 
quired for attacks of 1-3 odds or worse, or for 
Combat Units attacking from a Fortress. The 
attacker is not allowed to place his Combat 
Units under an enemy ZOC if such movement 
would place it more than 5 hexes away from a 

Supply Unit at the end of the movement phase 
of his turn. Supply Units can arrive, move their 
full M F  distance, and support an attack all in 
the same turn. Supply Units have no Combat 
Factors and no ZOC. They are removed once 
they have supported an attack. Supply Units 
cannot be air-lifted. 

USE OF PARACHUTE UNITS: ( 
variants to the AH rules.) 

All Airborne (hereafter referred to xs AB) 
must be air dropped within 5-hexes of a 
Friendly Unit and direct contact must be made 
within one complete Game Turn and/or have an 
unobstructed Supply Line to an Inland Port or a 
friendly beach hex, in order to insure Supply. 
Otherwise, the Unit is immediately eliminatd. 
AB units can effectively block all types of 
German units in retreat, from a 

turn. 

AB units Movement Factor 
M F  and no Supply Unit is required for at- 
tacking only during the Air Drop turn. 

AB units must spend at least4 turns in reserve 
or out of enemy ZOC before it can be reused for 
any new Air Drop assignments. 

Supply Units may be moved adjacent to any 

support attacks in the same turn. Only b 
capturing Supply Units can a player have mor 

used. 

GERMAN SPECIAL RULES: 
1. "Prepare for Play" turn: 6 Supply Units ca 
be placed anywhere on the mapboard. 

turns 25 and 29 only. 

ALLIED SPECIAL RULES: 
1. First and Second Invasions: the 
turns are self-sufficient and no Supply 
required for the attackingcombat Uni 
the Invasion landings.. 

even numbered turn. 
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Beach by Beach A

By Donald Greenwood With Dave Roberts and Bruno Sinigaglio

The "D-DA Y DEFENDED" article penned
by GARY GYGAX in Volume 10, No. I drew
considerable criticism from American players
who said it just t'weren't so; i.e., that the
German stood an even chance of victory. They
claimed that the combination of American
replacements and airpower was just too much
for the German to handle in the '65 edition. We
grudgingly agreed with their hypothesis on one
condition-that the Germanplayers they'd been
manhandling didn't have too much on the ball.

To prove our point we elicited the aid of two
staff members, Dave Roberts and Bruno
Sinigaglio, who gave us their opening
defenses-the same set-ups they used in copping
top East Con tournament honors in 1972 and
'73 respectively. Although the methods they use
are as different as night and day, the end result is
the same: a lot of German wins.

Let's explore their defenses beach by beach,
compare the relative strengths and weaknesses,
and see if we can't open another chapter in the
never ending play balance debate.

For clarity's sake we will code name the
Roberts defense "Up Tight" and the Sinigaglio
set-up "Hard Smash." The former will be
dealt with first.

UP-TIGHT NORTH SEA: As is the case with all good
German defenses the North Sea is loaded for bear. 30
defense factors man the beaches and are backed up by a
paratroop screen of 26 more. The presence of the
Northern reinforcements adds additional bulk to the
German defense. Note the positioning of the German
reinforcements. The three 5's and solo 3 are seemingly a
perfect force for dealing with any airborne operations to
the north, while allowing the remainder of German
reinforcements to deploy to the South. The paratroop
screen prohibits any airborne unit to enter the main battle
on the beaches leaving the Allied player with his choice of
three I-I's on any of the 5 defended beach squares.
Although K 19is unmanned, any units moving inland will
face a 1-2versus the 2SS in Ostend. Not a very appealing
prospect, but after inspecting the rest of the defense you
may well agree that three I-I's on F13, G14, and HIS offer
as good a chance as any. Coupled with SAC attacks on the
275th and J 17,and airborne operations against the 47th, a
very lucky first turn could end the game quickly.
Realistically speaking, such an attack will end the game
soon, but more often than not, with a German win. Even
with perfect results the Allied player will be hardpressed
to clear Amsterdam for supply and without it this
invasion can go nowhere.

UP TIGHT PAS DE CALAIS: As in real life Pas De
Calais is the most heavily defended invasion site.
Although supply is not that big a problem here, getting
ashore is. Only four I-I's are possible against Ostend,
L2!, 025 and P26, and even if successful they are

•

susceptible to German counterattacks. Barring lucky 1
2's on the fortresses, Calais holds little opportunities for
exploitation.

UP TIGHT LE HA VRE: LE HAVRE is such a restricted
invasion area that it is seldom selected as an Allied
invasion site. Note the "sacrifice" of the 338 Static which
can be attacked at 6-1. However, placement here instead
of in R30 takes away the 4-1 on the 77th Inf. and the 1-1
on the 12SS which are possible otherwise. Le Havre still
must be attacked at 1-2. Any invasion which must rely on
successful 1-2's is extremely risky though, and may as well
be forgotten.

UP TIGHT NORMANDY: Normandy is a traditionally
easy area to bottle up and usually doesn't require too
heavy a defensive commitment. Dave Roberts apparently
agrees with the theory, as he allows an uncontested
landing in Cherbourg and Q33. With Cherbourg freely
taken, supply is no problem. Breaking out of the
Normandy pocket is another story however. The strong
paratroop screen ruins any chances for effective airborne
tactics. Even with a successful I-Ion the 3rd Paratroop
Division in Carentan the German is strongly entrenched
in Bayeaux, St. Lo. and Avranches. A Normandy
invasion is a}ost cause against this defense.

UP TIGHT BRITTANY: Although definitely the best
invasion site in this defense, it is still well-handled. The
best course of attack seems to be to drop a sacrifice
paratroop in Y40 and land two 4-4's at V40 with the other
3 Allied units (including the Airborne) landing at U41 and
UU42 SAC attacks should be carried out against the 2nd
Panzer and Brest.

If successful, the Allies will be safely ashore with plenty
of supplies and can take Lorient at their leisure. It will
then be a case of playing the attrition game in the Rennes
St. Nazaire gap until the German decides to withdraw.
However, the German forces in the West are so mobile
that an orderly withdrawal to a strong position on the
Seine can be carried out with little trouble either before or
after the 2nd invasion. Should the SAC attack on Brest'
fail, the Allies will have a tough time of it and will have to
expend another one immediately to gain the supply
needed for quick build-up. Even so, Brittany remains the
best invasion site-offering an almost guaranteed
beachhead and the type of attrition game which the Allies
excel in. Unfortunately, it will also result in a very long
game in which the Allies will have to break a myriad of
doubled positions manned by the cream of the German
army.

UP TIGHT -BA Y OF BISCA Y: The Allied chances here
seem to be best with landings of all units on H H42 and
using SAC against ISS and 9PZ in Bordeaux. However,
if they don't kill the unit in Bordeaux they are in serious
trouble, because they are already at their maximum
supply capacity. The German will have made La Rochelle
3-1 proof, and the only way the Allies will go anywhere at
all is with massive expenditure of their SAC attacks.

This should eventually enable them to move out from
HH42 and 1142, but after that it is a dim prospect. The
Germans should hold them south of the Loire until the
second invasion, and then with their beach defenses
released, the German should be able to form an incredible
line on the Seine.

HARD SMASH NORTH SEA: This defense is vastly
different from Roberts handling of the same situation but
is every bit as effective. The beaches themselves are not
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defended, enabling the Allies to land unopposed a t  HIS, 
11 h, and J 17. Yet, this generosity is not as free of ava r i e  
as  it looks. On the second turn the invaders are faced by 
doubled positions and although a 3-1 on the 275th can be 
achieved in cc-operation with an earlier airborne opera- 
tion against OBWest not much will be gained for the 
Allies will still only have supplies for 6 divisions. A more 
viable solution is t o  attempt a 1-1 surrounded on the 2nd 

conceivably gain enough supply to result inaquick Allied 
victory, but the law of averages decrees that more often 
the Germans will come out on top, and very quickly too. 
Supply is just too hard to secure in the North Sea. 

HARD SMASH PAS DE CALAIS! Again, the two 
defenses differ drastically. In order to make his southern 
beaches impregnable the German has left the bare 
minimum in Calais. lnvasion here is a 50-50 proposition 
and undoubtedly the best Allied option against HARD 
SMASH. Taking the four northernmost of the five 
available 1-1's on the beaches and a 6-1 ontheG HQ unit, 
the Allied player can be firmly established ashoreand well 
on his way to victory with low die rolls. Failuremeans the 
game is over for all practical purposes, but there can be no 
holding back. The German has made your choice for you. 
Cdais must be attacked! The 1ZSS and 9th Panzer appear 
the most likely SAC targets. 

HARD SMASH LE HAVRE: HARD SMASH allows 
the 1-1 on Dieppe and Le Havre which U P  TlGWT did 
not. As such, it is a much weaker defense, although the 
addition of the 6th Airborne regiment makes exploitation 
of the Allied airborne potential more difficult. Selection 
of Le Havre is a possibility but does not offer the same 

Opportunities for SAC attack are particularly poor. 

HARD SMASH NORMANDY: Again. the Sinigaglio 
defense is inferior t o  the UP-TIGHTplacement,although 
still imposing. Not only are 1-1:s possible against Caen 
and Bayeaux, but the paratroop screen is weaker and 
Carentan is ripe for a SAC attack. Cherbourg is again left 
open so supply presents little problem. The best Allied 
invasion would probably consist of landings at Cher- 
bourg and 433 with a 1-1 on Caen. Coupled with a SAC 
attack on Carentan and Argentan, a 61 on the 1st H Q  
and a 1-3 on the 353rd in Avranches with the airborne 
units to maximize the delay of reinforcements from 
Brittany, the Allies could be firmly ashore providingthey 
win the 1-1. It would then be a case of wait-and-see 
attrition until the 9th week and the 2nd invasion. 

-. . - . . . . 
HARD SMASH BRITTANY: Here is where the set-ui 
benefits from the sacrifices rmde to  the Northeast. An 
additional 13 factors are made available for the defense of 
Brittany. The result is that every beach square iscontested 
with 1-1 attacks. It is possible to land here with lucky die 
rolls on 1- I attacks on Brest and torient and SAC attacks 
on V40 and U42. The point is why bother taking thesame 
risks here i n  the West that you canget in Calais? Even if 

, IMJ%successful the invasion can be bottled up at theneck 
of the peninsula long enough to  withdraw the bulk of 
German f o r m .  An invasion in Brittany against this 

make a 1-1 attack. However, if successful his chances in 2 this area are much better than against the Roberts 

lost only 4 units rather than the 12+ of an effort a t  Calais 
(including valuable armor and parachute units). Witt 
pre-invasion SAC attacks to  soften up the now reinforced 
2nd invaaion sites. the game will still be far from over. 

OVERVIEW 

Heavy armor belongs on the beaches, either 
adjacent to where the Allies want to attack, or 
right in their way in the most desirable squares. 
They thus are invulnerable to  SAC and provide 
the strongest defense with the best chance to 
survive and be able to launch an immediate 
counter-attack. Especially note the 6 - W s  in 
Dieppe. Besides being maximum economy of 
force (12 defense factors against a possible 
attack of 10 from Pas De Calais and 8 from Le 
Havre), with 428 vacant three 6-6-4's are both 
doing double duty in tying themselves into the 
defense network of adjacent beaches. The 5-5- 
4's in Normandy in the Roberts defense are all 
maximum economy of force, equaling 10 
defense factors defending against possible at- 
tacks of 8 and 16 factors. Placing the 7-74 in 
St. Malo with 3 units of 4attackfactors in range 
guarantees that the German can get 3-1, and a 
soak-off against two 444's ifthey land on V39 
barring a SAC attack in this direction. 

Certain units have squares that soon should 
become obvious as the optimum place fortbem. 
Thus the 5-5's in Normandy defending against 
combinations of 4 4 4 9 ,  the 66-4's in the Pas 
defending against the possible 5-5-4'8, the 3-3-3 
in K 18 defending against 4 4 4 ' s  (instead of, say 
in a paratroop screen in the rear where it would 
have no special merit against 3-3-Ts), the 3-4-3's 
in paratroop screen positions on the northern 
positions which are hopefully so strong that he 
can't attack, and thus since he won't be there, 
you save the extra attack factor of the 4-4-3's to 
use in the south where you probably will want to 
attack. The choice of whether to  place a M o r  
4-4-3 in the various Normandy-Biscay areas is 
far from random, but based on their ability to 
attack or occupy key squares after the most 
likely initial invasion positions are reached. 

AN UNHAPPY COMPARISON 

Which defense is better? I. suppose thai 
depends on what you want out of your defense. 
The Sinigaglio set-up is designed to meet and 
defeat the Allies on the beaches. Any prolonged 
struggle, due to the heavy commitment on the 
Western beaches will increase the chances of an 
Allied win. Yet, the Allies have no better than a 
50% chance of a successful landing any place on 
the board. It is a gambler's dream and should 
result in an even number of Allied and German 
wins given players of equal ability. 

The Roberts defense adheres to the 'Tight'em 
on the beaches" principle while utilizing the 
containment theory for the westernmosl 
beaches. An invasion at Brittany can not really 
be stopped, nor can one in Bay of Biscay barring 
unlucky SAC attacks. This results in a long. 
drawnout game in which the Allies must break 
one strong doubled position after anotha 
before he reaches Germany and victory. 

But any attempt at invasion further northis 
extremely risky. The strategic balance is better 
than in the Hard Smash defense, making a 
policy of containment more viable. 

In short, the Roberts defense holds a better 
chance for a German win, but will require a 
much longer game, regardless of the winner. 
Both defenses hold at least a 3 - 5 0  chance of a 
German win. G 
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Aides by the Avalon Hill S t f l  

*Cast of Characters including: George Brad- 
ford, Don Greenwood, Richard Guida, Dan 
Hdfbauer, Richard Plock, James Pyle, Ran- 
dall Reed, Tom Oleson, and Mark Saha 

only the standard 28- X 22" mapboards. This 
presents difficulties when playing games such as 
Afrika Korps or Blitzkrieg which utilize the 
longer board. The problem is not insoluble 
however, and if you're willing to cut the boards 
in half along the center fold, even they can be 
laid into a standard sized cabinet with little 
difficulty. Of course, if you play more than one 
PBM contest of the same garne at the same time 
or are inclined to play both face-to-face and by- 
mail the utility of a game cabinet might be 
lessened. The answer to this problem is, of 
course, the purchase of extra boards and 
counters for secondary games. 

Wargam ing is u iime-consuming pursuit; 
especially if om exercises his involve men^ in it 
to the hilt. It's one thing 10 play a 3 hour 
Midway game once a month and quite a 
dgflerent matter to be involved in a dozen play- 
by-mail games while playing regularly a gumui 
of games ihat may irichde ar many m 22 tidies. 
Taking 20 minutes to set z q  that Midway game 
may have been annoying for our once-a-monrh 
jock bur il's downright torture for the wargame 
'@nkie.'' 

The GENERAL will try to solve this and 
ofher less pressing problem of the wargamer 
within the body of what follows, Not a regular 
feature, ihib article encornpmses all that we have 
to offer on the subject of playing aides. 

Th% primary advantage of a garne trW system is the ma and P's 
adaptablllty to irregular shaped b r d s ;  witness the STALINGRAD, 
PAHZERBUTZ, and ANaO games in p r w r w  shove 

THE BOARD: 
The bane of any PBM'er is the constant 

setting up and putting away of games after just 
one move. If you play-by-mail or lack a place 
to store games overnight that you can't finish in 
one sitting then a game cabinet is a must for you. 
A game cabinet allows you to leave up to a 
dozen games set-up permanently in the same 
space usually taken by one gameboard. In 
addition, the "drawers" on which the game is set 
up can be removed and used to carry the 
gameboard from room to room witbout distur- 
bing a single piece. And when returned and 
secured in your game chest, the set-up is 
protected from the vicious raids of one's 
children, pets or wife. 

SIDE 

Game cabinets can be constructed in a variety 
of ways but generally speaking plywood is the 
least expensive material. The cabinet itself can 
be constructed from one 4 by 8 foot sheet of %" 
plywood. Shelves can then be constructed from 
Nn sheets in the quantity required by the 
individual. The number of shelves usually 
ranges from 6 to 12. A project of this nature 
usually costs from $15.00 to $20.00 depending 
on the amount of shelves used and one's 
woodworking skills. It is a good idea to varnish 
the whole thing and to soap the strips of wood 
which provide the support for the drawers to 
prevent sticking. 

An example of a 7 d r a m  gama chest whlch leere* 4 W  
betwoen &ewers sothat the @ma boa may also be stored inside. 

A game cabinet lends a new outlook to your 
playing. Instead of forgetting all  bout a par- 
ticular move after writing it up, you are tempted 
to pull it out and look over your move for fresh 
approaches every day. Such contemplation has 
made more than afew players "see the light" in a 
particular game and made better players of 
them. And of course, there are the obvious 
advantages. You no longer have to painstaking- 
ly reposition each unit every time you receive a 
move. You already have his last set-up before 
you. Moving units to their new location and, 
checkingthe legality of the move becomes one in 
the same. The only drawback of the game 
cabinet is that most of them are designed to hold 

GAME TRAYS: 
A less expensive, albeit less r&ned, solution to 

the same problem is Tom Oleson's "game tray". 
Although les  picturesque, a set of game trays 
can be made for about $4.00 and are not as 
subject to abnormal shaped boards as is the case 
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with a game chest. Making a set'of gametrays is 
simplicity itself. Merely cut a flat rectangle of 

R A W M I Z E R S  OR ELECTROMIC "DICE" 
by Rkhard J. Rock 

General constructken tnfwmadlon plywood, of a thickness suitable to prevent 
flexing (1/4 - % m o  the size of the board in 
question with an extra E" allotted around the 
perimeter. Then you take 4 strips of plywood !4" 
wide by 1 " high, and nail or glue them to the bed 
area. Their length depends on the lengthlwidth 
of the game board plus the margin ( I A  124 = 1"). 
These raised strips around the sides make it 
possible to stack a number of games without 
disturbing the counters (nor will any butthe top 

ungumhed copper dad boerds: use c4 prepunched boar#Sur m m ~ r  tape c i r c t h  witl prcbabw mquiTB more apace, e h w h  a 
slmllar layout rhoufd k- urpsd 

one get dusty). Not only is this handy to store 
ti you have nev* handled IC'S srrd diodes bsfere. b ~ c a r ~ f u ~ t  Excemive heat when sdMing ,  exmssive mach~nica f ~ ~ c e  m the games, but to move them as well, in case you 

I& and mxcessive voltawe at the wronfl lead can ~ I I  Irreversihtv damage them. Once @'op&y mounted tm are quire s h d  need to change tables, etc. Although game trays 
won't tend to "stick" as they can in a poorly 
constructed game cabinet they are more subject 
to accidental ravages by passers-by. 

r 
1 I ! 

place sway from other daily Bctivityisneeded to nore them if t h  
are not to be uusR. 

UNIT DIVIDERS: 
One of the biggest drawbacks of Avalon Hill 

games is their lack of ''compartments1' to I 
separate and store different types of unit 
counters to facilitate easy set-up. The plastic 
tray of the baokcase line and the cardboard 
containers in the flatbox variety just don't cut it 
in any way, shape or form. There are many 
viable solutions t o  the "compartmentalization" 
problem which vary sufficiently in expense and 
accessibility to meet every garners' whim. 

brighter LED'S arm availahle atgreater expense: if used. approprialeresistor subslitutlon should ba made. (Spcisl note: If you molly 

vary from empty egg 
candy boxes, plastic ice-cube trays resealable 
plastic hap, and see thru fishingtackle boxes to 
the ultimate carpenter's chest of drawers. The 
problem with the first 3 mentioned items is not 
only their untidy appearance, but the fact that 
counters are subject to loss during transit from 
one location to another. Their obvious advan- , 

tage is that they're free and if the former , 
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objections don't stand high on your list of 
priorities they can be a useful alternative. The 
plastic bag idea has merit except that even these 
high quality products have a finite number of 
openings and closings before theinevitable wear 
and tear takes its toll. It is also a bulky system 
which is convenient to store and label. Probably 
the best solution for most is the fishing tackle 
box. Available in different sizes and prices 
ranging from under a dollar to several bucks, 
these Yackle" boxes are both pleasing to the eye, 
easily labeled, and secure against leakage. 

The main disadvantage is that these boxes 
contain, on the average, only 16 separate 
compartments. This means that for a game like 
Pmzerblitz hvo boxes would be needed. This 
too can k o m e  a bulky storage problem if you 
want to compartmentalize more than a few 
games. We've found the ideal solution to be 
large parts storage chests used by carpenters to 
store various size nails, nuts, and bolts and 
which are available in almost any department 
store. The one pictured on these pages retailed 
for $13.00 at  Montgomery Wards. They also 
have 37 drawer units for %12.00,30 drawer units 
for $9.00 and 23 drawer sets.for 57.00. It woqld 
appear obvious that the 60 drawer unit is the 
best buy. Each drawer is subdivided into com- 
partments which are formed by dropping clear 
plastic dividers into precut slots. Depending on 
the counters to  be sorted, each drawer can k 
subdivided into 1,2,3 or 4compartrnents. Each 
5s" X 2" X 1%" drawer offers a multitude of 
storage compartment sizes depending on the 
number of departments to be used and the sizes 
desired. The really industrious can fashion 
cardboard separators which will easily wedge 
into position to further subdivide a drawer into 
as many as 12 compartments. When utilized in 
this fashion, a Unit Divider of this size can be 
used to store the counters of your entire game 
collection. Ours holds the units for 12 games, 
.weighs 13 Ibs., stands 22" ball, a foot across and 
5$$" deep. When doctored up like this one has 
been it not only becomes a great aid to play, but 
the perfect bookend for your "bookcase" games 
or centerpie for your mantel. 

A deluxe 60 drawer chest containina 240 eonrate m- 
penmeMs Thosoneutiluedcann ba ladgame 06 chartstogive a 
truly prof- onal appearance S~cnenravWaMe isnot necessary 
of wurss but does lend s very impressive appearance to the 
p3meroom of a dedicatmd wargarner. 
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B CONSTRUCTION IlETAlLS " firs step should be the prmaration of the PC bosrd. This board is 4'. x 2%: capper clad on both sl&a I have supaliedtwo 
patterns Figures 3A and 38) that may be used as a g u h  for etching purposes. I have tried to makethemauffielemly accurate to 
permitthelr useastemplatas,oryou can draw your own us in^ thsmfor reference.The'TOP"shownonCgure3Amesnsjustthat- 
thiristtre topsideof thePC board and all componentswill be mournmi on thisside.Thelelter6ap~earing at sorneofthepoinlson 
the board correspond m the lwtelr In the wiring and logic diagrams. They also rater to mnneaiom to b made ta an item no: 
mounted on the board. On the hattom side, be espeelal& carefui prwaring the pattern amund the LED w n n e d h  M e %  there Is 
very litds dearanee. Make sure you have no shorta These holes are shown in pairs heeause that r s t b  wav I mde mine. I hed 
originally planndonrnounting theLEO'sdirectlyontheboard, but changndmy mind(Eachpair of h 0 l e r t ~ r ~ n d 6 W o m U D . ) I f  
yeu draw your own and m n  kmep treek of your connections, you miqM spacethesebmerently.Thed-lmkingtabs shown at =me 
of the holes on the top 6tde are there tor a purpos&when the component is mounted you nwd something m make a Adered 
wnnenion toThesmall hdes arealt .W" indiamster.Thsbr large holusinthe wrnsrsarefor mounting thsPCboadonthebm 
cwecany conwnienr size willdo. l used.126." Theeasywayistudril! thePCbaardamhxcowrtqaher;thenthe hdesarusum 
to b in register. The topsideof thePC board will befaclng the boxcorsr. Instructionsforthe elchmg process itself armebuiththe 
sotution+lladio Shack offers a wmpleta kit. 

On= you haw the board etched and drilled you can mount end selder the armpnums. Figure 4 s h w s  the IoeaUon and 
9 oriantatbn of each componem mountad an the bmrd. all ate mounled on the top side. M e  thatthe pdt ive side of the died- Dl 

and D2 amtowardathe edge oftheboard-They are specified 0s 1 N914, but anysmall switching d i d  will do.You wlll pmkeblvhaw 
to test them to find the mi t ive  aide. If they -6s currnnt in bMh directions (M neither dlreefion), they are defuctsctiue. D o n  soider 

$ both lssdsotthediodsatthesametime; atter doinathefirst,l~thsdiodeootrl beforew1olr)eringthemcond.After R1, A2,Dl,DZ.C1, 

$ and C2 hare k e n  mountedand soldered, the capacitors C1 and CZshDuld becarefully fddeddownover 1hareslaPws anddlodesso 
as tomlteuplessspace.8esureoftheorlentstlonofycurlC's: FigureSgiveatheleaddeslgnBtiondal4pinn'N~okageICClnc~ 
y w  get one that h 5 n M  have a nmchedend.{The letter imm6diately aft= the unit apecYlcationnumbsr islhepackagestyir) Be 

? ' 
carefuIinmouminQthem, theleps(or~inslararnadesligMlyaprungourto holdtheminplace.Againdolxltmlderall theleadsofan 
LC ai one tlme, give it a chance to cool. Remember, some of the l e d  must be soldered on the tops&. The rasisbrs R3-410arn 
mountad parallel and adjacent, they should just barely flt. All components s h l d  be mounted asflat to the b r d  as p&blethe 
IC's are des~gned to have a small gap benesfh thsm. 

The battery holder should be mounwdlnthe bottomofthe box Nmethatthebatwrlesaiethemin bulk.Using4Cmllsrsqulr~ . a bon%"#3"x2#"; uAnQ D calls wouldrquirwalBrgerbor The holder can ~ g l u e d i n p l a c e ( i u r e d S l l w n e ~ I ~ n r  hd~sdrll led 

$ in the box to use small hlb. Afler It is mounted, the negative lead (black) should be arldersd to p d M  B on the PC bmrd Passthe 
Mre through the hold from the top side to give a mechaniwlly strong b o n d 4  this for all ruch wnrmctions. " Atthis p i rn  thelldofthe box(whichshould b e p h e n o l i c . d o n O t ~ g e a ~ ~ i t h a n a I ~ m i n ~ m 0 r 0 t h e r m ~ ~ ~ 1 . ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ s h o u I d b e  

j preparedforth.componemsM be mourned ther6.ths actual ~oeationardsizeso~ h o ~ a s w i ~ ~  badetermlned~lherequiremsntsof 
thsitems used.Thepushbuttonn4tl probablynmda 1A"rnounting hole . l tshouldbeoam~nsaroneend:ma~nt~ i t  isinsuEhe 

6' p~Bitronfhetit w I I b & a r r h e P ~  when Ma-unted. Sllde switchas come I n d l  shapes and s I ~ ~ g , t b  M s s  drillad and 
slot cuttfor the hande) wlll have to be tallor-ma*. Toggle swllches can bu used insreed Lf y a ~  prefer: they are easiermmount. 
Again, mak sure you have clearance. Fos the LED'S, 1 /18" diameter holes (NO LARGER) are n e d d .  The po6lt)oairng should be 

't such that the- mourning holes are awroxtmately In register with the pairs of holesin the PCboard. 7ksreshould be two " H  
patterns. uach wlth holes abom .2" apart, as shown in Figure 6. Overall, they should beat t h e o p m w  end from the pushbution. 
Inserttheleadsd theLED'sfmm the top sideIthevarereasonably long)and cement theminplacewithepmryglus. Makesurethst 
the positive lead of each LEO is vosiliwred towards the end of the b x - a w a y  fmm the pushbum. Sue Figure 3 for the Isad 

$ determination and double check bdwe cementing. (Use a 1600hm reslsmr ~n series with a 8 mlt w r c a - 4 f  i t  llghtspu areOK: if 
:. riot, t ~ y  reversing it. M it dws not llghl either way, it is defmive.) 

-- -- 
p- 0.6''- o.r"-d 

qo 7 80 "0 
0.2'' 

'0 "0 A 
Exterior View of twedice random die face 

60 ' A "  = iC "0 '>0 
T k  flnal connedionscan now bernade.ThepushbUnon(St)iswnneddto thepolm Aard A'm tte!XbavJ; umwirsaof 

reawnable length. One side of one of the d d e  switchas (SZJ is connmed to the h t i v e  (red) battery hob lead.  The othersided 
thls switch needs two wire&one goestothm Mher slrde switch (S3) andthe recodto the points C and Donths PCboard Notsthat 
there Isonly one hde: C Ison the topside. D m  thebmom.ThssecondsldeofS3i6oonnected~polrnEonthePCboard Uslngths 
m t  flexlbte hookup wire available, cut 28 lengths andsolder one end of each i n o w  of the26 holesfor the LED wnnecliom Be 
gureIhswireSareinsenedfrom the topside of theboard.Thm~arefullyconneU~chwlremthe appmpriateLEDl~d: th0-a 
shoutd already be mmented in place. Be extremely careful and cautious: not only must each Isad beproparlyoonneaed.butths 
LEO'sareertremely heat sensitive Aftereache~lneetlonismsde, itisagoodldeatoarmthaleaQandsoldersdarnnecrionwlthan 
~nsulatinp materid to avoid shona 

nfter the last mnnmions are finished the PC hard  is belted to the arver with &411 round head machine w;rew6'and W 
spaoem. This mu* be done carefuljy-that bundleof28 wires takas up rwmand is not vuryflexible. Mountthe~iswitchennrd 
pushbutton, put 4 bmeriesin the holdw, pc rw  on the lid, and you are in bu~nesn.Turn bMhrilideswitcheson; thsrsskddb.  

- llghts in both displays. Press the blrtron end all 7 LED'S in mchdisplay should comeon. One swYeh Wid cutoff therlght hsnd 
display while the other cuts of1 both. The only patterns w appear when the button Is releasd shwtd be tho- appwiate to 0 dm 

:: face. 
The photglraph shows the unit wlth both "dim" (at the top) IYiip-a5 on die I. a 6 on die 2 The Eoue rscm and PC h a r d  

j. mumlng screws aredearly vrsrble, asis the pushbumn. The slide switches are vlnually invisible (black on bhckdms not lead to 
2, @mdmntrast), but the labels(0N inths lowar lefl wmsr, a 1 and 2 intheright)+thei-'---"---k An infsriorviewdthsunitis 2 also shown. 

TABLE 2 

$ PbRTS LIST FOR DlE FACE RAPrDDMlZER 
Number T d  

b' fern Descrtpfion Required Wce 

SN 74114 PJ Hex Inverter 1 
, IC 5 Sh! 74B2 N Divide by Twelve 2 2.20 

SM 7432 N Quad 2-input Posltive 
OR Gate 1 .36 

$. IC 4. IC 8 SN 7437 N [luad 2-input Powfive -3 NAND Buffcw 2 1.20 2;; L 1 4  14 MY 5080 Micm Mini Wsible LED 14 6.M 
$ D I . D 2  lN914SwllchingDiode 2 
y C 1. C 2 0.01 F Disc Cspacitor 2 .?a 
:< R 1 . R 2  lWohm'kwattRBsi8tor 2 
C-: R 3-R 10 160 ohmu watt RWstw 8 

SPST Minimure Pushbuthxl Switch NO 'I 
S 3 SPSl Miniature Side Switch 2 

l E  vott Atkallne "C" Call (4 in series) 4 
., . 
:+ ,.:. Plastic Battery Holder4  "C" Cells 1 
!X <t: Phenolic Chassis Bor (wlth phenollc lid) 1 1.60 

i.: 6" x 3" x 2%" 

:* PC Board Copper Clad Both Sides 1 .M Interior View of t w ~ d i c e  & 4" 2%" urrpunchwd 
::': .-. . Miscsllaoeous Hardwsre. Wirs, etc. .# random dieface generator 
-+ 
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dtothepairsof holesm thepushionsshown belowandm 

How It Works 

there apply in  this case also, and are not repeated. 
Aspreviously, two invertersftom IC 1 {SN 7404)aremupledto snRCcircuit t~prducesquarewavesof~h~~t1 Mhapo in tA;  ; these pulses ar i fed into input A ofthedecsda counterlC 2 (SF4 7490)~henthe~ushbunon $1 is pressed. Ma in  me cournerisbu]h 

in  two sections: thrs unfi uses both byconnect~ng theoutputQ.4 to input B.Theresult isa b i n s r y - c o d e d d e c i m a ~ ~ ~ ~ u t a t t h e f ~ ~ r  
terminals Qk QB, QC, and OD. When the 4PBT switch 53 is in position 1, all of the ournuts of IC 2 am ~ n s d  direalrtothe 
correspnding lnauls of 1C 3 1SN 7448 3W-to-7--segment decder/drivur). giv~ng a truedecimal count Hmlleat the =rnetime 

, 58ctionsAand Bof the w i t &  ground the resat terminals of IC2. (Special now: If a l l f h a i r ~ d m d l s t h l ~ d ~ ~ I r n a l c o u n t ~ t c h ~ 3  
and IC 4 are unnecmry :  4mPlY makedlrect connectlens k w e e n  the outputsof IC 2 and the inputs of IC a, and perma~nth/  
ground the resetterminals of IC 2.lThe Std 7448 is specifically designedfer the pur- of driving7-segmentdisPI~y%ofthe MAN.4 
tw-there aressven ouruuttsrminals, onefor each segment. Notethat thisLC has 16pins: thsnumbr~ngB)PB~misBmIBgoUg~ 
that for a 14 pin unit. While the St4 fa48 1s capable of drivrng the display by Itself (inthls ins lam,  whentheoutpmam#@,}, a 
brighter light amlgrewer mt raSt  can h obtained with the use of the resistors R3--R9 mnnected to the powerm"rce. 00 NOT 
changa their values: ss before, they are used to limit current and prevent the display from being ouerloaded. 

WhenS.2 i s  In the psitlon2, thedisplayedcount gwsfmm 1 5 .  me first pointtoobserveistht ther--to.~eroplns(#2~d 
#3)of1C2arenolongerautmatlcallygm~nd~ butareInstpadmnneetedtotheoutputsQBandQC.Theserssw inputsfunction in ,. 
such a way that when sither isgrounded [or low), thn unil mums in  s normal fashion. Whenboth sbmulmnmuay m m i w a  hioh 
pulm, tt regets the count to zero. (If vou do your own design, be cawlul. There is another parr d resw pin-set-to-n~ne. ~ h m  
must be permanently grwnded.) Thus, when Qg and Qc sre both high for the first time In the cwnt  squence{a BCD s i d  the ' 
munter returns ta zero. Since the time r W u i r 4  is much less thsn the time hetween wurning pulms, me mums go fm &5 
without ovsrlaa orfalse probabilities. In orderto makethisa 1-6 readout, the 0 and C ~nputsof IC3arewnneered tothealpurnof IC 
41SN 7432 2-rnput OR gates); emammation of theloglcMllshowthat theseh4llcorrespond totheoulputs[1Band[1Cof~c2e~ept 
when all three outputs QA. Qg, and QC srelow(a BCDzemt then bothBsndCinputsofIC3aremads h~gh~givings BCD~Kmusa 
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) We're not urging that everyone go out and 
buy a Unit Divider Chest, but if you do have 
most of our games, do play them a lot, desire an 
attractive sorting system, and are willing to 
invest several hours in setting it up you can 
hardl'y go wrong with a purchase like this. 

However, do not pitch blindly into the 
project. Each drawer and every compartment 
should be labeled as to its contents. If youtakea 
little time in planning your *Unit Chest" and 
exercise some artistic ability you'll fare better 
than had you plunged into it immediately. 

Come up with a color scheme that will tell you 
immediately which drawers belong to which 
games. For example, we colored all our Origins 
labels black, Midway red. h l a e  white, etc. 

Psnzerblltr Is ~IObably Ihegame In most needof a cornpartmen- 
fal SoragEsystem. Soning should behne by type tofscil~tatesel- , 
up for the game's many Bcenarios. Note that the drawers are 
broken into five categories: transport, armor, special id armor. ; 
Infantry, avd artillery. Each interior compenment is likewise / 
labeled as m its exact eontents. 

Be selective as to which games you want-: 
included in your "Unit Chest." Some games, 
such as Gettysburg, D-Day, Sf alingrud, 
KriegspieI and the "peace games" do not really 
require compartmentalization. In fact, it actual- 
ly increases set-up time of games such as D-Day. 
Remember, units which are taken from a 
compartment have to be returned eventually. In 
most games, this is merely a matter of dropping 
the eliminated units into the proper com- 
partments each turn. In D-Day where there is no 
set OB historical unit designations, returning 
the right amount of units to the right compart- 
ment can be a real problem because there is 
nothing to cross reference each unit with as you 

! 
return it to the box unless you sort it by type i 
rather than time, which is little help to the Allied : 

? 

Not all coumrs should be classifid by type. In many games 
such as MIOWAY, groupinp d counters by the times when they 
appear on the board is preferable. In this example. both battle and 
search hard  counters are grouped in ths same compartment- 
dassified by the times they appear in  the game. Note that the 
outside labs1 describes what isto be found in the companmentsin 
that drawer, while each compartment is also labslsd as to IUS 

mntents. 

Games such as I9 14. Jutland, Pmzerblir;, 
Lufiwafle, Origins, and Richthofen's F u r  
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should be sorted entirely by type. Components 
for Getiysburg Guadalcanul, Anzio, Waterloo, 
Afrika Korps, and Bulge should be divided by 
the times and areas in which they enter play. 
Stalingrad, Midway and fiance '40 require a 
blending of the two systems. 

The drawback of this system is of course the 
initial expense, in terms of both timeand money 
plus the fact that it is not convenient for 
traveling. 

CARDBOARD DIVIDERS: 
A cheaper, and in some ways more con- 

venient, system is available for the flat box 
games. These games, until r e n t  production 
cutbacks, cameequipped with two counter trays 
measuring 10%" long by 23+" wide. Because 
there are no compartments contained within the 
trays, they are useful only to separate one side's 
p iem from the other. However, 2" g" strips 
of cardboard can be inserted easily into place so 
as to form individual compart~nents. Once in 
place, the strips can be stapled or glued for 
permanent support. Each compartment can k 
as long or short as necessary, subject only to the 
length of the tray and n u m b  of compartments 
sought. If additional compartments are desired 
further cardboard strips can be glued in place 
lengthwise to subdivide the original com- 
partments. Once placed in the trays, the weight 
of the mapboard placed overhead will prevent 
counter leakage if not jostled to exoess. 

Every gamer can easa his u n l  murder swags problem bv 
neatlngseparatwswtthin the cardhrdtrnysfound in the flatbox 

I games such ns hasbeendDneaboveforAk~eX(~p4. ThewegM of 
I the board atop tha treys serve to h e p  the units In platxr. 

PBM HINTS: 
Ever been placed in the embarrassing situa- 

tion of your PBM opponent finding you g d t y  
of moving a piece too far and sending your move 
back for revision? Of course, it probably wasn't 
intentional but rather was a result of moving a 
piece legally, leaving it to pay attention to 
another sector, and then returning to that area 
and moving again. Chances are you have 
probably been guilty of this in your faceto-face 
games as well, but your opponent couldn't 
prove it and so it went unnotioed. It happens, 
but it doesn't have to. Merely get into the habit 
of rotating your counter facing after every 
move. That is, always bave your units facing in 
the same direction. Whenever you move a piece 

pushbunon mounting hole is entered at one end a9 neerthe edge as poaslble, barely cleariwthe PCboard. Attheother e d ,  a slot 
.8" long and . 3  wkh iscuttoaaxrmmcdatethe MAN-4display.Thisslot is in linewiththe pushbutton mounlng M e  and wmeslu 
within ,125" of the end. On eeah side. ,626" from this end and as nearthe side of the b m  us possible, .I 2 5  h m h  are ckill8dfor 
mourning the PC board. Now comes the tricky pert-t of these b a s  heve their corners blockad by mo[dmd reinforcing or 
reglans w receive the Eover screws. This must have a cutout made about %" fmm the boaom of the box wthe e d  by the MAN-4 
slat: this is needed to sllwv room forthe cornersefthe PCboard. The entire d d n a  cannot lm rumsued. i t  ir neebdtobramthe PC 
boardandto mount the ha. Alc I can say;slnat l t isa cu1andf.tappmact  heym must becutowemylhtoellowtne1opofche~~et 1 ~oreachth~lnnersurfBCeol1hebOROmoftheboa~~~~tw0000oftne un~tjWhenthePC bcarddsm~~nted. Noneofthi8~srequiIsd~tha 
laroer bolr with B ohenolic lid: mount eveMhirxr on the Ild leavlna clearams for these reinfwmments. 

-After fonlsnlng'all thm wtrcng and mnmg of the box, the warns & mourned tn my unlt,  yo^ c a n m  rnountone thlngaa tome. 
everyth~ng mLsl be wo~dlntoposn~ons~m.haneously andcautlously In fact. rny4PDT swhch I s m  really mounted theflt 1660 
rqght I slrnply wedgeo 11 In place (NOT a recommended procedure) The war0 18 held In place with 4-40 machine mews, the olde 
w t h  the mrnponenrs ~sagainatthesurfaaeofthebox.Ifposslble, H" spacerosnouldbused:~ftheyarenMuwdtherpcrewsShould 
not be Ughrenedaxcess~vely If care is ussd, tne MAN-4 reedout can be tnsenedand r e m o w  vlatneblot he eurtaceshould be flush 
wrth or sllghtly above the outsldeof the wse Putthe banerlesqn the nolder, screwonthe l id(wh~ch just rnekesn). andtry hout. 
Tdm~ngonswltchS2shouldllghtupthedisplaywlthelther aOuh dependlngmtnewtc~ngd S3 Ress~ngthehnonshouldlight 
all seoments (an 8) M t h  swctch $3 In pos~tion 1, any number from 0-9 should appear when the tunon is releasea' I n m t l o n  2. 
onlv i - 6  should anwar. rn 

'rotate i t  1800 to indicate that it has moved. By Those who do not bave regular access to a 
the time you have finished your move all pieces paper with sales-in-hundreds listings for PBM 
should once again be facing in the same use and don't wish to involve a third party 
direction. In this way you can always tell at a necessary for use of the lCRK system are not 
glance which units have and haven't moved. totally without hope. Such people can get along 
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quite nicely onjust one paper per opponent. The 
trick is to "anchor" the CTD being used by 
giving 4 stocks and their sales-in-hundreds 
results to your opponent while he does the same 
for you with a paper of hk choosing. As a stack 
is used it i s  underlined on both player's paperso 
that the attacker can not use the stock again. At 
the end of the game both players exchange the 
CTD listings they used to verify the results they 
listed for their opponents attacks. This system is 
not foolproof-an unscrupulous person could 
find the CTD list you're using if he tried hard 
enough, but it is doubtful whether anyone 
would sink that low in a friendly game. 

In large metropolitan areas (or anyplace 
where opponents live within local calling dis- 
tance) where many wargamers live within close 
proximity to each other, PBM can be outmoded 
by PBP (Play by Phone). The procedure is the 
same for PBM with the exception of deter- 
mining results. Here, the attacker calls out a 
page in the local phone directory for every 
attack. 

The defender then immediately responds with 
a number from 1 to 20 and the words top or 
bottom. The defender then refers to the proper 
page in the phone book and looks up or down 
the right hand column the proper number of 
entries. The last digit in the phone number thus 
located is used to resolve the attack. That name 
is now checked off and can not be used for 
future attacks. The process is repeated for 
subsequent attacks. 

PBM HINTS: 
PBM gamers often go cross-eyed recording 

the grid-co-ordinates of all their units for every 
move. This problem has been rectified 
somewhat by games such as France '40 which 
print the co-ordinates on every square on that 
hex. You can do  this in the older style games by 
writing in the co-ordinates for every game. 
Granted, unless you are very artistically inclined 
it tends to mess up your board. 

An alternative is to use colored pencils to 
lightly shade alternate diagonal rows. Most 
errors in grid recording are made on the 
diagonal rows and distinguishing them from 
their neighbors in this manner usually cuts 
down mistakes of this nature 90%. 

Give your opponent a break when it comes to 
selecting stocks for CTD's. Choose them from 
one section of the paper close to the date so that 
he doesn't have to clip out the whole paper and 
stuff it in an envelope. Don't use preferred 
stocks or those which regularly sell under 20 
shares daily. And surprising as it may seem to 
many-you may use Saturday CTD's by 
specifying that your opponent look up the 
weekly stock results which appear in most 
Sunday papers. However, when using this 
option your letter must be postmarked by the 
previous Thursday. 

And for those of you to whom the stock 
exchange is all that's evil in the world, there is 
always the ICRK system. This is a computer 
printout of random numbers. Both players are 
provided with a different one and a copy of each 

is kept by a neutral third party to verify the 
results after the fact. For further info on this 
promising system we suggest you write the 
SICL, 5820 John Avenue, Long Beach, Califor- 
nia 90805. 

TIME: 
"Methinks he doth taketh too longn is a line 

from an old Enghsh play which fits well into our 
hobby. Everyone has had the misfortune of 
playing someone who takes longer to make a 
move than Grant did to fight the Wilderness 
Campaign. Quick response moves such as 
Football Strategy and Rickrhofer%'s War can be 
easily controlled with a stop watch or any clock 
with a second hand. This is not the answer for 
more sophisticated games with a greater 
number of variables each turn however. 

A USCF clack. Pushfng the button on your slde stspa your do& 
and starts your apponems'. Chess clocks are expendre: rangrng 
from 81%835 but are usually high quality and guaranteed. 
Inquiries can be directed to the USCF at479 Broadway. Newburgh. 
NY 12550. 

Chess clocks are used to measure the time 
each side separately takes for his moves. In 
chess, a typical procedure is to allow 2 hours 
(per person) to make a grand total of 40 moves. 
If your flag falls before the 40 are made, you 
lose. You thus allocate your time as you please. 
For wargamers, two ways are feasible: for short 
games (e.g., Panzerblitz) decide how much time 
is to be spent, divide it (allowing for different 
numkrs of units if necessary) and set the clocks 
appropriately. Say one hour on each. If your 
flag falls before the last move is made, you lose. 
(Note the flag will fall each hour-for longer 
games merely reset the clock accordingly). 

THE DICE: 

Dice (speckled cubes, messengers of fate or 
any of a dozen less fitting names) have been 
damned and praised by gamers ever since man 
made his first wager. Yet no matterhow much 
we condemn them game designers always resort 
to them almost without exception. 

Whatever your feelings on the relative merits 
of luck versus skill in wargames, dice are 
unavoidable if you follow the wargaming per- 
suasion. However, substitutes can be found. 

One of the simplest and least expensive is the 
Automatic Comput-A-Dice device carried by 
Radio Shack and sellingfor $2.95. By pressinga 
plastic lever, two wheels start to roll. They stop 
automatically and light up a pair of dice faces on 
the TV-type window. The device operates on 2 
"AA" penlight cells. 

A host of other die-rolling gadgets can be 
found in gift and stationery shops. They range 
from a miniature revolving gambling cage to a 
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1 1 1 ~ :  Gettysburg ~rucr: $ 7 . 0 ~ 1  
I Divisional Level Civil War 1 
j Battle L 

i I 
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I '.....+..+.+++..........................................................+.... CONTEST NO. ......................................... 68 

l ~ h i a  iwu'~ confeat cotllronts the American ATTACKING DEFBNDING BATTLE 
:player in B D A Y  with a dif f~ul t  choiee: which 

beach is weaker? C o n t d n t s  are 
to indicate their choice of beaches, 

i t i tbtr  Normandy or LeHawe, in the boxes 
:~rovided and show their attacks ontht diumun. 

i n d i  attacks and the ittack 
the diugrm. Thc objeaivc of 

ithe c o r n  in ta dck the weakest beachdefeo~ 

i ........... ................... 
and initiate tbebest attack apinst that beach. BESTAR-~ICLES 
Contest entry deadline is June 30, 1974. 

1 
I. NAME ! 

............... ........... 2. ADDRBSS ... ...... ........ ........... !ISSUE AS A WHOLE:. .(Ratefrom 1 3. ClTY.. ..STATE.. 
to 10; with 1 tquattng excellent. IOc terrible) Zf P i C ---------,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,--_,v--------A----, 
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'small catapult which shakes miniature dice and 
,"trowsn them onto a fett playing surface. Both 
-are competitively priced in the $4-$7 range. 

Other, much more sophisticated systems, are 
,described at length in module form on these 
pages. Why bother you ask? Only to point out 
,the unusual and innovative in most cases. 
' However, there are exceptions. Most dice, 

I unless they are specially made for gambling 
casinos, are "loaded" in a sense. Adjustments 
:usually are not made for "carving" the pips in 
tach die face. Thus, the "I" die face is heavier 
-than the "6" with the result that when the other a ,demands of physics are paid, the "1" die face is 
~rnore likely to be on the bottom than the 6, thus 
(exposing a 6 result. Taking such minute 
variations astep further we find individuals who 
can actually conlrol the roll of a die. In most 
cases this is the result of not giving the die atrue 
*roll'-but rather dropping or spinning it from 
a set height with a certain number facing up. 
Someone who does this consistently should be 
made to throw the die agoivsst the box so that it 
rebounds freely. The numerous mechanical 
gadgets described elsewhere in this article are 
free of any such underhanded possibilities. 

FAVORITE GAME FETISHES: 

play more than any other and take pride in 
having ' the best setn available whether it be a 

Monopoly game with real money! This desire to 
have the ultimate in physical quality is not 

m.2= 

T!wgbomrd pictured nbove:. one examPIe of howB g!rnBr 
with irnag~nation and a 11nle resourcefulness can add to the 

1 
enloymemof hlsfavwlte F]sme.Theabove dwice~saretxrrdlngs~d 
h r  playing the Campaign Game of RichthofenO War 

Like unit divider schemes these special tricks 
can run the gamut from the very expensive 
electronic gadgetry to hand made knick-knacks. 
It would be impossible to list all the possibiIities 
that exist but we'll cite a few of the examples 
we've seen in recent weeks. 

Owners of Vol. 9, No. 3 of the GENERAL 
(now out of print) will remember Mr. Rick 
Miller of Mansfield, Ohio who made a set of 
glass enclosed Blitzkrieg coffee tables with 
drawers especially tooled to hold the unit 
,counters which he mounted on wooden cubes 
topped by miniature figurines. A much less 
expensive proposition is Mark Saha's "carrier 
deck screens" which can be made from index 
cards and serve to keep the enemy from 
knowing your plane dispositions. Randy Reed's 
Peg Board Recorder for all the planes and pilots 
available in the Campaign Game of 

The BLt7ZKRlEG coffee table above IS lust one way In which a 
wargamer with a wahng knowledge of carpentry can make a 
handsome mlfsctor's kern for hlrnself Notke the carefullyetched 
d m m  whlch allow places for each individual unlt used in the 

Richthofen's War is not such a matter of 
expense as it is of availability. The peg board 
and pegs werecannibalized from old Choice sets 
(an Avalon Hill title better forgotten), and the 
rest was merely a matter of judicious cutting of 
spare R R pieces and a bit of press type. 

Perhaps the most practical extravaganza 
we've yet to see is the 3 dimensional Pmzerbliiz 
board which does away with many of the LOS 
difficulties at a glance. Such a board should 
have 4 different levels (although the one pic- 
tured here has only 3-slopes being treated as 
normal terrain); one each for gullies, normal 
terrain, slopes and hilltops. T o  make such a 
board one needs the normal Panzrblirz board 
plus three unmounted mapsheets. The original 
mapboard makes up the gully level. Over this 
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Ensign Guida graduated from M. 1. T. wiih an S. B. in Electrical Engineering, an S. M. in Nuclear 
Engineering, and a tremendously comprehensive background in Computer Programing, where he 
inwsied two years of his rime in Project MA C(h4achineAided Congnition). During this time he h d  
access to the University's Art~fTci~l Znlelligence Laboratory where he did battle wiih a chess playing 
computer on numerous occasions. fie results were in Mr. Guida's words: "reasonabb"; the 
computer coming out on ihe short end of a 15-10 tally. Suffice it to say that Mr. Guida is an 
uncontested authority on the subject openedbelow. We thank him for taking time out from his duties 
at t k q , ~ ~ ~ $ ~ ~ $ ; ~ ~ p ~ k  < E g g ~ ~ r  Laboraiory to tackle the GENERACs look info . . . a"r&" > > , , +xrA" ""<&Yi::~;;:rY" t3AA ;:,,A S+LE:;~~: "" 

+;:$af$~:;::::~,~::~~~3~~~;i:i::;k THE COMPUTER AND WARGAMING 
by Richard Guida 

This article is a brief discussion of the possible roles the digital mmputer may play in  Avalon Hill style 
wargaming. The intent of this article is to outline these roles, and discuss'one example of them. 

In Avalon Hill wargames, most of the "fog" of war is neatly quamized: unit strength, movement, position, 
tetrain characteristics and how they affect movement and wmbat, etc. Such a war simulation -ern should 
lend itself nicely to some type of computer interaction. Possibie computer uses may be broken into two general 
categories: direct mmputer command and wordination of the mmbat, economic or political forces involved, or 
human command with computer assistance of these forces. This article will restrict itself to consideration of 
combat forces only, although logical extension to political and economic activities should nor be difficult to 
envision. 

For the first category, i t  is safe to  say that wargarners need not worry about having their skills mastered by a 
computer. I t  is insrructive here to consider the game of chess, and howthe computer is used toactasa "human" 
opponent. Many computer pragrams have been developd in  the last ten years which enable the computer to 
engage most human opponents and win quite regularly. The quality of play isstill perhaps an order of magnitude 
behind that of Bobby Fischer, however. The computer approaches the game of chess in  much the same way a 
humandoes. In any turn, the mmputerconsidersall reasonable mwes, andseleds thebest movefromthem.The 
selection process measures the merits of a particular rnow+.g.,increased control of the mnter ofthe board, 
protection of a friendly piece, attack on an enemy piece, etc.-versus the mova's demerits--e.g., loss or 
unguarding of a friendtypiece, or,preventiuwob cadhg.~apabHity, etc. All uf t b  .factors atrewunrerieatly- 
weighted according to their relative importances, and then summed up to obtain one numerical figure for the 
"advisability"0f a particular move. Obviously, the move whh the highest advisability figure isthe one which the 
computer will make. Equally obviously, careful thought by the computer prcgrammer (when he prepares the 
program) must be given tothepossible merits anddemarits of any move, sothatthey may Imgroperlyweighted in  
the prqram mde. 

Another factor which is included in  determining the advisability of a move is that of the move's future 
consequences. This factor is usually termed "look-ahead.'' When the computer is evaluating a move, it wilt 
hypothetically "make" the move and then attempt to determine its opponent's most iikelycounter-move in  his 
turn. In this way, the computer can determine if its move will have immediate catastrophicor detrimenral results. 
This is called one turn look-ahead. To practicetwoturn lwk-ahead, the computer mustthen hypothesize its next 
turn's move. as well as its opponent's response. Naturally, the further ahead the computer is able to look, the 
better it is able to foresee future catastrophicorwinning resultsfor its present move. However, the further ahead 
the computer does in  fact look, the more time and effort i t  must expsnd evaluating the increased number 04 
possible consequenoes. In fact, the additional computational time required increasesapproximatelyexponential- 
ly with each additional turn of look-a head. With presenttechnology, this makes it impossible toacwmplish more 
than about a five turn lookahead (in most instances) for any one move. 

The dissimilarities between chess and Avalon Hill wargames will now be mentioned. First, the number of 
possible moves for a unit coumer is parhaps an average of twentytimesas for anychesspiece,dependingon the 
circumstances and game. Second, oneside's turn inchessconsistsof moving a single piece, whereasas many as 
a hundred counters may have to be moved in  a wargame turn. Third, all moves of the counters must be 
coordinated during the turn, a computational (i.e. th0ught)expense not incurred in  the chess turn. Finally, wrnbat 
resolution is by chance in  wargames, introducing a variable which virtually destroys any hope for an effective 
look-ahead scheme due tothevast number of unoertainties introduced. All of thesefaciors lead to theconclusion 
that the generation of an effective wargame-playing mmpurer program is at present impossible. 

Even in chess. the computer is still no match for the trained human brain. One of the basic reasonsfor this is 
that the computer can make-local tactically sound moves, but has difficulty in  planning an entire offensive or 
defensive operation, and making each individual tactically sound movefit intoanoveraH plan of operation. Thisis 
the very propeRy that a good human wargame player possesses. To put it simply, it is presently impossible to 
program into a computer the capacity to exercise strategic thought, precisely because strategic thought is such 
an amorphous quantity to define. 

Turning now to using a wmputer to assist a human player (or players). two basic uses can h identified: the 
"bookkeeping" role, and the tactical movement and battle appraisal role. The first is somewhat self explanatory, 
but offers many interesting possibilities. A computer can be used as an unerring mediator in simulraneous 
movemem games, although the programming effort involved may be significant. Or i t  can be used as just a data 
storage and retrieval system, to assist a commander in  evaluating his own or his opponent's material state. 

The more useful application of ths computational "firepower" of the computer is inthe appraisalorevaluation 
of a human commander's action. Accepting the fact that a computer cannot make strategic (or even tactical) 
decisions in  a wargarne due to the large number of variables and uncertainties, the proper role for the cornpuler 
should be to assist a human commander in  determining what his best tactical action anddeploymem may be. To 
give en example of this, consider the German initial turn defense of a beach i n  D-Day,for instance Pas De Calais. 
The German commander could use a wmpurer program specifically for the task of beach defense evaluation. 
Thus, once he has selectd and positioned his Pas De Cslais defenses, he can request the computer to give him 
such information as: maximum odds the Allies can obtain against each beach and iniand square, probability of 
capturing one or more fortresses or cities, most probable effects of Allied SAC attach, and most probable Allied 
and German tosses and positions after the first turn of the assault. These are all thingsfor whicha computer can 
easily be programmed to give the answers, and will require relatively tittle computational effort. It can beargud 
that this problem is in fact so simple thm computer assistance is not needed. that the German commander should 

res that no arithmetic errors are made, and that he win have more time t 
gy and coordination. 
neral terms many of the concepts this article attempts to present. The he 
uallv (personatly) go to  a computer and try to "interface" it to  A.H. warg 
n d  have a computer or the training to use one. Many universities 
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PA#ERBUT? buff6 woultl love a 34lmenslonal bonrd such as 
thls whlch ell bur ellmlnaes st n glance most Liwof-Sight 
problmn. 

you paste a layer of "sandwich" board or 5'' 
styrofoam, using a razor to cut out thegully 
hexes. The process is repeated over the 2nd 

,layer-* time removing the non-slope and 
hilltop hexes, and one more time for the 
hilltops, removing the slope hexes. 

The result is a 3 dimensional board over 
which you can continue to employ unit counters 
as usual or substitute miniature figures such as 
GBQ micro--or. The cost of the styrofoam 
usually runs about $2.00 for a 3W x 40" sheet. 

A trick to promote realismin M I D W A Y i s t h l s ~ l e b m l d i v i d s r  
which h p 6  your carrter decka hldden umit the enemy Isaetually 
ouarlwad. 



The unmounted mapsheets are almost impossi- 
' ble to come by. However, if we've whetted your 
- appetite unfairly in this article we'll provide the 
answer. For the next month only, we'll honor 
requests for unmounted Parnzerblirz mapsheets 
&i$3.W a set%emember,, it will 'take at least2 
sets, and preferably 3 to construct your board. If 
interested, make your check payable to Avalon 
Hill Company and mark it to the attention of 
Donald Greenwood. 

MOOD MUSIC: 
Yes, even music comes under the heading of 

"playing aids." Although this isn't exactly the 
type of thing that turns us on, we've met 
individuals who claim they just don't feel right 
playing a wargame without appropriate martial 
music in the background. Far be it from us to 
knock others so we thought we'd tell you about 
two such records available from OAKLEAF 
VENTURES at their Box 286, East Orange, N J  
07019 address. Their two offerings in the field 
are, quite predictably titled, LUFTWAFFE and 
WEHRMACHT. Both sell for 55.95 postpaid 
and are quality 33 1 / 3  RPM albums containing 
numerous war songs, victory marches, speeches, 
and radio commentary on the Third Reich. Of 
course this company is not alone in the field but 
merely one organization whose product we've 
heard and can recommend. Each to their own. 

Naval nuts will love the electronic search 
boards of Kurt Nordquest (Jutland) and 
Richard Plock (Midway) which enables players 
to search for their adversaries without giving 
away their own position. Such devioes are 
expensive and require a great amount of skill to 
construct. For lack of space we fail to comment 
further on them here but if sufficient interest is 
shown by the readership we will present them 
extensively in later editions. 

MISCELLANEOUS: 
Simple adjustments to unit counters 

themselves can also be an aid to play. Color 
coding the sides of units in games such as 
Blitzkrieg and Waierloo does much to avoid the 
constant sorting through stacks of units to 
determine their make-up and strength. For 
example: in Waterloo a red side could denote a 4 

>factor unit; blue-+ 3 factor unit; green-two 
factors. Thus, the PAA player could tell at a 
glance that a stack showing 2 green sides, 1 blue 
side, and one red side consists of factors without 
having to actually handle the stack and risk 
knocking over its neighbor. 

**** 
The Competition Viewpoint 

by Dan Hoffbauer 
In the typical Avalon Hill battle game, the 

; time required to play a complete match is "2-5 
hours." Most AH garners will scoff at this, 
claiming that it is not possible to play a full game 
of Bulge, say, in four hours. There is a very 
legitimate basis for this complaint upon ex- 
amination of the normal AH player's gaming 
habits. 

The average move in the middle of a Bulge 
game will take between 15 and 45 minutes per 
side. This time is taken up in making a decision 
on where each unit should move, on retracing 
the moves some units have taken when the 
player changes his mind, on rules arguments, 
and on combat resolution. 

There is a way to beat t h i  snail's pace. Place a 
time limit oneach move. This can be very simply 
done with the additions of a few simple rules of 
conduct. 

First, place a limit on movement time. This 
cah be ctotie, either with a limit on each 
individual move, or a limit on the entire game. 
In the first instance, the normal procedure is to 
use a stop watch or a watch with a second hand 
on it. The player not moving keeps the time and 
gives the other player a 30-second warning when 
time is running out. In the latter method, achess 
clock must be used, with the moving player 
taking up as much or as little time per move as 
he desires. However, o n e  the total time runs 
out, that player cannot move again. 

For either method, the time limits do not 
indude resolution of combat. However, a player 
cannot take more than IS seconds to declare the 
units and the odds for each particular battle. 
Once the die is rolled, the defender is given only 
three seconds per square to retreat or advance 
any units, as is the attacker. 

The most important stipulation in movement 
by time limit is the "touchn movement system. 
Simply put, you cannot move a unit again once 
you have touched it and then touched another 
unit. If you want to remove a unit, it must be 
done before moving any other unit and it must 
be within that unit's movement capability to 
retrace its step. You cannot "call a move back" 
under this system. This requirement alone 
forces each player into snap decisions under 
pressure. Incredible blunders are made possible 
which are not possible under so-called "normal" 
playing conditions. 

The time elsment 1s an important consideration In mmptitive 
wminq--espedally 0s conducted by the SICL. Note the timeclock 
b i n g  u s d  by the neutral judge. 

For instance, if a player does not allocate his 
time carefully during a move, many units will 
remain where they are. 1. have seen spectacular 
breakthroughs remain unexploited because the 
player did not allow enough time to move his 
most important units. Gaps open in the front, 
through which a quick player will be able to 
penetrate and turn a game completely around. 

It is not possible to be a "computer gamer" 
when using a time limit. Those players who, 
given enough time, can make the perfect move, 
with each factor used to maximum extent, will 
be unable to exist in an atmosphere of fly-by- 
your-pants and snap decisions based upon 
quickly grasping the essentials of the situation. 
The superior tactician can usually prevail in a 
pressure situation. The so-called "idiot factor" 
can be brought into games without the use of an 
artificial rule. The better player will be able to 
make less mistakes. It is often the opinion of 
wargamers that nothing less than perfection will 
do in a move. Under a time-limit system, 
perfection is well-nigh impossible. The side with 
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the fewer and the less serious mistakes will win. 
This requires concentration, perception, and an 
ordering of  priorities to make sure that the 
essential moves are made. Planning in advance 
is also a necessity, since you just do not have the 
time to think about your moves when it is your 
turn. You must already know where you wantto 
go and what you want to do before you do it. 
Otherwise you'll end up with half your pieces 
touched. 

In tournament play, as run by Spartan 
International, t h e  limits under either method 
are used. Tournament umpires are present, to 
provide rules interpretation services in the case 
of very large tournaments, or to actively super- 
vise, keep time, figure odds, roll the die, and 
handle all functions which do  not require the 
decision of one of the players. This "formal" 
approach is very effective in keeping games 
moving and in equalizing players who do not 
know each other and are unfamiliar with each. 
other's methods of play. A common set of face- 
to-face procedures under which people can 
game are a necmsity as the competition in this 
field expands and as money prizes become more 
common and more significant. 

It's not hard to get used to time-limit play, 
agd once they're used to it, some find that they 
prefer a fast-moving hard-hitting contest to a 
slow, dragging social gathering. 

Spartan International has fulldetails on time 
limit tournament play through its Box 1017, 
Bellflower, California 90706 address, . Fa-to- 
face tournament regulation booklets cost $1 -00. 

Playability & PrscClcnlity-A Startefs Guide 
By Mark Saha 

What's the fastest set-up time game in the 
entire Avalon-Hill catalogue? Think about it. 
Well? The answer ~y surprise you, but in my 
book the full tournament version ANZIO is a 
top contender. There are so few p i e s  on the 
board at game ope'ning-and in preordained 
positions-that you can plunk them down in 
seconds and "get on with it," especially if you're 
willing to spend a pleasant hour or so on a rainy 
afternoon putting the game in maximum 
"playability" condition. Much of what I have to 
say about ANZIO applies to the other games in 
your collection too, so that's what this little 
piece is about-simple, practical steps to im- 
proving physical playability. But I mentioned 
ANZIO first, so let's start with that. 

The next time you're around a stationery 
store, or the art department of your local college 
book store, stop and pick up a large piece of 
poster board. You'll also need a ruler, pencil, 
and razor blade but probably already have 
these. Of course, you knew there must be a catch 
when I nominated ANZZO-but really it's only 
a small catch. What you do is mounteachof your 
Game I1 Order of Appearance cards on separate 
pieces of poster board; cut the poster board to 
allow ample margin and you won't even have to 
use paste to mount the O/A cards+ellophane 
tape, especially library tape, will do just fine. 
Now you can pick up the 01 A cards and carry 
them around with pieces on them; more impor- 
tantly, you can k a w  them set up-they can be 
easily stored under your bed, on the top of a 
bookcase, in a carefully prepared back space in 
a closet, etc. When you do feel like a game, they 
can be taken out and the board set up in 
seconds. 
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Now, I realize a lot of you nit-pickers out 

there are going to start yelling "foul"! Once 
you've agreed to leave the 01 A cards set up, you 
want to argue, GETTYSBURG or 
GUADALCANAL become the fastest set-up 
time games. Well, you've missed my second 
point, which is practicality. Since those two 
games don't have many pieces in the first place, 
set-up isn't really a problem-not even 01 A set- 
up. So there's really not much point to keeping a 
lot of mounted O / A  cards for various games 
stacked around your room. Just ANZIO and, if 
you happen to be a nut on it, 1914. 

But I'm not finished with ANZIO yet. While 
you're at the stationery store, pick up a set of 
oversized 4" x 6" index cards. These can be used 
to make an O/A card each for the Repubiican 
and Monarchist armies, and these O/As can be 
mounted on the same poster board as their 
parent allies. The remaining Italian units (that 
start on the game board) are simply stored in the 
game box with your forts and fortifications. 
First, however, let's make sure you'll never get 
your Italian units confused: write "Rn on the 
back of every Republican, " M  on the back of a 
Monarchist, and "G" on the 185th German 
sympathizer. Write the set-up hex number on 
the back of the remaining Italians . . . and now 
you can always tell which side an Italian is on by 
simply flipping it over. (While you're at this, you 
may as well write "S" on the back of the German 
substitute counters.) 

There is one final use for the remainder of 
your oversized index cards, and you'll find them 
useful in this regard in play of many other A-H 
games. Any highly specialized or "out of the 
way" rules that you have trouble with can be 
neatly typed out on separate cards, and keeping 
these handy inastackwilldo away with the need 
to go constantly flipping through the rules 
book. For instance, if you use the optional 
"Retreat Through ZOC" rule (ANZIO Battle 
Manual, page 11) you really should type out the 
rule and chart on a separate card. The same 
holds for many of the Order of Appearance 
rules on pages eight and nine (unless you prefer 
to Xerox these two facing pages and cut them 
out for handy reference). 

If you're one of the (apparently) fortunate few 
who happen to own a copy of ANZIO but really 
haven't gotten into the game, you owe it to 
yourself to give these suggestions a try. You 
have to play the tournament version at least a 
couple of times to appreciate how good and 
playable it actually is (the mini-games are quite 
satisfactory, if your time is,limitd. Also, Game 
I l l  "openingsn make for excellent solitary; 
invade different areas to test Italian reaction 
and see whether the Germans can stabilize the 
situation)-but most people seem to be put off 
by the sheer mass and apparent complexity of 
set-up and clerical duties. Try these suggestions, 
and you'll find you can play the game as often as 
you like with little or no such effort. And, since 
most of the pieces remain on the 01 A cards at 
all times, putting the set away after a game is no 
bother either. 

GUADALCANAL is another game where 
playability can be improved immensely, and 
with even less effort. First, write the range of 
each artillery unit on the back of the piece-and 
you need never refer to that chart on page 10 of 
the Battle Manual again. Next, take the manual 
to your local Xerox operator and have copies 
made of the Artillery Firing Table,Units of Fire 

Replenishment Table, and Psychological 
Effects Table. Cut these copies out, mount them 
on pieces of poster board (again, cellophane 
fape is fine), and keep them handy on the table 
at gametime. Also, you may find it convenient 
to write "P" next to every turn on the Time 
Record Card in which Psychological Effects are 
rolled. Finally, you should write "1st" on the 
back of each unit of the 1st Marine Division, for 
the withdrawal rule on them-but write it in the 
corner and circle it, to distinguish this from 
artillery range. 

Keeping track of hidden units in 
GUADALCANAL i s  rarely a problem, and 
most Jap players prefer their own systems. But 
here, again, I find the oversizd index cards 
quite handy. A ruler is a handy tool in deter- 
mining correct grid-hex numbers; then, write 
this number on an index card and place the unit 
on the card just above that rqumber. When all 
hidden units are in place (and there usually 
aren't many, except before the one big Jap 
offensive) simply cover the index card with a 
second one. This way you can glance under the 
card and recheck your positions even during 
your opponent's move. When you- your 
own positions, simply mark out one grid- 
number and write in the new one; and change 
cards when things start getting cluttered. 

By now you should start getting the idea of 
"playability & practicality"; basically, all it 
means is that you don't have to accept the 
playability value of the game-as-published and 
you don't have to be willing to put in the 
considerable time and effort that professional 
"game nuts" devote to construction of elaborate 
physical game storage and play systems. Just a 
little common sense and improvisation and a 
pleasant rainy afternoon can streamline your 
game collection according to your own specific 
needs and problems. For a closer look, here are 
a few final items: 

WATERLOO; write " G  on the back of 
French forces that start at Gosselies, and "M" 
on those at  Marchienne. Write " Q  and "N" on 
the Anglo forces starting at Quatre Bras and 
Nivelles; number the arrival times of other 
forces "I" through "8" on the O / A  card, and 
write the corresponding number on the back of 
the appropriate units. You may wish to use "8" 
and "8A" for June 18th arrivals to distinguish 
Anglo and Prussian units. Leave the rest of the 
counters of both sides biank. Now, it is a simple 
matter at the start of a game to invert your 
counters as you dump them from the game tray 
and sort them for arrival and deployment, or 
better yet-divide your gametray into the 
proper compartments. 

MID WAY; although the Midway Reduction 
Table is used only once or twice in a game, it's 
usually used. And the U.S. A. player may get the 
hint if you start scrambling for the Battle 
Manual to study the odds. Simply Xerox two 
copies of the table, cut them out, and tape them 
to the Search Board Screen with the rest of the 
charts. 

PANZERBLITZ; if you're just learning the 
game, it's a h o s t  mandatory to type out on three 
separate cards the rules for the three different 
types of attack; also, on separate cards, 
whatever other factoring or terrain rules that are 
a particular problem with you. After a few 
games these rules become second nature and 
you can throw the cards away (or help start 
another new player with them), but until then 
they'll accelerate your first few games con- 

siderably by placing at your fingertips informa- 
tion you'd otherwise be scrambling through the 
rules for during every move. 

Obviously, this article is intended mostly for 
those just getting started in gaming-or who 
have been "put off' by a game that seemed just 
too much trouble to play. However, even if you 
don't happen to own any of the gamesdiscussed 
here, the basic principles I've offered can be used 
in making the games you do have more 
playable. If you own a game that you like but 
don't play as often es you'd really want, mostly 
because it seems to take so long to set up or 
because play for some reason seems sluggish 
and too much work, something can probably be 
done. It doesn't mean the game was badly 
designed; more often, as with ANZIO and 
GUADALCANAL, it's a matter of packaging 
and economics . . information has to be com- 
pressed into the most efficient form for printing 
and distribution purposes. But that doesn't 
mean you have to live with these realities once 
you sit down at the gameboard-especially if 
youlikethe game and planto keep it a few years. 
D-DAY: Designate the lare arriving Germun 
uniiswdlh astaron rhebackso~udon'thme to 
look up which units start on the replacements 
stars every time. While you're at it-number ihe 
backs of the Allied units according to the turns 
they're availabb. 
AFRIKA KORPS, BULGE, MIDWAY, 
BLITZKRIEG: As was the case with Waterloo, 
you cun decrease your set-up time greatly by 
noting on the back of the unit when it becomes 
available and where. A simple "7" on a 
Blitzkrieg unit suffices to say that this unit hnot 
available until the 7th turn. A red " I  ** on the 
backs of the 15th Panzer units serves to let you 
know rhal it is part of the Germans 1st 
reinforcement levy in May. Similar numbering 
systems for the other games do much to reduce 
playing times. f3 

PBM EQUIPMENT 
Tired of ptavinq- solitaire or humiliating 

the same opponeni day after day? You may 
be good in your game mom but what can 
you do against a good player from another 
part of the country? There's only one way 
to find out - play them by mail! PBM is an 
easy-to-learn and convenient-to-use system of 
piaying fellow garners across the nation. A 
special CRT and combat resolution system 

' makes it impossible to cheat! PBM is an 
: entirely different experience from face-to- 
, face play. It has made bettar garners of 

many who have tried it, and all those who 
have mastered it. PBM is the only way to 

, participate in the many national tourna- 
ments held regulariy for Avalon Hill games. 

Each kit  sells for $4.50 postpaid and 
includes enough materials to play virtually 

- dozens of games, including addendum sheets 
which list official grid-coordinates for those 
games not already possessing them and 
special charts and CRT's for postal play. 

Kits are available for the following games: 

* AFRI KA KORPS KRf EGSPIEL 
BLlTZKRl EG LUFTWAFFE 

+ BULGE * I914 
* D-DAY + PANZERBLITZ 

GETITSBURG STALINGRAD 
GUADALCAMAL "WATERLOO , 

, > 
, . . > ,  
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I 
SERIES REPLAY 
PANZJERBILITZ 

(Siuntion No. 6 Revised) 
Russian-Richard Plock 
German-Robert Livermore 

was sure of the result-+ndas Qresulrhedidnot delaying action than board number 2, and thus 
- win. The G e m m  player, for his Part. lost a one immediate objective is to hold the Russians 

victory because he refused to sacr$fe bbcking 0. this board as long as possible. The idea is to 
units O H  two key spares and did not use all of take as far forward a blocking position as 
his avaihble mils in the final battle. possible while retaining mobility and preventing 

, Options and pule interpretatiow wed:  losses. 
f i e  indirect fire (regular version) and real- The German probably cannot prevent the 

space line of sight dedermirmtion were the only Russian player from getting a minimum of 
listed options used. In addition, while thegame between 15 to 25 pieceson board 3 (Russian 
war playedfaceto-face, the -b~-mail  rules marginal to tactical), if the Russian gets on 
and combat resulls table were wed (using a Board 2 before turn 5. On the other hand the 
decimal raradomizer). TAM. theCf..ect offire was Russian player can not reasonably expect to get 
not known until afle~: movement. finally, the 10 or more p iem on board 3 by the end against 
following inlerpretations (not specrfiedb~ A-HI a reasonably intact German force, if he gets on 
were agreed upon: Initial setup- Russian: Ten board no. 2 after move 6. Thus the German 
hexes to befull hexes; Russian may set up on objective for the first five moves is to prevent the 
hexes through row W inclusive- Indirect fire: Russians from getting on board 2 b e f o ~  turn 5 
f ie  CP may direct fire and load on the same while imposing on the Russian losses which are 

at least twice his own. This condition must be 

tempo of the game. 

Russian Comments Move: setup hamper the setting up of a defensive line. 
I feel the German has a slight advantage in Slowing the Russians down does not just 

th is  situation, but only a marginal one. If I depend on blocking roads physically as has been 
(Russian) can reach the end of board no- 1 by done with positions R9, Q9, F9 and 0 8  but also 
the end of move no. 5 without losing any on leaving him open to heavy gunfire which can 
significant number of units OR I can reach there be executed by guns which can fire with 
on turn no. 6 AND havesignificantlyweakened immunity from counter fire points. We see that 
the German (especially in mobility), I have a this holds for pi- 631,621 and 32. Of course, 
good chance. I must actually be leaving the one could argue that both the Wespe (62 1) and 
board (i.e., on row A or B) at this time. Any the Hummel (631) ought to be ih-4 directly 
earlier, and I should win easily; later and I have from board no. 2, but just as they are out of 

harms way, they are often too far out of theway 

have to unload when 1 am in a huny. the town. 201 is unloaded to spot for 91. 
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Russian Comments Move No. 1 

This is about as far as I can get without giving 
him any free shots (l.E., no targets for counter- 
fire) with those mobile guns. I think he would 
have been better advised to spot something on 
C2 (e.g., 88 mm battery) to cover the valley 
between hills 109 and 135; it would also cover 
the road through the forest and the areasouth of 
hill 135. The units in the south could have gone 
further, but I want to have my guns cover as 
much of the road as possible. 1 doubt if I will be 
able to move them their full movement factor 
next turn anyway-] must follow the same 
policy as this turn. (Hide behind ridges and in 
forests) I am going to try to dislodge the Wespe 
& Hummel next turn if at all possible. At least I 
am threatening any unit left east of hill 109, and 
the  75 mm gun at L7 in the bargain (by 
unloading my infantry on M7)-although I 
don't dare spend much time at such games. 

A point to think about: not only do I have t o  
reach board 3 to win, but I must also destroy at 
least German unit a loss- Therefore I 
Cannot sit still and be Content with no attack; hadtofall back anywey, end as m result several movement factors advance considerably. I 

completely aside from the fact that it would Russian Comments Turn No. 2 (no. 118)whereonlythe SU 152'scanshoot at it. ! 
make for a dull game, I would lose. He has saved his' gun and blocked hex K4 Fortunately this means that a t  least one of these 

,which I wanted to use to get to 56. However, I will be subject to counter fire from the Wespe. 

good field of fire from 1-B-6, why bother to this turn. They are worth far more than the (at harm's way and into a position where they can 

i 
TURN 1: German: Sin= the 88 doesn't have a can definitely dislodge the Wespe and Hummel The-Wespe and Hummel have moved out of 

dismount? Something should be covering Hill best) four units he could get in return (e.g., 933, pick up some of the units, viz., the CP and the 
104. The placement of halftrack 446 is good but 934, 183, & 184A-1 odds). The lone halftrack in gun. Shooting it out would have most likely 

line. I prefer to keep my CP mounted on a power and the fact that these have the most 
pz 1~ no. 931 should be up closer to the front the north is in deep trouble; I think I have it resulted in an equal exchange, but the less in fire i 
halftrack and I don't see any need to dismount The pieces in the north give him too many effective guns of any armed vehicle in the game 

targets to handle; he must evacuate. His half- makes it a bad trade at this early stage in the 

I 
East of I-J-5. 

track is trapped. His 840, 931, and 953 are game. Losing these two even in an uneven trade, 

TURN 2 GERMAN COMMENTS 
threatened and will have to leave. (Unless he for say three Russian units, is not worth it. What 
simply picks off a passenger, his best shot is a 3-1 we could guarantee here at best is a Russian 

i 
I can can hold the positionl M 4-5 for this turn by the Panther. The return fire is 4-1. Likewise tank and a Russian infantry piece. At the very 

and will pmbably risk the loss of some p i e s  if I the JgdPz IV-its k s t  is 1-1, return fire 4-1). He minimum the exchange has to be tanks of equal I 
hold longerthan that. This means,howeverthat has no overrun possibilities. 1 must still watch firepower and given the unfavorable ratio of 
the Wespe and Hurnrnel still enjoy immunity out for that 88 mm gun, though. German to Russian firepower, even that now i 

from attack. This is particularly important with I am on schedule, but can't seem to gain any. I has doubtful merits. 
respect to the Russian capture of positions 1-K, would like to be about 1 hex further advanced to The halftrack (no. 441) must move out of its 

1 
7-9 and positions I LIO, 1 M 10 or the hilltop allow for possible delays. position blocking the gully since the SU's can 
positions 1 M9 (hill 109) or I L9. The Russians 

i 
fire on it. Also the tank (931) is both spotted by I 

can occupy these positions on turn 2 if they TURN 2: German; This advance defense is a and subject t o  CAT by the infantry in 1L2; the i 
please, but they will mfiainly lose very good idea, and not much territory has been tank 963 must move, being subject to rather 1 

and can not get anything back. The Russians given up as a result. This is very important since massive fire. Again each one of these is in a I 
I 

will probably take these positions on turn 3 the German must trade space for time position to stay and trade fire with reasonable : 
when they can get their Su 15rs into 1 M 5. This throughout this game. Putting a tank (or Jp IV) likelihood of getting casualties, but their loss On 
means that if I keep my Wespe and Humme1 in 1-M-5 i s  good practioe and one in I-L-7 the Russian turn is even more likely. 
where they are, I can no longer fire at those units wouldn't hurt. A halftrack on 1-P-9 will slow the Overall it doesn't look as if I can get 2-1 or ' 

impunity. The Russian's occupation of Russian advance by the turn that it takes to even 1-1 casualties, but the Russian player can't 
these positions gives him a strong Northern destroy it. Squares 1-P-9 and 2-H-5 are very get on board 2 before turn five either. 
flank on my positions around the main road and important and are probably worth the ~ e r m a n ' s  
threatens Adski. It is an extremely powerful sacrificing halftracks to have wreck counters on Russian Comments Move No. 3 

move which must be delayed as long as possible, both of those squares. It looks as though his "trapped" halftrack has , 

The taking of position 1M4 also makes Russian: The lack of German blocking units come untrapped, I can't stay on hill 109 to fire , 
position 112 untenable as a blocking position. in 1-P-9 or in I-Q-9 has allowed the Russian to on it because of the Wespe & CP. Can't j surround it without exposing myself to a free 2-1 i Thus this position will probably have to be given capture Hill 109 and this position forces the shot on a heavy tank or 3-1 on a light It is up on turn 4. The placement of piece 931 SPA'S to retreat. Were they in 1-D-7, they 

not worth one lousy half track, Not that, prevents the Russian from unloading his infan- would be able to fire. The limited field offire of 
the thing is in the way of the move I wanted to I try in square I K2and hence threatening squares the 88 is nowapparent and this unit must also be 

154 and 113 with close assault next turn. evacuated, German no. 446 is not make with 933 and 934. I will have to use 937 & j 
trapped. On the whole, this is a good Russian 938 instead; should be OK. 1 can't outflank the , 

The gun was loaded (no. 32) since the Russian swamp to the north; I can only reach Fll where I . 
can unload infantry in such a way that only the can be shot at by his 7Smm gun in Adski. If 1 1 
gun can attack them with an odds ratio no better TURN 3 GERMAN COMMENTS stay in the gully, I can be completely blocked at 
than I to 2; the gun would certainly be lost in a EIO. 
subsequent close assault with no gain to show. It's back to the drawing board, or l'm eating The SMG unit on K5 will dislodge units 

The position keeps the Russians off the hill crow liberally sprinkled with hot peppers. hiding in the forest; the one on ~2 will either 
one more crucial turn. It also keeps him away Clearly the Russians can take the slope. The load or close assault+ I would like to have more 
from the center and northern sections. It is true halftrack no. 446 is now in danger of being shot ",it, on the southern slopes, but the wespe and 
that quite a bit ofterritory was given up, but any up seemingly by every piece of armor in the Humme1 are too dangerous at the moment, I 
more advanced position is not safe. Soviet arsenal. The best move for it is lo Square have to stay on the ground behind slope lines or 
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URN 3: German: The 
je and the S PA's are fi 

Inks at I and H should have SMG units not AT 
ms and Recon units. Since there i s  nothing on 

. 1-1-2. I doubt that there was a need to unload 
o. 185 but this unit can be easily picked up so 
!ere is really no problem. The failure to get no. 
16 now will come back to haunt the Russian 
~ter. I doubt that the German would have fired 
o. 953 at any Russians in 1-1-7 since this would 

ierrnan lines later. - 
rURN 4 GERMAN COMMENTS riskinglosses andlor being outrun. It is impossi- the turn required to pick it up. This shows how 

ble to do this without disembarking the infan- crucial disembarkation moves can be in a fast 
The halftrack(no.446) escapes by gettinginto try. Amin this is not a very good idea since the moving battle. Certainly the gain of firepower of 

he woods on the north side of the main road. infantry may have to be abandoned. It is true no. 91 i$ not worth the risk or the trouble. 
The placement of the Russian's infantry that the infantry no. 186 thus CATing is Adski will probably go next turn, since the 

lieces (185, 186) render the advanced position exposed to the fire of the Hummel unit (no. Russian can disembark infantry in the forest 
aken by the German very dangerous. No. 185 631), but this requires that the Hummel remain squares within CATing distance of it. 
an only be shot at by the tank (931) at an odds another turn. The new Russian position may 
atio of 1 to 2-hardly a good risk. It's true that make this dangerous. Also, next turn is the time Russian Cornmew Move No. 4 
he tank could over-run the infantry and get to move the Hummel so that it can be in a good He has withdrawn, maybe too far. I should be 
nuch improved odds, but it faces the full fury of position when the Russians enter Board 2. able to crack Adski next turn; am threatening to 
he two Su 152'8, which can attack 931 with at The position ID8 must be covered and CAT anything left in the town. My lead tanks 
east 3-1 odds. (Su152 has "H" weapon class) unfortunately only units which are on the ridge have the wrong passengers. 1. should have had 
iiven the line of fire rule,the tank could fire at square of hill no. 126 can accomplish this; stacks (933 & 934) and (937 &938) interchangd 
,ne of the SU 8Ss, but after halving and nothing else can reach the position. This means in position back on turn 2. Who'd have thought 
loubling the result is still only 1 to 2. The only that I will have to lose a piece, since one of the i t m  (Blasted "trappedn halftrack.) Maybe 1 
iondition in which the tank could possibly mobile pieces must move to cover the position, should have sent 933 and 934 into the gully 
etain its position is that i t  could gumantee at and hence cannot load. The piece that h a  the anyway. If he leaves i hole in Adski, I can get 
east digperd of 185, and this it can not do. least value here is the CP unit. This meansthat through to board no. 2 next turn. This would 

No. 186 can CAT whatever is in 154 or 113. the Wespe must move and thus the two tanks finally put me a little ahead of schedule, which 

Due to the difficulty of graphically showng 4 or more 
counters In the same hex. whenever two loaded carrier 
umts occupy the same hex they are dmgnated by aletter 
as follows: 
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managed to penetrate his line, or diminate any 
of his units. 

TURN 4: German: The German has formed a 
good defensive line. The CP should not have 
been dismounted and will shortly belost for that 
reason. 

Russian: Tanks should occupy 1-E8. If the 
Wespe wants to fire, the Russian will trade a T- 
$4 for a Wespe, quite a good trade, from the 
Russian point of view. The Russian cannot win 
k h s  game without taking a few risks and, so far, 
the Russian has refused to take any. :,+ ;,:,:; 

h ,  

TURN 5 GERMAN COMMENTS 
The Russian can't get on board 2 by turn 6. I 

can hold Adski, since I can put in enough 
strength so that the CATing recon units can't 
wen disperse them. A blocking position is 
formed by halftracks on the slopesof hillno. 104 
and the slopes connecting that hill with hill no. 
126. I can thus prevent the Russian from getting 
on board 2 and still start Hummel, the Wespe 
and the 88MM (no. 41) back to suitable 
positions on board 2, such as 2-&5. It will be 
difficult for the Russian to win now. 

So much for the good news. Now to the bad 
news. The CP is definitely lost. The tanks had to 
move for the same sort of reasons stated 
previously. Now it may seem that I look upon 
my p i e s  the way Napoleon regarded his men- 
as his children. But there are good reasons for 
this concern. The Russian Player is relieved of 
great pressure when he gets a unit up on the 
German; from then on he can afford even 
exchanges, which permits him to increase 
pressure. Conversely the German is working 
from a deficit position for a win. 
Unless one of us blunders, the outcome at this 

point looks very much like a tie. (CLO). Another 
point this illustrates is that given careful play, 
the Russian can pretty much decide whether or 
not the German can get even a marginal. 

Russian Comments Move No. 5 
His units in Adski show why I needed to have 

those stacks of units interchanged back on turn 
no. 2. With two SMG units, I could have 
launched a CAT assault at 1-2 odds against his 
JgdPz IV and Panther units. This would have 

given me an even chance for a dispersal; which, 
if achieved, would have beendisastrous for him. 
The recon units just do not have the strength. 

Fortunately, the CP dies. Not only does tbis 
put a stop to any ideas of indirect fire, but the 
dead unit will be of help when the bloodbath 
comes. It may k thought I am being overly 
cautious, but if I reach board no. 2 having lost, 
say, 3 units to his one or none, I am in very deep 
trouble. A frontd assault is invariably required 
to reach board no. 3; and I would have to make 
sure of eliminating more units than I lose to 
boot. I want to make the frontal assault with an 
advantage in kills, preferably 2 or 3 units. 

I think he will abandon Adski, although he 
might try to make a stand. It is a poor location 
for this; if he tries, I outflank him to the south. 
I wanted to put the Su 8S's on hilltop 104, but 
the Hummel and mortar give him a 3-1 shot. I 
will play it safe; the board is now opening out. 
Worry: 1 am approximately 1 hex behind the 
schedule I need; his roadblock is too complete. 
As indicated, my trucks are finally going to be of 
some use. 

TURN 5: German: A relatively unaggressi* 
Russian offense has given the German a 
minimal victory at this point. The Russian will 
have trouble crossing Board 2 in the face of an 
intact German force. A little prior planning 
would have saved the CP. Units should never& 
lost without extracting something from the 
enemy and this exchange did not occur here. 
The German must now concentrate on destray- 
ing some Russian units. 

Russian: The Russian has finaliy managed to 
attack a Eerrnan unit but he is not advanciqk 
fast enough. There is a good reason for t& 
Russian to move the SU-152's to 1 - 6 2  whw* 
they can command all of Bill 129. The German 
would probably not choose to attack them witb 
the Wespc which would be halved due to 
attacking a unit on a hilltop, since an uu- 
successful attack would result in the loss of the 
Wespe. 

TURN 6 GERMAN COMMENTS 

The grumblings of my opponent inform me 
that he is very displeased with the placement of 

the Hummel (no. 63 1) on turn 5. This placement 
was not due to any tactical appreciation on my 
part of the painful dilemma, the placement has 
caused him. The absurdity is that the position 
resulted from a miscount by my opponent (who 
is a physicist). I accepted his count (intended to 
correct my own supposed miscount) partly 
because I have miscounted my fair share of 
movement distances, partly because it did not 
matter, since by either count the Hummel could 
reach the position I wanted it in (205) on turn 6, 
and partly out of weariness. It is also clear that 
he didn't appreciate the implications of the 
placement at the time of the move count either; 
otherwise, I'm sure, he would have counted yet 
another time. 

I relate this humorous incident to illustrate 
some of the random and often absurd factors 
that determine the'strategy' of face-to-face play. 

Since the Russian did not put anything on the 
two squares of hill 104, the German can occupy 
the slope squares on the Southeast slope of hill 
129 immune from danger of destruction or 
dispersal. This is a position of crucial impor- 
tance both to the delaying action and to picking 
up the 120mm mortar (no. 91) in the town. It 
was probably a mistake to leave the p i e x  in the 
town, but the position I have may permit its 
rescue. 

My positions deny the Russian possession of 
the S-E slope squares, the town of Golod, and 
the adjacent forest squares, all of which are 
required if the town is to be held for one more 
turn. Of course, holding the town another turn 
is perfectly consistent with my delaying strategy. 

The central fire position taken on 2-0-5 has a 
total fire power of 140against any armor which 
is on level ground or in a river bed, anywhere 
between 2 4 5  and South of the town of Golod. 
The same hex has a power of 110 against 
infantry in the same area and terrain. The fire 
position is most effective against pieces placed 
anywhere South of the town and between the 
North slope of hill 129 and the edge of board 2. 
It has no reach Southeast of the hill. But the best 
line of advance is North of the hill anyway. 
Besides controlling the main and only through 
road, the positions North of hill 129 cannot be 
blocked against advance the way the positions 
South of the hill can. This can be done below the 
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him off the of hill 129, I blew it; I German attedrs en it there would hsu* left the firers In Poor is EWW0d by the SPA'S field of fire. 

have taken the risk-probably with the Su 152'8 personnel fire factors, to say nothing of the could take more risks, but I still think it would 
.since their defense is larger. That would have tanks that can fire from the town and other befoolhardy. I still have to keep my headdown. 
'stopped the trouble in the south. I am definitely places. It is probably impossible for the Russian 
behind schedule now. to surround the town in such a way that a hole 

Those blasted long range guns on hill 132 cannot be shot in it. Moreover the losses the 
have me naked (or at least indeoentl y exposed) if Russian would have to take would be large, 
I try to hit Golod immediately or to bypass it to probably $4 pieces even without usingthe tanks 

,the north. The only hex they can't hit k open to in the town. 
fire from his heavy tanks. I don't think that he will try to trap me in the 

I am going to try to outflank him to the south, town. I'm positive the Russian can no longer 
but I am afraid I have too far to go. T h e  route is win. 

this square but, under the optional rule, 

always clear a road by using his guns on hill 132 
at 4-1 odds, then pull out his units. 

Russian: Russian cautionis probably in ord 
on the southern flank but some tanks shou 
have been moved into the woods at 2-B-2. Usin 
normal U)S determination, 2-0-5 cannot fire at 
ZE-2, but under the optional rule, such fire 
could be allowed. The Russian player i s  in deep 

TURN 7 GERMAN COMMENT 

take. Only one is really safe from massive fir 
(217) and that position hardly threaten 
breakout. The othei. position does not giv 

. . . . . . . . . . 
merit of the town requireisome un&s to be in German 7th turn: The German pogltlon rs now waaicallv 4 & 5 to the Russlans who now have to b s v s  a hall of f ~ r e  to 
open terrain facing 140 anti-armor and anti- impr~nablag~venthetimepressureson theRussisian.TheGurrnan dislodge them. 

halftracltW1 denlssacceto the Important centralwoodsat Z-H- 
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Russian: "Tout le monde a la Batailje" as the 

saying goes, but too late. The Russian had a 
Qoice to either stage this last desperate attack 
tg try to salvage a win or to retreat and, having 
,&stroyed one German unit, manage a draw. I 
think that the Russian decision was a correct 
one but the general attack came a turn too late. 
The Russian should probably have avoided 
>gutting units on squares such as 2-N-7 and 2-M- 
3 where they are easy marks for overruns. 

TURN 9 GERMAN COMMENT 

It was an oversight not unloading the 7SMM 
ATgun (no. 33). Also I could have put infantry 
on the slope in front of the fire position, but 
these would have probably been lost without 
changing the result and there is an  absolute 
minimum of halftracks and passengers which 
we must be sure of getting back in order to 
prevent the Russian advance onto board 3. 
Actually, I can take up a position so that the 
Russian can not get a single piax on board 3. 

The blocking position taken up by the half- 
tracks speaks for itself; they cannot be overrun 
by any Russian vehicles and the Russian can't 
even get to the slope edge except in the North 
East. 

My firing was determined by two factors: 
Russian casualties and my own. The 4 to 1 
attack against 932 allowed 44 1 to leave 2N2. The 

G m n n  8th turn: The German gmsa linhmreleas 2-H 5 should frae awessto the road wkh whlch hecancarwwt h~sassault Thls Other 4 to 1 3 ~  were taken to reduce his fire power nm have been absdonsd wlthoul a frght The Russian now has may h a w  cost the German a rnarglnal n m r y  
as much as possible. The overrun's were done 

TURN 8 GERMAN COMMENT anyway. I will keep the rest of the units out of for two reasons: (1) the odds of disperscment 
danger; they can no longr have any effect in the werecertain, while the odds of destruction of the 

The fire fight clearly can'thapppen until turn game. defender were the same as shooting and (2) 
nine. He decided, wisely in my opinion against while overruns make the attacker more subject 

trap the units in the town. he >mrU'8: be'&& Although Che Rmsim cai- to counter attack, they also cause dispersal of 
to engage my forces at ail, I win the now, the German should the return fire. Of course, in one case, I could 

can guarantee now that he can't get pieces on left a wftrack on 2 - ~ - 5  to deny free Russi& overrun two pieces, a gun and a tank at 2N8, and 
board getting my halftracks with :travel along the road. Occupation of this sq* this gives even more reason for that overrun. I 

Or  guns numbering at least ,,,"ld h, prevented the SU-152'~ and ~ - 3 @  think that 0-0 tie is a virtual certainty now. I 
ten) back in front Of his force- This I can 'from advancing adjacent to 2-0-5 a d  mi& know that the Russian can not win even a 
do at this point. >have turned the game into a German victor& marginal. 

He is in a poorer position for a fire fight since Russian Comments Turn No. 9 
he has had guns and infantry to force 
me Out the have attempted 
establish a fire position which is fairly evenly 
balanced on both the North and South sides of several errors this turn: he should have hit the 

205. Of course the Northern flank of the hill is 
easier going for the Russian and this must be 
considered. He can't get beyond 2P1-2 on the 
North side which keeps his feet well to the fire. 

Russian Comments ' Move No. 8 
This move is one of sheer desperation, and is 

fundamentally unsound; analysis indicates I 
should probably take my draw(which he cannot 
prevent). This assault is the o d  y possible chance 
I have of eking out a win; if I do not attack now 
my chances of winning are zero. I do not think I 
have much chance anyway, but if everything 
goes right I may manage. It would help if he 
were to defend improperly; at least this gives 
him a chance to dothat. The odds areat least 3-1 
against me; about even that he wiU get a win. it 
will be bloody, but he should lose almost as 
heavily as I do. I don't know what he was saving 
his 75mm guns for. At least anything that shoots 
at me is spotted. I needed to be able to make a 
move like this on turn 7 to have had much 
chance. 

I have to unload the infantry to be able to 
make close assaults, so any unit that does make 
it through will not have a passenger (with the 
possible exception of 942). That makes it rough 

get the to lo. I think the trucks 
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Of course, we are keeping that unique 

mapboard, but including a careful and com- 
prehensive definition of all terrain features, 
to  eliminate confusion. Also retained is what 
is  probably the most historically faithful and 
detailed OB of any wargame, but this time 
we have indicated right on the unit counters 
their individual stacking values, and other 
information that speeds up play con- 
siderably. 

A new feature is spacious and well- 
organized set-up sheets to  end thefumbling. 
We have also re-presented the OBs in  what 
we think is a clearer, cleaner way, but with 
no loss of accuracy. 

What about the criticism that Anzio was 
impossibly long, and complex? The new 15- 
turn Basic Game, covering the initial 1943 
invasion, and its aftermath, is  relatively 
short and simple-but it retains the high 
points of the all-out Advanced Game. The 
Basic Game includes the possibility of an 
initial invasion at all the places actually 
considered by the Allied Command. The 
Allied player can also invade a second time, 
perhaps at Anzio, or some other location. 
The Basic Game also includes Step Reduc- 
tion, Second Combat, Breakthrough Move- 
ment, etc.-the most important features of 
the Anzio game mechanics. As such, it is  not 
only an enjoyable game in  its own right, for 
those who prefer a relatively short game, but 
it is  also the best introduction to  the Ad- 
vanced Game. 

For the Advanced Game w e  tackled one gf 
the more subtle criticisms levelled at the 
game-that chance played too great a part. 
One of the problems in  simulating the Italian 
Campaign was the differing OBs that each 
side could have used, depending on how the 
campaign progressed, and the needs of 
other theaters. 

"Lady Luck" is  not entirely out of place i n  
wargames, because she figures importantly 
i n  warfare, as i n  all human endeavor, but 
most wargamers dislike being too subject to 
the vagaries d a die roll. That was a 
legitimate criticism of Anzio. To a con- 
siderable extent, the German OOB depend- 
ed on a series of die rolls, so Allied strategy 
was partly shaped to  avoid increasing the 
chance of a lucky roll bythe Germans, which 
could at a stroke greatly change the balance 
of forces. 

The original game had many novel 
features, and we wanted to  maintain that 
tradition, while also reducing the weight of 
chance. We did it by allowing each side to  
select its own 008. within a historically 
possible range of options. For example, if as 
German Commander you want to  use the 
two strong SS Panrer divisions i n  North Italy, 
you can do so. Or, as Allied Commander, if 
you do not want to release divisions to  other 
theaters (a decision bitterly criticized by the 
actual commanders), you can keep them in  
Italy. Furthermore, as Allied Commander, 
you decide your strategic goal, among the 
various possibilities historically considered, 
and your decision determines the length of 
the game. 

The combination of these Allied and Ger- 
man decisions-which can be made and 
kept secret for much of the garne- 
determines the victory conditions of the 
game. As the real commanders did, you can 

decide how much of the forces available to  
you to use, butthen your performancewill be 
judged on how well you use it. We thinkthis 
is  not only simpler, but more realiszic, and 
more exciting, too! 

The original game was known for a mul- 
tiplicity of special rules. We have re-written 
these for clarity, and retained them for 
optional use. W e  have also included a series 
of new rules covering naval gunfire, tactical 
airpower, increased use of commandos, and 
paratroops (for both sides), limited in- 
telligence, and a number of others. 

With all this, the most avid devotee of 
realism should be happy, while the probably 
larger group preferring a playable game can 
start with the Basic Game, and also add to  it 
appropriate parts uf the Advanced Game, as 
desired. 

The new gamewill change everything but 
the mapboard. Even that atrocious box has 
been done away with. We will sell present 
owners the parts they need to  update their 
first editions separately but due to assembly 
costs they will probably find it cheaper to  
order the new game intact rather than 
piecemeal. A t  the very least, owners of the 
previous edition wi l l  need new counter sets, 
all the charts, and the rules. 

Also making its appearance in  the mail 
order ranks will beJUTL4ND. Thisgame was 
rather poorly designed initially and the 
reissue will be dedicated primarily to clean- 
ing up the unworkable victory conditions, 
search procedures, and general ambiguities 
which plagued the older game. The com- 
ponents will be altered and upgraded 
somewhat in addition to  a general redress- 
ing of the rules. One of the best im- 
provements however will be the installation 
of three mini-game situations which makes 
JUTLAND a game that can be played in  an 
afternoon, rather than a week as was the 
case with the old game. The new situations 
recreate the battle of Dogger Banks and add 
a pair of fictional confrontations between 
limited Battle Cruiser forces and a re- 
stricted British Sweep. 

Probably of more interest to  you is our 
redesign of CHANCELLORSVILLE, This 
divisional level game haslong been the most 
sought after collector's item in  all af 
wargaming - selling for upwards of $30 a 
copy. The first edition of the game will 
probably continue to  command that price as 
a collector's item because it is  almost totally 
divorced from the new version. Randall Reed 
has taken the redesign under his aegis and 
created a totally new game system com- 
pletely divorced from the "D ELIM" mode of 
the original game. The game utilizes four 
phasesto bring in artilleryfire from both tong 
and short range on a CRT which can be aptly 
described as a "push" rather than "kill" 
table. 

Unlike the original version where the 
Union player was faced with a "D-Day on a 
river" situation, Union forces are able to  
cross the Rappahannock as in the historical 
campaign. But a tough set of victory con- 
ditions keeps the Union from running 
roughshod over Lee's forces. The game 
system forces players to  maintain reserves 
and use them judiciously or be faced wi th 
massive overruns. Players need not fear the 

"D Elim" die roll as the CRT deals i n  
"disruptions" and the player who can not 
cover the flank of a disrupted force is in 
trouble. All  i n  all, wethink it may beour next 
"classic" game - a real nail-biter for both 
sides. Everything has been changed from the 
original version. The bland D-Day style map 
has been redesigned and artistically 
rendered into a playable and aesthetically 
pleasing board. CHANCELLORSVILLE, like 
JUTLANDandANZlOwiII beaflat boxgame. 

Tho naw Chencsllomllle being plavtested in the Avalon Hill 
gememom. 

We turned to a new designer and a new 
period for our 4th mail order game. Gary 
Gygax had previously published several 
titles on his own. One of these, ALEXANDER 
THE GREAT, got pretty good reviews and 
caught our eye as we've long been looking 
for an entry i n  the ancient period. Not 
coment with the original, however, Don 
Greenwood sat down with Gary and worked 
on a redesign of his original prototype. After 
three prototypes we came up with the game 
currently being tested. The rules of the 
earlier edition were greatly improved, the 
Macedonian forces upgunned a bit, and of 
course, the physical components vastly im- 
proved. 

ALEX represents a new type of game. It, in 
essence, creates a board game out of what 
are primarily "miniatures" rules. The player 
maneuvers and attacks wi th his unit 
counters i n  much the same way miniature 
players handle their figure trays. The matter 
of morale, so important i n  ancient warfare, is 
carefully simulated and recorded via a pair of 
Morale Status Tracks, and four different 
CRTs; one for each level of morale. The lower 
a side's morale, the less its ability to  attack or 
defend successfully. Obtaining and rnain- 
taining an edge in  morale is pretty much the 
crux of the matter i n  ALEXANDER, 

The situation itself, the battle of Arbela, is  
one which is hard to simulate without 
throwing play balance and any semblance of 
"gameness" to the winds. Consider the 
original situation wherein Alexander, out- 
numbered more than 2 to  I ,  totally routedan 
opposing force af over 100,000 while 
sustaining a mere handful of casualties.The 
Persian who saw the rank i n  front of him cut 
down was definitely not inspired by themes 
of home, motherhood, and apple pie. More 
likely than not his reaction was how to 
extract himself from the fray i n  one piece. 
The Greeks were also inclined to  bolt when 
the going got rough but far less so than the 
barbarian levies of Darius. This can be 
reflected i n  the game by simply starting the 
Persians at a lower point on the morale 

Continued on page 3 0 Column 1 
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.Dear Avalon Hill. People, 
, 1 n r c d  to  Tom Oleson's arategicanalysi~ of I- 
the sitiation in the Mediterranean in 1943, in 
the Jan.-Eeb. Getwrai . . . I demand equal 
h e !  I think tbat one of the most brilliant 
military leaders of history has k e n  gtvenshort- 
h f t  without a chance to be k r d .  

Tom's article amounts to laying a charge of 
stratepc incompettnet against Ahed  planning 
in the Rled~terranean. Om of his atrangat 
poinrs H in citing the near d iwter  at Salemo as 
widtnce of flawed strategic thinking. I draw 
precisly tbe opposite conclusion from this near 
disaster. To me it is the c-t poasible 
tvidcnce of Einhower's strategic brilliance. By 
Mr. Ohon's admission. Ei6enhower rolled into 
the worst possible luck in finding the secret" 
plmmtnt of the 16th Panzer in the hills just 
bebind the Salerno beach. Despite t h i ~  wor6t 
possible luck, the %earm disaster wastl't a 
disaster at di, but eventually led to theachieve- 
ment of e w y  objectsvt in the ltalian theater. 

Any Aiuio player knows that the worst 
powiblt luck landing at Rome nil1 have quite 
hfferent consequences. Italy wasn't thedcdsivc 
theater, no matter what h a p p e d ,  the war 
couldn't be won in Italy. But thewarcouldhave 
been disastrously net bmk, or eve0 lmt if a 
sralemte ensued in thc Mediterranean that 
would permit the Germans to  shift forces to  
France and Russia for the 1444 campaigns. The 
wnservative choice of Sdt rno  over the high risk 
h e  altern~tive invasion sitt was en t idy  
juaiftd when one takes a longer view oi the 
strategic situation in 1943. 

But it is in proposing the "Corsica first" 
alternative Lhat I think Tom truly overreaches 
himelf. To a player who k n o w  little mort of 
the campaign than ht would learn from playing 
the Avslon HiU gmme, this might seem to  be an 
attractive pwibility. Thespreading umbrella of 
nir c o w  over the north Italy beachcs nurelooh 
great in his illll~trstion. 

Thtflaw here is in extendingthe mechanics of 
:the games invasion system far beyond their 
applicability. The game's invanion syxtem is 
Wtady breaking down in permitting even the 
posibility of an invaaion in the AdriMic or 
north of Rome W o r t  the fall of the Fog& 
and/or Rome airfwlds. In fact, m y  E U C ~  inya- 
sion was aimply out of the question, it would be 
y m s d  to devastating raids and harrmmcnt 
by n m U  expendable uoits ofthe Germanair and 
naval fome6. Thig sume factor, which is kft  out 
of the g m  for simplicity's d e ,  applies with 
even greater force to the possibility of landing in 
Cnrsica k t .  

Tom seems to assumt that the Germans 
would just p c k  up und run the minutctht M i a  
hit the btach. His cvidcnm in plausible, that in 
faet thii is just what the Gerrnallg did so when 
the Allies actually landed there 4 dmyx dcdr the 
Snlerno landing. "After" is the kty, to  land in 
Corsica fust, produces an entirely dificnot 
situation. If t b i  was the Germm intention. one 

There could be only one purposeto lmdingin 
Corsica first. That in to securt airfields to 
support an invasion farthtr up the m a t  coast of 
Italy. Thi means tbat a Conriea first invasiw 
would have to  secure the island and build the 
drf~elds, before tb t  rtal invasion wiUtak p l a ~ .  
But before the main invasion pins the main 
Gennan force in place, there is simply no reason 
lor them to evacuate Corsics. Tbt Gtrmm 
could reinforce and supply by night in p c f t ~ t  
saftty a c m  the mere 50 mi le  that sepwute 

- Corsica from thc mainland, while All id rein- 
foreernentg und s u p p l k  must come through SMI 

: m i l e  of submarine infested wafm under enemy I - air suwiority. Tbc Germans would be dcfen- ' 

dhg iome of the best defcnaive terrain in 
Europe, fccding in just enougb to  bold out, 
while the Allies would b t  f o r d  to~ttackunder 
Lhc worst popsible conditions. It would be 
Guadabnal in revem, and the conclusion 
would be inevitable, an Mied  diwter. And for 
what purpose? To invade a Linlc farther up the 
Italian b w t .  

But landing in Salerno fLsf as Eisenhower 
a d  it, wah exactly right. He hit Salerno on 
September 9. As soon as the initial situation on  
rhe bedhead was straightmad o u t  by 
5qtcrnber I I, the go ahead was i v e n  for the 
Corsica Operation, and the h d ' i g s  began on 
September 13. With the Sdernn landing-re, 

Letters to the Editor ... 
there was n w  w reason whatevu for the 
Germm6 to  remain in Conica and Sardinia. 
andthty began the tvacuation on September 18, 
and completed it by October 3. Could the A U k  
have prevented thin evacuation? Not likely in an 
ama, qf enemy air ~uperiprity. W h m  bokcd at 
with proper perspective, what both sides did 
hcrc made perfect sense, and Cornica was spared 
tbe horrors of wbat would have bem a mmt 
vicious campaign as Mr. Oleson would have 
waged it. 

In wnclusion, although I found many fine 
points in Tom's article. I'm glad the 'Tarsinriea 
fu6t" strategy wwdt used in the Mediterranean 
in 1943. 

David Roherts 
Houlton, Me. 

Dear Editor 
Some peoplemaykintercsttd(if only fortht 

purpose of contacting the correct author) that 
my part of the Wrisins Trilogyn in THE 
GENERAL 10-3 was 'Italian Variants", even 
though my name was listed first. 

People who are willing to  forego a little 
realism may alter BLlTZKRlEG so that the 
game is domnated by mobile, fluid warfare 
rather than by attrition reminiscent of World 
War 1. There arc a numbtr of ways to vary the 
process, depending on the taste3 of the playerg. 
Basicaliy. each player m i v e s  an equal number 
of cities (and cityhcxes) at random throughout 
the b a r d .  This can beaccomplishtd by flipping 
a coin for each city and placing an infantry 
division in tach to signify ownership. Whenone 
player has received all the cities hc is entitled to, 
the other continues to flip until he has his 
allocation as well. (The city to be flipped for 
should be sel&ed from a diffcrcnt part of thc 
board each time. so that the s m n d  player's 
citits art  not partly conmntreted in one area.) 
Players then take turns placing their remaining 
uniu, oneat  a time, incities they control. Before 
the g m c  the players should agree concerning 
which units will be held back asreinforctments. 
Initially unoccupied citia are minors. to be 
attacked using the minor cit~es table, but there 
art  no minor countries a4 such. In addition, it 
may be intercsting to give minor dtits a roneof 
control so that it will be more difficult to ignore 
them. 

After all unitg have been placed, the players 
[lip to choosc order of movement. The first 
player may movc only one half of his 
tnovemtnt/range factors [inrailtry 2. SAC 10, 
etc.) Thereatttr normal movcment%kom are 
w d ,  as are all other WITZKKEG rules. 
Var~ants include adding unitsfrom othergames 
(particularly big armor units), allowing players 
to choose their own cities, etc. The game forces 
the players to solve a very unusual set of 
problems. 

I was surprised to see myself mentioned in Pat 
Camollb letter (GENERAL 10-3). I would like 
to correct some of the information Pat related 
concerning what wag formerly the Michigan 
Organized Wargamers. 

We found that the borders of Michiin were 
an artificial rather than a natural boundary. We 
have therefore expanded our scrviets to  include 
northern and central Indiana, northern Illinois 
and Ohio, and goutkrn Onhrio, and we are 
now known as the Midweat Gaming Associa- 
tion. In December of 1973, the beginning ofour 
third ycar, we numkred overone hundred and 
seventy five members, inttrcstd in all types of 
wargaming and non-warga.ming We publish a 
22 page bimonthly newsletter (containing news. 
amoumments.  and reviews, not articles) as 
well as other special publications. One of the 
latter is the Great Lakes Gamer$ Cmus, which 
include6 1,001 a d d r e w  of garners in Michiin, 
Indiana, Illinois, Ohio, Ontario, Minnesota 
and Wisconsin, as wtll as gaming interepts when 
known. MGA guarantees p&l g a m e  run by 
many membtr gamemapters mguinst orphaniza- 
tion. We hold conventions and miniconventions 
at  all seasons oithc ycar.notju6t insummer, the 
latest being the MGA Wintercun 11 in Ann 
Arbor, Michigan. Many adimted l o d l  clubs 
meet regularly, and we also regulate a team 
competition leagut lor amateur play. There is 
a h o  an organization for helpinggame dkgntrs. 

We are actively interested in helping gaming 
organizations get started in our area, and in 
contan with organizations whichalready exist. 
Membership in MGA in $1.50 per year for 
people in Ontario, Indiana. Illinois. Ohio, and 
,Michigan, P e r s ~ n s  outside that  area 
(presumably collectors) may join for $2.00 
Membership includes a subscription to the 
newletter. Midwesr Gaming Review. 

Lewja Pulaipher 
Belleme. Michigan 49021 **** - 

Dear Sirs, 
This is in re6pom to the ovcrly vicious attack 

upon my Allied defeoseplun for France 1840, by 
one Dan Richardson. Though my plan is clearly 
not a perfect ow, it merits more than to  be 
termed "rubbisb" Mr. Richardson tmkes an 
overly realistic vkwpoint of the situation6 
utatcd by my article. Ctnainly he is corrcxt 
when he nays an army should defend its 
homeland, but 1 feel this holds true only when 
the armies are A, not just unit counters on a 
map. A11 I care about is winning the game. not 
losing it in tht same reahtic way the AUiea did 
in tbc original campaign. 

First of all, ~r:Richardson complains about 
tht po~itioning of tbe Dutch Amy. Pine, why 
notjust put the Dutcbu~itsright  out infroM of 
the German Army so they can "defend the 
homeland? N e e d l ~ s  to  say, the Dutch Army 
wiU bt nomxistant in a very short time, but 
apparently, thin is what Mr. Richardson wants 
in order to p i n  realism. 

Secondly, Mr. Richardson complains about 
tbe positioning of the Belgian Army. That'sfmt 
too; leave the Belgian Army in Btlgium, at l a s t  
it win be wiptdout realistidy whiledtfcndingit6 
native country1 

Finally, Mr. Richardson arguca that the 
position of AUied armored unitg in the Maginot 
Line is qust plain stupid." I disagree totally, due 
mainly to the fact that the Allied armor is in a 
position where it can attack the German tlank 
advancing west of the Maginot Line during the 
planned AUied withdrawal. This wuld both 
slow down a Gcrmao invasion of southern 
France and an advance amow the mat of 
Rance. Furthermore, the invaaion of southern 
France i s  of no importance. For tvtry German 
unit that g m  offthe map, the AUics can match 
it with tbeir weak 1.6'8, 2-6'8, 22s .  and 2 - 3  
(stationed on the edge of the map) along with 
*an and Dutch uniu. By doing this, the 
A l l k  are gettieg rid of units that do not serve a 
very useful purpape. Of w u r ~ e ,  the Allied p l a y r  
may need to  rtmovl a few 6 4 s  and the like 
also, but he should still be able to hold the short 
river lioc with reinforcements and the troops at 
hand. In this way, Mr. Richardson's valuable 
industries in southern Rance can bc p r o w e d  
by the Al l id  form dispatched to it. 

Frankly. I do not knowwhat Mr. Richardgon 
is talking about w h m  he claims the Germane 
will encircle the Allied Army and l a v e  it 
withoutsupply. It =ems tomethat thtonlyway 
that the Allies cue get thtmstlves in a situation 
like this is when the Gemmns are trmgically 
f o n u n ~ t e  in thcir anach. 

In conclusion, I would like to say that Mr. 
Richard6on's letterto your magazimiuan insult 
to  my integrity. Simply baeause I prefer to  
handle the dispositions ofthe Allied armies in a 
new fwhion, Mr. Richardson takes the liberty 
of calling me a n  untrue wargarner! I suppose 
that there will always be narrow-minded people 
present in the world to agitate m d  disrupt the 
flow of new ideaa by conetrtltd wargamcra. 

Larry Wessela 
Houston, T t m  

**** 
Dear Sir, 

Although PANZRRBLITZ Sit no. 4 remains 
u d e d  in the91 15/71 cards, tbmiaobvious- 
ly something the matter with it. Tbe lesson in 
s u p p o d  to be a 'Y ie rman delaying a c h n  
@ a mobile force" which is "more 
emnomica1 (and often more efftctiye) than a 
blocking action." However, as the situatinn in 

givm, the German can do little more than 
attempt a brief and futik blockingaction before 
thc Russian blwts his way onto tbe no. 3 board 
for vidory. And the no. I b o d  remains 
completely Lrebvant to tb t  entire action. It 
s e m  clear tbat what was intendtd wan for the 
Russian to rtach the no. 1 bod, while the 
German executes a mob& delaying action to 
run out the clock before the Russian gas then. 

But even this obvious mrrmion  dm~n't 
really help; gince the German has littlcchance of 
winning, hi b t ~ t  kt is 4 hbaety withdrawal that 
k e e p  his forces intact and reaults ina dr~w.The 
following recowtruction of victory conditions, 
which have been developed by an experienad 
opponent and myself, seems to solve all tbe6e 
problems; it forces the combatants to use the 
tactim Sit no. 4 is intended to illu~uate, and has 
the further advantage of making a draw im- 
possible. So  go get your Sit no. 4card. compare, 
and wnsidtr: 

(a) German victbry Conditions: Mmgkal- 
German bssts  art  held to  less than %n und 
less than 30 Rugsian units are on the no. I board 
(not no. 3!!!). Tuctlcd-Gaman 10s- are held 
to less tban 10mdlegs than 20 Russianunitson 
no. 1 board. Deciuk-German lo6gea are held 

' to  lega than 5 and h a  tban 10 Russian Units on 
no. I board. 

(b) Russian Victory Conditionx Margmel- 
the Ruaslian get6 a Marginal if the German doa, 
not achieve a Decisive. Tmid- the  Russian 
geta aTactica1 ifthe German does not achieve a 
Tactid. Deciriw-the Rugpian gets a Decisive 
if the German does not achieve a Margind. 

(c) Finally, tbc player with thehighest victory 
condition wins-as promised, there is no 
pmsibility of a tie. 

Now, wbat are the tacrics theae conditioos 
force upon the players? The German is in the 
worst dilcmma: if he withdraws t w  quickly, the 
Russian wins by pouriogonto tbeno. l board. lf 
the German stands and holds, the Russian wins 
by eliminating German units. Thus, the German 
must truly execute a mobile delaying action, 
playing for time while avoiding a major engap 

,merit of forcea. 
I h e  Russian, on the other band, simply plays 

it as the R u i a m  played it-hedriven hendiln, 
pushingfast and hard, practiealiy rcgardlcss of 
lo~ses. If the German stands and f&~ts. weU and 
good; and if t k  German withdraw6, that's wtU 
and good too. It must be said, howcvcr,that the 
Russian has some pretty steep victory con- 
ditions to attain; he must achieve aTactical, or 
he loses. Thus, he must dtatroy at ltast 10 
German  unit^, or get at  least 20 of his own on the 
no. 1 board. . . or he loses. 

It's no picnic for either side, I can assure 
you-the only thing 1 cm guarantmis mdamned 
cxciting situation 

Mark Saha 
Santa Monicm, Ca. 90405 

m 
Dear Sir: 

I think, in the light of rcfent madin& that it 
would be POO much to expect for the Germans ta 
:have aithsr the Me262 or Me163 as early as Jan. 
"44 in mnythiw beyond prototype status. The 
Schwalbe was shackled by Hitler's novel ideas on 
jot-lmmbers (wen though the Arado k 2 3 4  was 
available By late '44) and could not attain ftghter 
'status btfora '45. Even For a '%hat if' this is 
pretty udiikely. The German locket -am did 
not rally m c h  full dwdoprnent until '44 any- 
way due to bups in the prototypes - the K m t  
proved to  be a highly volatile beast. Of c o w ,  
once it was worked out, JG400 can come In as 
early as Jan. '45 - but not toe many more 
gmups are possible, due to the tricky and 
,demanding qualifiutions for rocket pilots. The 
.mme Is tnu ?or the Bachern M 4 9  Natter, which 
m h e d  @mup status but were destmyul on their 
antdea by Allid knh. 

Tho Salamander, however, is quite.pesdblc. It 
wa6 d- qui&ly, and wuld be whipped lmto 
production any time the G m n  player wants it. 
He can have thousands of them - the only 
limitation is aircrew. Perhap m Witions1 Luff- 
Volkssturm force of 3 M 6 or 7 groups can be 
made wallable any time after the Apr. '44 
quarter. It's a lousy f ~ t e r ,  designed to be flown 
by lousy pilots, but there's no reawn why any 
maladjuuted German playtr cpn't have them in 
'44. 
Sincerely, 
Rokrt khmwn 
San Francinco, CA 94080 
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TITLE: AFRIKA KORPS SUBJECT: REGIMENTAL-BATTALION
lEVEL GAME OF THE AFRICAN CAMPAIGN 1941-42

AFRIKA KORPS is the 10th game to be
reviewed in the RBG. It received a
cumulative rating of 2.90 which ranks it
sixth on the list of games reviewed thus far.
For a flat box game now in its 14th year.
AFRIKA KORPS came out of the RBG in fine
fashion.

The game managed to set one record for
the RBG with the 2.29 rating in the
Completeness of Rules' category where it

bested STALINGRAD by .23. This is a
strange category for the game to shine in if
one considers the many wild rule inter
pretations governing the capture of supplies
(and their use to sustain attacks in the same
turn) that have filtered down through the
pages of the GENERAL by a host of answer
men. In all fairness though, the only
problems existing with the rules are
probably the result of faulty rule inter
pretations which were made official by the
GENERAL's answerman in bygone years.
Eventually, we'll get around to revising the
rules, if only to outlaw certain unrealistic
events which they do not specifically outlaw
now. But in the meantime, any rules which
draw a 2.29 rating must be doing something
right.

The game also did exceedingly well in the
'Ease of Understanding' category which
makes it one of the best games with which to
break new people into the hobby. Its' 2.12
rating is only .05 off the mark set by
STALINGRAD. This fine introductory status
is all the more impressive in light of the
popularity it still commands among the hard
~

, .2.58
,.2.65
.. 2.89

.... 3.01

.... 4.36
. , ... 4.95

SERIES REPLAY RATINGS
BULGE.
MIDWAY.
AFRIKA KORPS , .,
STALINGRAD ..
1914 ...
PANZERBLITZ ..

Putting on a Series Replay game is quite
an endeavor in itself and is not a fun
undertaking - either for the players or for
us. Everything must be painstakingly record
ed and commented on prior to the next turn
without tipping your hand to your opponent.
If someone makes an illegal move which
isn't spotted until later, the whole thing has
to be scraped. Often, a dress rehearsal for
the replays staged in advance to insure that
both participants have the same interpreta
tion of the rules and things usuallygofine
often resulting in a really classic game. Thus,
when the real thing starts, the games tend to
drag and often are far less exciting than the
preceding dress rehearsal - neither player
wanting to stick his neck out unnecessarily.
Series Replays are extremely expensive to
produce, in terms of both time and graphics.
And when some people complain that they
can't follow along with the action because
we show only one side's moves we begin to
wonder whether it's worth it or not. If we
showed every move graphically, the Replays
would be intolerably long and consume the
whole magazine. In many cases showing the
defender's turn as he merely falls back to a
new position is a waste oftime and this same
information can be readily absorbed bycom
paring the positions of the defending units
to their positions in the previous move of the
attacker. Showing the move of the side with
the initiative seems to be the best course to
pursue.

The strain of editing the new 34 pp format may be getting to our
editor. 34 pp and only five articles! But next time-back to the
Question Box, Design Analysis, and many more articles. At least

that's what he tells us! &

VOL 10. NO.6 RATINGS
GUADALCANAL: The Camapign, The Island, & The Game. 351
SERIES REPLAY - BULGE 345
AVALON HILL PHILOSOPHY , 110
BLITZKRIEG INVASION POSSIBILITIES , 96
DESIGN ANALYSIS 81
A REALISTIC SOLUTION 78
GOLD RUSH 70
PANZERBLITZ REViSiTED , 69

The Series Replays are becoming better
received all the time. The last one on BULGE
just barely lost out to the feature article in
our 600 point maximum scoring system. We
expect the Replay to top the lead feature one
of these days. They're getting closer as we
continue to refine our presentation tech
niques. We still get letters complaining that
the level of play in the Replays has been too
low to merit plaudits. One such writer took
Mr. Lowry (the American in the recent
BULGE match) to task as being an incompe
tanto We find it hard to agree with that
appraisal however and recognize Mr. Lowry
as one of the leading authorities on that
particular game. Many players have criti
cized but few have shown themselves willing
to expose their play to the criticism of our

. impartial judges. It's one thing torecognize a
good move, and quite another to execute it
100% free of mistakes. By and large our
players are pretty respectable authorities,
but when your every move is magnified and
laid bare for all to see, it's pretty difficult to
come off smelling like a rose with an
audience of second guessers. Most of the
errors or faulty judgements you commit in
your own games are glossed over or ignored
altogether in the course of FTF action.
Indeed, we estimate up to 95% of all in
person games contain at least one major
undetected illegal move.
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DESIGN ANALYSIS RATINGS
PINSKY'S BULGE RECAP
POURNELLFS FRANCE '40 CRITIQUE
REED'S RICHTHOFEN'S VARIANT
DUNCAN'S RETURN TO GAMING
SHAW'S MATRIX CONCEPT
ZOCCHI"S LUFTWAFFE CRT ANALYSIS

BEST ARTICLE RATINGS

LEYTE GULF ..
OPERATION CRUSADER ...
CAMPAIGN AT WATERLOO .
LUFTWAFFE ANALYSIS .
ANZIO: PORTRAIT OF A GAME .
D·DAY DEFENDED.
ANATOMY OF A DEFENSE ..
ADVANCED BISMARCK.

Vo!. 10, No.
Vol. 10, No
Vo!. 10, No
Vol. 10, No.
Vol. 10, No.
Vo!. 10, No.

The Design Analysis columns continue to
bring up the rear of the ratings. This is partly
our fault as we've ye.t to hit on the exact
format we want for this feature. We think
we're getting closer though and aren't about
to give up now - not with all the new titles
and design systems coming out of Avalon
Hill. There will be much to say on the
planning of new games and this iswhere we
hope to say it.

ISSUE RATINGS

The rating of the editions as a whole
backed up the feature article ratings. We
reached a high with Vol. 10, NO.3 and
followed it closely with Vol. 10, No.4. This
seems to indicate that it's the high class
game variant which turns you on, rather
than an in-depth game study. We have more
of these in the works, although we're not
about to limit ourselves tothem entirely. But
the apparent success of features like "Leyte
Gulf" have insured that we will give such
items top priority. This is one of the reasons
we wanted to do away with the contests -to
give us more room for variant counters on
the heavy stock insert page, but 60% of you
were for the contests sothey'li continue
and we'll do the best we can with the
remaining space. The D-DA Y feature in this
issue is an example of a case in which the
contest space could have been utilized for
additional counters for the upgunned
American and German units as well as
fortification counters. Instead, we've had to
settle for providing you with all the new
units. You can tell which units are merely
upgunned versions of the originals by look
ing at the historical designations. They are
set in slightly larger type.

density is so high that in some areas the
players would be well advised to bring some
tweezers with which to move their back-to
back counters. It is definitely a tournament
level game aimed at the hard corps. The
game system, by the way, is by John Prados.
THIRD REICH will feature three sets of
counters, a mammoth four-ply mapboard,
bookcase packaging and a $10 pricetag.

That about su ms up our "sneak previews"
of the new games you can expect this year
from Avalon Hill. Hopefully, our reviews
were less biased than the one which
prompted ours.

This is, however, not all that we're doing in
the way of design. We have not forgotten the
existing games. We are aware that the state
of the art has advanced and left some of our
older titles in need of revision, and others in
need of clarification. Rather than taking the
easy way out, and just issuing errata sheets
we are completely overhauling the rules of
various titles and issuing new rulebooks,
hopefully free of ambiguities and contradic
tions. We'l! provide you with more informa
tion on this phase of our operation as the
printing date approaches.

Turning now to the magazine feedback
from last issue we find a number of in
teresting developments. 'Leyte Gulf' was
voted the best article of the year despite
having been bested two issues later byTom
Oleson's "Anzio - Portrait of a Game."This
shows one of the fallacies of our bi-monthly
rating system in which the rating of an
article depends in large part on thequalityof
the supporting cast. If an issue was excep
tional, articles will fare less well than had
they been in a relatively weaker issue. Toget
a fair overall comparison we need the 'end of
year survey' listing all the top articles
together. Here is how that balloting came
.out.
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.....2.77
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AFRIKA KORPS is a fast-moving game of
maneuver utilizing a low piece density and a
wide open, frequently traversed mapboard to
insure a lot of action. The playing time of 2
hours and 15 minutes isjustwhatthe doctor
ordered, although it often ends far earlier if
one side or the other can gain a decisive
break early in the game.

1776will be reviewed inthe next RBG. We
postponed it one issue despite your votes for
it because we want the people reviewing it to
have more of a chance to play before rating
it. Any game can look good after merely
reading the rules. The proof is in the play of
the game.

we look for it to be the hottest number on the
mail order line and perhaps the most popular
game to be released in 1974. The potential is
certainly there. It's been our most requested
game topic for years. An added plus is that
the four geomorphic mapboards will be
compatible with the existing PANZERBLITZ
boards to form those monster situations so
many of you crave. PANZER LEADER, unlike
the other mail order games will be a
bookcase game selling for a bit more than
the others due tothe increased components.

Besides the mail order line, there will be
two additional games released this fall tothe
retail trade. they will be BASKETBALL
STRATEGY and THIRD REICH. a strategic
corpS-leJ81 game of World War II in Europe.
Both are highly polished designs relying on
abstractions to simulate the subject in
playable form. THIRD REICH looks especially
promising and has been the major attention
getter among our playtesters. It is a multi
player game for between 2 to 6 players,
using a combination area-hex game system.
Diplomacy rules exist for multiplayer games
wherein the game really comes into its own,
although strangely enough it plays better
than most in solo play. Happily though, this is
one multi-player game which does not suffer
when played by only 2 players-each player
merely commands the entire Axis or Allied
side.

Play is in "quarters" or 3 month turns.
There are three scenarios of 12 turns each
and a Campaign Game of 30 turns. Due to
the many rules and high piece density, the
game takes a long time to play until players
become familiar with the system. The game
system by the way is entirely new - unlike
anything we've ever seen before. It utilizes

'allocations of BRPs (Basic Resource Points)
to govern the launching of offensives,
creating of units, economic growth, and
political considerations.

Practically all elements of the war are
brought into play. The German can build U
Boat fleets to try to starve Britain into
submission and the Allies can respond with
strategic bombers. The Germans are
hampered by partisan activity behind their
lines and can be dealt a near-death blow by
the effects ofthe Russian winter. Forthefirst
time ever, land, sea, and air units are
actually portrayed together in an historical
simulation. It is an extremely exciting game
with too many details to describe here. It
does have one drawback though -the piece

AFRIKA KORPS is probably destined for
another 14 years of popularity. Games shar
ing its ease of play, excitement and skill level
have been exceedingly rare.

1. Physical Ouality

2. Mapboard

3. Components

4. Ease 01 Understanding

5. Completeness 01 Rules

6, Play Balance

7. Realism

B. Excitement Level

9. Overall Value

10, Game Length

Continued from page 28AH Philosophy

scale. Given this type of historical 'built-in'
edge the Macedonians can recreate the
overwhelming victory they enjoyed in 331'
B.C. Such a one-sided situation is hardly
conducive to a spirited game, however so,
we start the participants on an equal morale
footing. Here, Alexander is really pressed to
pullout a victory. He must rely on the
superior quality of his forces to balance the
advantage of numbers enjoyed by the Per
sian. Here again, the morale tables come
into play causing the Persian army to melt
away if too many of its units are fed
piecemeal to the advancing Macedonians, in
many ways negating the Persians'
numerical advantage.

Maneuvering phalanx, cavalry, archers,
chariots, and elephants can be a welcome
change from tanks and halftracks. Each unit
has definite strengths and weaknesses
which must be recognized and utilized ac
cordingly. This variance of the unit counters
plus the availabilityof a host of optional rules
regarding their use should preventthe game
from being quickly played out. ALEX, like the
others will be a flat box game.

Last, but far from least in the mail order
department. will be PANZER LEADER - a
western front sister game to PANZERBLITl.
Among other things, the game will feature
more refined rules than found in
PANZERBLITl. In addition, there will be
provisions for airpower, paratroops,
amphibious landings, and naval gunfire. At
present there are 20 scenarios which mayor
may not be reduced to 12. Included among
them are such interesting events as the
Battle for the Reichswald (9/7/44); the
encirclement of Nancy (9/14/44); Arnhem
(9/22/44); the battle for Bastogne
(12/26/44); and Remagen (317/45).

Also included isan Opportunity Fire Phase
which mitigates the "Panzerbush" syn
drome (allowing tanks to gayly march past
88's into a nearby woods hex). PANZER
LEADER should be a decided step forward in
the area of realism in tactical games, without
going through all the bookkeeping and sub
sequent headaches of a si multaneous move
ment system. As such, the game shouldn't
be an unplayable monster. It will rely on Real
Line of Sight and each hex will have an
identifying center marker to aid in resolving
points for setting up a straight edge. All in all,
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The Lake Geneva Tactical Studies 
Association wi l l  once again be sponsoring 
the Lake Geneva Wargames Convention, 
@own throughout the wargaming world as 
Fen Con. 1 974 marks the 7th anniversary of 
Gen Con and the event has been expanded to  
three days in honor of this; the oldest of 
American wargaming conventions. 

All garners of any persuasionare invited to  
the Horticultural Hall, 330 Broad Street, 
Lake Geneva, Wl for a 3 day weekend of fun 
August 23rd-25t h for the fun and competi- 
tion of Gen Con VI1. The doors will open at 
noon on Friday and close at 1 1 P.M. Saturday 
will commence at 7:30 A.M. and continue 
through 11. The convention sitewill open on 
Sunday for the last time at 9 A.M. and close 
at 8. The events schedule includes wmpeti- 
tion i n  every popular period of miniatures 
bnd the featured Avalon Hill STALlNGRAD 
journament utilizing 4-5-6 replamment 
'rates. Inquiries should be sent to Gary 
Gygax, 330 Center St., Lake Geneva, WI 
531 47. 

Speaking of STALlNGRAD tournaments, 
the winner of Interest Group Baltimore's 
First Annual Tournament was Robert J. 
Beyma (above right) of Alexandria, VA who 
makes the trek to  the Avalon Hill gameroom 
whenever there's loot to  be won. Besides the 
pictured trophy Mr. Beyma walked away 
with 4 new games, courtesy of Avalon Hill. 
Among the entrants topped by Mr. Beyma 
was Bruno Sinigeglio-noted winner of Cast 
year's EAST CON in  New York. The unsavory 
character at the left, by the way, is your 
intrepid editor, fresh from another all night 
stand on a current playtest. If you'd like to 
drop i n  at the garneroom to  pick up half- 
priced games (damaged) or join in the testing 
or just plain playagamefeel freetodosoany 
Saturday between 1 0  and 5 at 1 501 Guilford 
Ave.. Baltimore, MD 21 202. 

The "Flying Buffalo's2ndAnnual Conven- 
tion" wi l l  be held from 9 A.M. June 28th to  5 
P.M. June 30th at 217 E. Garfield, Tempe, 
AZ. The big shtick here is computer- 
moderated multi-player wargames although 
tables will be available for more conven- 
tional games. For more details contact 
Richard Loomis, P.O. Box 1467, Scottsdale, 
AZ 85252. 

When submitting questions to us for answers 
on rules of play, be sure to fully diagram all 
situations rather than merely listing grid w- 
ordinates. Also, be sure to mention that you are 
a GENERAL subscribar so your questions can be 

.given priority over non-subsribers. 

English garners have been getting Avalon 
.Hill games in  increased supply thanks to the 
efforts of our exclusive agent i n  England, 
Michael Hodge (above right). Limeys in- 
terested in picking up Avalon Hill games 
should contact Michael at his 646 High Ad., 
N. Finchley, London address. 

Pictured above are the volunteer workers of the 
Avalon Hill booth at the  recent Model and Cmfts 
Consumer Show in Anaheim, CA. The four 
Spartans (members of Spartan International - a 
profassional gaming organization) played games 
during the sfidw and fielded questions from the 
26,000 in attendance on both Avalon Hill games 
and wargaming in general.. Miss MACS was alm a 
definite asset and aided immeaurably in the games 
playing. lo it any wonder w'r~ swamped with 
voluntesn to man our exhibiB? 

LOYAL SUBSCRIBER OEAL: This month's 
special offer is a coIlector's paradise. 
Recently while moving one of the campany's 
eitecutive officers to  a new home, a cache of 
forgotten "library" games was unearthed 
deep in  his basement. Avalon Hill has always 
kept a library of two copies of every game and 
version ever produced. Way back i n  the early 
sixties when the company moved, this 
library was deposited in the above men- 
tioned basement and forgotten. Since then 
the library was restocked with newtitlesand 
is still ful l  strength. But this unearthing of 
the old library provides a few more of those 

scarce titles to  be shuttled out among the 
collectors. Most of these games are i n  store 
condition; having never been played. Follow- 
ing is a list of what's available now in the 
way of collector's goodies: 

U-Boat 
(1st edition w/metal ships) 
U-Bom [cardboard counters) 

Managemnt 
Air Empire 
VETdlU H 
D-Day '61 
Jutland 

Guadslcsnsl 
Word Power 

Clvll War 
Hex Gettysburg 
Chancdlorsvills 

CoIIeEIor's Price 
a1 5-03 
$1 8.W 

Lemans 816.00 
Dispatcher 815.00 
Bismarck 61800 

(1st edltion-galnt bowss) 
Stalingrad (aaint bores1 815.W 
Waterloo (ga~nt boxes) 816.W 

Baseball Plat box edit~onsl 6 8.W 
FoMball (flat box editions) 8 6.00 - 

Now-how to parcel these out fairly to the 
many interested collectors of first editions. 
We started out by disqualifying Avalon Hill 
employees-several of whom were foaming 
at the mouth at the prospect of adding a 
perfect Civil War or Hex Gettysburg to  their 
collections. Then w e  decided to  limit it to  
GENERAL subscribSrs only. This still leaves 
many more collectors than games available, 
so here's how we'll handle it-if you're 
interest@ in any of the above games send us 
a list of the games you are interested i n  
purchasing at the above prices along wi th a 
stamped, self-addressed envelope. Send no 
money! We'll then hold a drawing for each 
collector's item in  which there are more 
requests than games. The winner wi l l  be 
notified that he can purchase the game and 
upon receipt of his check, the 1 st edition wi l l  
be sent. The postage coupon printed i n  this 
issue of the GENERAL will suffice for 
postage costs. 

The Cincinnati Games Convention, 
scheduled for July 12-1 4,1974, promisesto 
be another 1 st rate affair. The event will be 
held at the, Xavier University Armory for a 
two-day admission charge of 52.50 if 
preregistered prior to July. University dorms 
wi l l  be made available for convention 
attendees for the very reasonable rates of $6 
per night (single), or $4.00 for double oc- 
cupancy. These air conditioned, m d e r n  
buildings are the utmost i n  convention 
facilities. The main event will be an Avalon 
Hill Tournament to  be umpired by the 
Professi~nal Wargamer's Association. The 
winner wi l l  receive $1 00 cash. An additional 
8150 in  other prizes through 10th place 
make this the boardgame convention of the 
year!!! Participants may play any game in the 
tournament that an opponent is agreeable 
to, but must know how to  play Afrika Korps 
which wi l l  be used when opponents can not 
be matched for other preferences. There is 
an additional $2.50 fee to  enter the tourna- 
ment. Interested parties should write Jack 
Hessolbrock, 31 1 Miami Valley Dr., 
Loveland, OH 451 40 or call 51 3-83'1 -5343 
prior to  July. Pric wi l l  rise at the door. % , . 
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·OPPONENTS WANT.En1 OPPONENTS WANTED OPPONENTS- WANTED OPPONENTS "ANTEIJ OPPONENTS"WA'NTED

Will buy, trade or se1l games. Want BismarCkl
and G-Canal. Will pay reasonable price. Also.
seck members for the TSG F-Balilcague. Call or,

Write. Dennis Cook, ]406 Linda Vista Dr."t

Birmingham. AL35226. 822-0059.
I-U opponents wanted tor l{!chth~len s ~\ar or
anything else you can teach. M!ke Dicken>,

6509 Chcvighy St., Anchorage, Alaska 99502,~
344-0668.
The real historical DOB! No artillery, point
system, aircraft, mcchanilcd movcmcm phase!
Pbm hard core Fr. 1940. Send a S.A.S.E. for the
rules.pickeilhcrsidc. Richard Cochran. 29141'
Moreland. Phoenix, AZ 115008.275~3723.
Will play all who write in P-Blitl, AK. I)-Day,
F-40. Either side pbm only. Prompt response
guaranteed! Alan Davis, 1219 l\'. Stiltc College,!
Apt. 1]7, Anaheim, CA 92806. I

Opponent, wanted. age 14, won't mind bemg
wiped out al L'Waffa, Stock 1I.1arkc1.Rieht.
War. and will learn others. Any dubs around')
Joe Irwin, Stonybrook. Anaheim, ('A 921\04
827-4352.
German war machIne on move agmn! Will play
ad\'anced ftf L-waffe, P-Blilz. Will play most
any night. Frank Riskey. N553 Ramona St.,
Bdlnower, CA 90706. 213-633-1792.
Forsalc: one Management and one Civil War
Both complete and in excel. shape. Highcsl
Bidder owr $25.00 for each. G.;';. Wulfsherg.
270 Igo Way. Boulder Creek. CA 95006, 401\
338-3689
Forsale: G-Burgfor$5.00. Excel1enle\1ndition
Wrile for delai]s. Tom Larsen. 1452 Engberg
Ct., Carmichael, CA 95608.487-76]0.
lIelp! Need pbm opponents for B-Krieg. A-K.
Will trade Luftwaffe for Anzio or (i-Canal I
Alsodcsperatclyinterestedinadubinmyarca
Please help. Vince Glady, Country Club La
Corona. CA 91720. 735-4367.
A\erage p!ayer,Jr. High School age de,ires ftf
opponents in AK, PzBlitz, K-Spicl, R-War, L
\VafkAlsowiBbuY\1thersforreasonahleprice.
Sony no pbm. Bruce Zollars, 5I], 4th Street.
Cororado. CA 921 [8. (7]4) 435-8322
Pbm opponent, wanted for Stahngrad. Above
average player. Either side. 4-5-6 RcpL Ex
changeal attack factors. Erik T, Ferguson. 730
Ra]eigh, Glendale. CA 91205.
Wanted U-Boat, game fmrto exceL cond. must
have. Call c\1!lect any time. Ask for Dan. Daniel
Palcek, 5808 EICampo Way. N. Highlands. CA
95660.916-33]-9127.
;';eed ttl vlchms tor Afrika Korp'. (]'m Gnman}
or anything you have. Will buy good
Guadaleana]and.lurWater!0\1. Richard Eaton,
4308 Douglas Ct.. Pleasanton, CA 94566. 4]5
846-6365.
Anyone interested in formIng a wargamingdub
in RanchoCordo\'a?]fso.p!easecontaetmeso
we can get it togclher. Everett E. Haslett, 2709
EI Caprice, Rancho Cordova. CA 95670. 362·
2108.
Sell or swap new Bliu for "-Hdw'IY. Want Lufl.l
or P-blill. opp. pbm or ftf Sac\o.-Roseville
Area. Javier Solis, Jr., 824 QSl .. Rio l.inda. CA
95673,991-]277.
For,a!c, ~1int ]\114 S8.00 or bcst offer. Wanted
Jut!and. Anzio in good condition. Senddescrip
tion and price. Will trade. Also ftf ,Ilmo~t
anything. Jeff Atteberry, 1807 Tanglewood,
Roseville, CA 95678, 732-1594,
Experienced PnzBlitz frcak desires flf op
ponents for almost aU AH games. Michael
Shields, [8 Amethvst Wil\". San Franci,co. CA
94131. .-
I am interested in lheart (science'?) of war game
de,ign, Anyone else in Santa Monica area
interested'! Antonio Leal. !454y'! Euclid. Sant<l
~10nica. CA 90404. 2 13-45I-Leal.
Cavaliers (Pau] Mankieniez)paeingoopsB-ball
league at 6-1. ;';ow forming 1974 Foothall
league (see p. 21 ~1ar-Apr General). Also plan'
LeMans and Chess lOurnies. Jim Reilh·. 2609'
W. LaVerne. Santa Ana. CA 92704. (714) 556-;
71]9
Pbm opponents wanted for ]9]4. Panzerblill,;
1940. Ftfalsowishtojoindubinmyarea. Mark
J. Cerny. 46 E,canyo Dr., So. San Francisco
CA04080. (4]5) 761-4919.
Wanted: Anlio good condition, Scnd price
WiH pay postage. Alsolleed pbmopponentsin
most game,. lIa\'e no pbm kits. but wil1 pay for
half. John Beckner. ] 1584 Aeama SL, Studio
CA91604.763-1967.
:'\eed pbm opponcnls to teach me how. Am
master of ~t-way. Sell good condo G-burg or
trade or buy LeMan,. Rick Olguin, ;';isson Rd .•
Tustin. CA 92680. 844-9278.
Killer Krause challenges aU In pbm Lultwafle
rrv to he the fir,t to humiliate me, Pbm R-war.
bui need tobuyhalfa kit. Lennard Krause. 1465
Atterbury, Walnut,CA91789.595-7094
Good player would !tkeltt opponents lor all A]!
and other companies' games. Will play anyone
Would Hke to know about Operation Contact
Joel BiIHngs, ]2~3 Landsburn Cir.. Westlake
Village. CA 9136], 4952087.
AuctIOn: 1914 and v-canal. minimum bid IS
$8.00. Abo D-Day and K-spiel, min. bid $6.50.'
All games in good to execHant eondilion. All
bids answered. Rick Bvrens. 15260

Youngwood, Whittier, CA 906'05. 693-7855,
Join the Grenadiers! C.U. Stratcglc Gamc,
Sneielyis looking for new membersforftfplay
of any and all wargames. Contact: Joel S. Davis.
2900 E. Aurora. 251. Boulder, CO N0303.447
02R1.
Will play pbm Afrika Korps or France 1940
\Vou!d like to be German in AK and any in
France. Will answer all letters. Andy Brown
515So. varfield. Denver CO S0209, 722-3356
;';eedopponents in Southwest Denver area. No
pbm \I'ill play S-grad, B-krieg. Tactics ]1. G
burg. W-Ioo An/io, D-Day. 19]4. AK, Midway,
Rich-war. Fr. 40. Scott Burger, 4122 So. Vrain
St.. Denver, CO 80236, 798-4309.
Novlceplayerofadultagedesirespbmfor 1776
Clarence Marshall. 157 Eastern Pkwv .. Devon,
CO 06460, 878-7360 .
Average player seeks opponents for flf France
40,1776, Anzio, P-blitz also many other pop-
ular wargame, pbm Anz.io I have kit. Jim
Dickey. 12 Hillcroft Rd" Windy Hills. Neward,
DE 197]1. 737·5677.
Htorpbmopponentstor.lut!and,Mldway,B
Bulge. P-blitz, G-burg, Have no pbm kit,. Am
willing to learn new games. Interested in G
canal, Bi,marek. William field, 8[ Old Red
Mill, Newark, DE ]91] I. 737-[494.
\Vant to buy BIsmarck, AnzJo, U-boat, Jutland
and Guadaleanal. Also looking for opponenls
for all AH bailie gamessti1! beingso!d. Henry
Dove. 3545 Quebcc St .. NW, Wa,hington, D.C
200]6, W06-8132.
High Schooler wIth unknown ablhtydemands
an opponent ofanykind,ftf. WillplaymostAH
games and miniatures, too. Write now. Any
clubs? Mike Willegal, 2455 N.E. 51st St., Fort
Lauderda!e. FL 33308 711-8792,
Wanted players for a multi-player game 01
Blinkricg, pbm only! My group would like to
ball!e another club or group. Gregg Sakala,
10350 W. Okeechobee Rd., Hia!eah Gardens,
FL 330[6. 822-4150.
ror Sale: Jutland In store conI. to hIghest;
bidde~. Ralph Boyd,. 76] NW 196 Terrace,1
Miami, FL33]69,62s-98]2

tNew wargamer wants ftf G~burg, A=-KO'ilJS,""S:'!

grad, D-day, P-b!itz. oranyother games will buy!
also p]ay to end (even if losing). Dave Roberts. I
10875 SW 2[6st., Apt. 7] I. Miami, FL 33]70,
238-8671.
Needed! Ftf opponents for any Avalon Hill
wargame. I am college age of good abiHtywitha
strong desire for any lype player! Glenn
femptli, 270[ SE 6th St.. Pompano Beach. FL
33062,(305) 946-f!69 I. '
Need complete "AnzlO and/or "]9!4" lowest
bid accepted (mai] bids) also ftfBi,marck. 1'1
Blitz, Blitz., D-Day. etc. Fred Botero. 1247
Al1good Road, Stone Mountain, GA 300~3,
294-7458.
An InVItation from Strategic Air Command to
pbm R-war. L-waITe. A]so pbm B-krieg, D-day,
Midway. P-blitz., F-40. others: 1776ifpossib1c.1
Average player. prefer Allies. Glenn Brooks.
P.O. Box 6. Calhoun, GA 30701. (404) 629
7148.
)\;ovlee player o! hIgh school age needsftf. Have
\V-]oo. Will play anyone. Am I the only Gamer
on this fool i,land'? Hclp! Peter Wiley, II Spring
St., Hi!o, H] 96720.
Need flf opponents in Oahu area. Have most
AI! games. Steve Crossman, ]7.277 California
Avc .. Wahiawa, HI 96786. 62]-6593.
Average player of college age desires pbm
opponenl for BHtlkrcig. Russ Hurlbut. ]6]6
Oak Park A\'e .. Berwyn, IL 60402. (3!2) 484
6511.
Average adult seeking ftf opponents for
Riehthofen, war. P-blitz. A-Korp. Bulge, S
Grad. Jutland, IU-Boat, Bismarck. D-day and
others. I havc illlgame,. ThomasA. Konczal,
5321;S, Sawyer. Chicago, [L 60632, (312) 47[
]479.
WanttopurchascAligames.out-of-print,new,
current. etc. Pricei,noobjec(. Will accept pbm
challenge, 10 al1 AH game, from mature ad
vancedp]ayers. Douglas Nowokunski, WlON

LaSalle. Chicago.IL 60610.
For sate: [914 in mint ,tore bought cond. Never
been played. Wil! wait 3 weeks for bids. Don
Botkin, 19UICloverdale, Chillieothc, IL 61523
274-42U9
Above average p!ayereollegeage. Pbm P-b]ill
t-"r. 40 or Luft. Choose situation. Am always
Germans. Wish to contact any galOers at
Northwestern University for ftf. Fred Meecia,
9230 Ewin\!, Evan,lon, IL 60203, 679-49]7.
Ftfboardgamesandminiaturesplayerswanted.
Allies wanted for Lane's 112. Members wanted·
for Sparta and P.W.A. I need convention
information. Paul DeVo]pi, 603 Columbine
Li,le. IL 60532, (312) 964-1297.
Will trade Outdoor Survival perfecl condition
for Jutland, Bismarck. ]914, Pblitz.or Origins
\VW]1. Stephcn Tietz, 622 E. Carroll, Macomb
]L 6[455,309-836-9976.
Desperately wanted and needed: Anzio,
Jut]and, U-Boat. Bismarck. Will pay almosl
anything, Joe Sikorski. [41O~. Lathrop Ave
River Forest, II. 60305, (3]2) 369-7]66.
Wanted pbm opponents. AI,o will buy
Chaneel!or,viHe or Tactics II. All leiters
answered at once. Namc your own poi,on. AK
GClly,burg, etc. Tom Nolan, 215 Tallman,
Romeoville,]L 6044.], (815) 866-0387.
Average nonce wanting ftf in most All games
Pbrn AK I']] take the Germans you take the
crying towel. Keith Schoose, 9307 Irving Park
Schillcr Park, [L 60176. (312) 61]-0211.
Must have! 19]4. Jutland. Priccis NO object
Send condition and price. Abt) all issues of
General containing articles on WW I. Tim Pyle
1315 East 81h. Anderson]N 46012, 643-8179.
:'\ovicetoaverageplayerdesirespbmopponents
for Blitzkreig. D-Day. Prefer you know rule,
wen as this my only weak point. Ken Minear,
P.O. Box 3763. Evansville, 1:-':
Wish to pbm P-bliu. Forsale.Jutland, B~bulge
france 40. Wi!! ftfany one, anything. Abo
il1lcre'ledinminiaturcs,Joinclubs.JimYouse,
6221 Old Brook Dr., Fort Wayne, 1:"1468]5.
485-]971.
Want to buy certain copies of the General not
availablefromAH.Originalorcopyaceeptable
Want issue, up to and including Vol. 14.No.4
Duane C. Fant. 3377 Meadows Ct., Apt. 3,

Indianapolis, IN 46205. 546-2779.
Wish to buy Nos. 4 & 6. Vol. 8. 5&6, Vo!.60f
the "General" Wi!! pay $2.00 each. Postagc
included. Dave Powell. 8838 S. [llinois St ..

Indianapolis, IN 462]7: 881-1344.
For Sale: Chaneellorsvlllc. good condItIon. but
about 35 units missing. Best offer two weeks
after my General arrivcs. David Boltger, 4222
Hickory Rd .• Mishawaka.]N 46544, (2]9)272
5662.
Wanted game design infojideaslsuggeslion, on
CRT, Matrix. Realism additions. etc .. aho
chart on :>.1ajorCountrics Armies by Division
\VW 11, all hclp appreciated. Bruce Boembeke,
72SunnVCTest. Osceola, ]N4656], 679-4070.
I'brn France 40. Waterloo (kit), AK(no kit), D
day (kit). Ftf opponent \0 teach me Bulge. You

- musl have game. Call first. ran't travel. Kevin
Hollenson, []7 5th Ave., SE, Oelwein. IA
50662. 283-3S31,
Wanted pbm or ftffor Stalingrad. Just bought
pbm kit for the game. Brian Reynolds, 9213
West 82 Terrace. Ovcrland Park. KS 66204
649-6984.
Want to find WU'ers Club in Greater Cin .• No
KY area for ,\H game,. I'm 16, below average
skill. Andrew Lutes, 7 Parkway. Crestview
Hills, KY 41017. 341-6443.
rwenty-s!X year old adult. who is a novice at
pbm. desires opponents for D-day. Blitzkrieg,
and chess. Willfini,heverygamestarted. Bobby
Gene Stepp, Route 2, Hatficld, KY41514. (606)
237-4767.
Wanted: Reliable and experienced opponents
for pbm Blitzkrieg. I am Red Army. Alilellers
answered. Roy Patchell. Box 646, University
Station, Lexington, KY 40506. (606)259-2062.
Lookmg lor War-garners in Owensboro, If it
has rules, can play it. and probablyhaveil.
Looking for out-of-stock games, reasonable
price. Joe Harrison. RR 3, Philpot, KY 42366,
729-4911.
Wanted: Bismarck, good condition. Include
postage in bid, Take ]owe,t bid, Tom G. Ryan.
5033 Purdue. Mctairie, LA 70003, (504)887
4569
\Vant to buy good LeMans! For Sale: New
1914. Also desire ftf opponcnts in most AH
games. espccially Foothall Strategy to form I
!eague in N.O. area. Noel Vargas, Jr., 6901
Argonne Blvd., New Orleans. LA 70[24, 282
8497.
For sale: Vol. I-IX 01 the GENERAL except
for three issues. Best offer over !90.5] ofthefirsl
54 GENERALS. Burt Labelle, Forest Park 23,
Biddeford. ME 04005, (207)282-5577,
Want DIplomacy. State eond1t1On and pnee
indudingpostage. Will pay fair price. Wil1iam
Boymon, 92 New York St.. Millinocket, ME
04462,(207)723-9143.
Wanted: G-canal in good to mint condition.
State bid and condo Send NO money! Will
accept lowesl offer before June 30. I will pay
postage. Carl Chalto, 16 Franklin St..
Rockland, ME 04841,(207)594-5001.
Guadalcanalforsa]e! Exec. condition, 510. min
bid. Also want pbm for Fr. 40, any others if you,
flIrE_~h__ li.i\s. _ lS:.atjJick_el!,".clte!:, ]111;

"

KnightsYiOod'Rd., Baiiirriore~·MD 2ji39:823f Ave., W. Ca]dwell, NJ 07006
8957. For Sale: Francc 1940 - never opened ~ $6.00
WANTED! Ftf opponent for: 1940, Pl.-blitz., Average player, adult, will ftf any AH game
AK, K-spiel, R-war. L-waffe and B-krieg. Will: with person in Las Vegas area. Call or Write:
learn other AH games. Surcly someone near me David W. Purcell, P.O. Drawer 157, Boulder
is a trooper! Bob Weiss. 3324 Lynne Haven Dr., City. NV 89005, 293-2]97.
Baltimore. MD 2]207, 655-8650. NOVice player ot JUT:nor High Schoo] age.
Pbmfor M-way, P-h]itz, Waterloo. D-day. Also Desiring ftf opponents for Gettysburg. Will
ftf. Wi!! ~II C&O B&O. LeMans, best price or learn other AH games. David Downing, 5]00
trade before June. You supply.kits. Leiters 4th S.W., Albquerque. NM 87]02, 877-5572.
answered. Andy Wright. 4906 WI!mslow Rd .• Average player Will pbm France 40 or D-Day.
Baltimore, MD 2]2]0 467-0779. AK, S-grad ftf. Prefer Allies, but will take Axis.
Pbm or ftf Blitz, Luft, Gelly (square). 1940. Keith Spicer, P.O. Box 64]. Eunice, NM 8823],
Mid, Rc-War. Can play Bulge. D-day, AK. W- 3=94=-2=3=" _
!oo, Panzer. ]9[4. Would like to buy Bulge,: Wish to trade K~spielfor ],9]40rGuada!canaL
Danny Swerdlow, 5704 Lenox Rd., Bethe,da. Need ftf opponents for most All games. Any
MD 20034, (01)229-6084. dubs in area? James Mott, JO] Park 51.,
Anyone wishing to take part in a Afrika Korps Binhamton;"\Y t3905 791-4793.
pbm tournament plea,e write. Wi!! buy Good adult player wants pbm or ftf opponents
Chancdlor,ville in good conditiona and G- for P-blitz, AK, Blitz. Fr. 40, ]776, R-war. Club
canal. Stan Hooker, 7]05 45th St.,. Chevy meetings every ·week. All and non-AH games
Chase, MD 20015. 652-0007. Jerry Murphy, 2824 Coddington Ave., Bronx
Averagc adult needs pbm opponentsS-grad. W- Y 10461. (2[2)SY2-4952.
100, B of B. E Agronimus Separatus. Peter Rarely beaten college adult player wants ftf
Boyum. 406 Armstrong CI., F. Laurel. MD opponent, for 1776, Guad., and d07ens of othcr
20810,498-2430. titles of many publishers. No phm or

~:~~:~~~n~:~~. \~~Il~~~~~~t:C~~~~~'t f~~~£:',;:~~a~~~~,\yT~~~~~ T~~~~jO. 252-74th .SI.,

McDonogh School. McDonogh, MD 2]208, ~ hIghest ~l~d~r: Co~lrontatlOn.
363-2261 Gettys., Hex, Vietnam. MmmlUm bIds .are $20.,

. Wish to play flf PB, 1776. 1'-40, Wloo. Richt's $]5 .• 5]5., re'pectively. ~aurence Ruslecki, 34

~a;~ ~~:;~~r'S?~~t\1~i~e~~a ~ ra~~f~~rS~I~t~~ ~:~~e~:S~~)~~~~t~!,y;~~ Yc~~~.~t:~;~~-~~7;~d

and/o~ :oo:-B pbm my games, but don't have ~~~~a~C~y~I~!n:c~et ~~~;st ~~~~/~~~k:~~~:
~:~~.k~~·o~I~~~~dM\) ~~~~~: i~~~3~~~.Meade Rd., RI. 2, Carthage, NY 136[9. (3]5)493-]740

Have DIspatcher tor sale or trade lor Anll?, ~~~~~~~~r!)~~U~n~a~~o:~\h~~~n:a~d<;'i~]:,~e~r

~;~:' f~~C~t!]: e:i'nTa~:~~~g~~\f:~~~.O~~~~ ~~~ face.! May .even win! ] also want ftf BAD! B?b

~~~~~w;~~~2/96]].7Tay]or A\'e., Oxon Hill, MD f[~~~~;~~~85737~aratoga St., C~mmack. NY
WIU paylormformatlon leading to purchase of WlIl buy or tradc for ~ew AnzlO. Still. want
Civil War. Scott Glasser. Velvet BValiev Way, Getts. (Hex) Cou~lers. WIllru.rchase back ISsues

Owi~gs M.ills. MD 2![[7, 363-636]. - .. ~n~i~~e~a~h~a~';~~aor~o~I~;at~:r~s~:~~~~a;::.

~ae~e"~~:;C~;I~:,le;tg:I~~:~:~]:~~f~~I~e~stp~~\ Cortland. NY 13045, (62~) 75~-06].4

~~l~~~~1~9~~~~f Bybee, Silver Spring, MD ~~f ~;~~h~vc~~.gep~~a~:r ~~ n:~~e~~s~;d-.n;.~~'

~;tOf~:~i_~~ai;;~~r:~t~opnp~~e!~~~~~~~~~~:~,b~ ~~~~::i!1~~~ny ~~~55: (~7~865~~~3. Spirito,

~;~; Street, Abinglon, MA 02351. (617)871- ~~~~a~~~~·~~';;~~}:I~o~~~~,o~a~~~.~;;~h~~~~

C?p;e, 01 ,]91.4. S.talingrad, .. K~iegspiel, ~~:\~f/~~~ ~~h~t~.es2~~d~:;'d~~~t~u~~~,a~;:;

~~~~~~\~~:B~I~~~~teL'u~~:~e~ff~~-.~rWe~;I~~~~ ~orthport. NY 11731, (5]6)368-4717.
$3.00. I'll pay postage. David A. Beamer. 625 N. A~'e~age adu!t seeks pbm opponents for Bu]ge.

Selfridge, Clawson, .~I 480[2, 435.-2660.. ~~~'\~\~·z~~~~t~.:,~t;~~_~s~~];~~e~~~ ~]or~~~,

~;~)~~r1~:;~:~::n;:~~\;. ~n~0;:t~·~gpa2~;t~~~~~, ~UftEti~ho~t ~~$~i3~~d Fazio, 42-09 Ithaca

~~~~~~~'G~v~~saan~r~~~i[:~::rl:~~~~~ik~~,sa;i: B~it;e,m ~r;l~a' Korps' and D-Day p]u,
943 Stewart, Lincoln Park, ~1] 48146, 928-7744 S~ahngrad, ]776, MI~w~y .. [940, Walerloo,

Excellent adult playerdesire,in[oon ~~ ..Clu,bs ~~~~:r~~:,II~~~~~f~~~~~I. ]~~~;~cCluskey, 74

j~~~esf::f~~~~)~~e ~,~St\I\J~.o;~fdo:~~~,~~~:~1I]e~~ i~a~~~~:11 JL~:;~:~f~~d~~~~~]~1na~~~,~! plal

~~~~'e~,~~~;I~~~}~;ci52~~~II~~Op~ot~~:,(~~~(~4~~ and [7~6. \Vant t,o fi~d. oU,t abo.:!t P?7n' kits

2283 ~xt. 570.. , ~~~~1Z~~~~~5~~OrountalTl St., H!cks\IIlC. NY

~t~I~~~;~;e~~~~o~t~~~~/IO ]~')~~5~::~~ron.ne, :.~~~:t;~.t~~~~:~~l:~~:~rl "R~:~a~~~V~I~~l~;':'
Be~~nnlTlgplayer deSIre, opponents of aVer.1ge =NY~12=44='=3=38=-9='8=] _

~~~~~~y~i~1Pri~rle~~a~~~~oL:~:)~'e~~e~)s~~aj'~sl;~~ Will. buy any reasonab.]e pr~ced gamcs, Will sell
MO 64507 279-05 to highest bIdder, An~lO. BIsmarck, Guad. and

Ikgi~ning ~ycr de,ires opponents of a~'erage ~~:i'n,\~g~ ~].a~~~~rl; s\t.~;;~~a~~~a~yG;~~~6~
ability to play Waterloo and/or D-Day.PblT. 273-6569.
only. Bill Bailey, 2320 Lafayette, SI. Joscph •.. \~V"-o-"d-'~F~"-o-p-po-"'-o,-,-'o-,-,-,,-tic~]]-, ~G,-'-
MO 64507, 279-0~92. tyshurg or Waler]oo. Any clubs around? All
Player, age 2.2. wlshe, to. pbm AK and Bulge requests answered promptly. Leonard Tomson
(need kit). WIsh to sell Knegs'ple1 for best off~r. ]4]-61 Coolidge Ave .•Tamaica,;';Y 1]435,739
Terry Shoptaugh. 827 Fontalnc PI., SI. LoUIS. 6921.
MO 63/3.1 867-0685 .' -No-,-iee-p-Ia-y'-'-o'-]-' -wa-o,-,-pb-m-o-pp-o-o,-m-d-oc
Want new members for TWin City Wargamers G-burg and K-spiel. Have no kits bul willing to
Club, Monthly meetings. Gary Dayton. ]8500 buy half ofyoUT>. Mark Milcm, 29 Birchwood
Yakima. Anoka. M7'\ 55303, 427-7248, Terr., Nanuet,:-';Y 10954.

\~III trade !914to~ Anllo, G-canal, Bl,marek ':Ir Good adult player. age 25: wants pbm for Bhtz
Rich's. War.or Will buy above game,. 1914 ITI and Pz.Bhtz. Havc pbm kits, Willftfabo. Wanl

~xacr~~~n:08~~~i~:'rr~~~~l;/h~I;~~~~~~!n.~~a~ ~~i~~~2J: ~~:nl~is~e:~v~_i~~:; ~~~p~x~~.n~~~J
55437,83]-6440, copy of AH Baseball (]972 revised cd. only)
Any clubs around'! \Vould like flf opponenl Will answer all ]elters. Thomas J. Agnello, Jr.
most games. Rick Peterson, ]41 Nynas Rd., 542 W. ] 121h St.. Apt. 9M, New York. NY

~:~~~~~~ ~~~~:; (~~~~~:9-::~8~'ants Hf 0r- S-]'~-k~_5B-~~-:;-~~-;~-d-OO-"-,-oo-its-o-'g-,o-iz-,d-'-oc-',-"
ponenls. Have.AK. TAAqlland [?-DayorwllI setup in small convenient boxes. I pay postage.
play yours, Will try any game. MIchael Knoll, $7.00. Also seek info from anyone on pbm 1'-
2329 South 9th SI., A-liS. 1I.-Jinneapo]is, MN Blitz. Mike Hctzel. 1245 Jewc!tho]mwood Rd.,

55406.339-]936.. Orchard Park. NY 14]27 (7I6)662-?130
:>'1eetyour doom in AK. ~-k~leg, W-]oo, S-grad ATTN: Wanted pbmfor Pl-Blitz~ Lultwaffe. K
fir. Red in B-kneg. RUSSlHnm S-grad, German Spiel. A]so will sell (or trade) Outdoor Survival
in AK. N.apoleon in \V-]00. Get ready to g.et Starting bid $6.00. No bids after June ]6
beat! Dand Gray, 6065 Inwood Ct., North. St. (Postmarked by June ]6). Dana Brusse], 18
Paul, MN 55]09. 777-7299, Sunny,ide Blvd., Plainview, ;o.:y ] ]1;03, 938-

~V;~~~I\O;~~ J~~]:i~d ~~~ B~~t:a~~knaa~r~~~~I~~ ~~!v~:e2~;"-g'-H-,g~h-"~hO-O-]'-g,-d-p-]ay-,,-o-"-df-og-o-p-
condition within two weeks of receipt of ponents in all AH games. Pbm or ftf. Wanting
General. RandallC. lIarmelink.48S. Winthrop 10 buy good condition An/io or 1914. Answers

~~~');;-~I~t~\~~e~~: ~'117~~;~~~5k1\.Have no :~ln~e~~~~~:~~a~~~~;~7e1, Traver Road, Plea-
previouscx, but quick tolearn. Ithmk rmgo~d, I would like to learn how to play Panzer Hiltz. I
but don't know. try me. rim Kozen. 2528 Lydia, have the gllme, but can'l understand it. Please
SI. Paul, MN 55] 13,633-5715. contact me. A]so have Richthofen's War. John'
Average opponent near age 13. Wanted to play Finnerty, ]39 Brooklea Dr .• Rochester, NY'

~n~;"B~~~k ~~~:~'i',Sir~:dO~:;~~n~ \~:,s~~~~~: =~~~;,=~~-21_~~~:9_~6_;O_d_)-p]-ay-,,-,-do-"-'-25-) -w-,,-,,-
MT 59701. 792-4056 PxBlitz opponent only, will pbm. George
Want Anzlo. If m good condition, With all Liasko" 3]7 Sell Cuff Ave .• Seacliff. NY (U)

~~~~i~~~r~~~:~:n~i~]t]~~~.a~~~t o~~J~t,h~l~r~t~~ -~\5_'e~~~'gc~rs-~?~1~-:;--o;-~~-.~-.S-·.-w,-,h-,,-"-d-o-b,-,,-],-fo
answered. Robert Larson. ~01O Joseph St., D-day, Waterloo. Will learn Rlchtofen's War
Omaha, ~B 68]24, (402)391-3639. and Bu]ge. Joseph Lunieviez, 4 Lucille Dr.,
Have small pnntl11g operatIOn. Lookln.g 10 pul Syosset. NY 1179],921-]336.
to hobby's u,e. Be detailed aboul project and -,--Wanted: AnzlO pbm sheets and parts to copy
prepare to support basic co,ts. Roger Please help. WiI! huy such kits. Help me design
Robitaille, Boston Po,l Rd .• Amher,t, NH pbm system for Drang Nach Osten. Replies
03031, 673-5144. answered. George Funkhouser. P.O. Box 34,
Wanted Anz!O, U-boat, Bismarck. ]9t4. WII! Waterford. NY [2188, (518}279-3!85.
pay any reasonable price. Pbm G-eana!, ftf for Wanted pbm Orlgms of WW II. Howard
any AH gamcs. Frank. J. Marnell, 1]8 N. Shapiro, 1824 Brookdale SI., Yorktown
Brighton Ave., AtlantIC City. ;>\J 08401. Hcights. NY ]0598, (9]4)462-3358.
(609)345-4906. ]wenty-hve year o]d has-been wishes to make
Average player wants ftf oppone.nts fo~ AK, S- comeback in D-Day (pbm). Prefer '6] version.
grad, Lufl., and Midway. Keith VIne, 523 but have'65 rules too. John Vinal. Rt.], Box2]-
Austin Ave., Barrington, NJ 08007, 547-2979. N, Belmont, NC 2f!0]2, 825-5948
For Sale: Brand new G-burg 56.00. Danny Desire fI! or phm opponents for aU AH games
Arcure, P.O. Box 59, Che,ter, NJ 07930, 879- except R-war and B-krieg. AI! inquiries
7387. answered. David E. Stephens, Rt. ], Box 38,
Pbm L-waffc, 1914? Alllcttcrs answered. I have _ East Bend, NC 210[8.
kits. John Trosky, 459 Wayne St.. Jersey City, N-o-vi-,,-w-iU-p-bm-R--w-,,-,P--h-If-".-B--k-rie-g-.]-91-'
NJ 07306. (201)433-1156. , '~Have pbm kit for P-b!itz.on]y. Will play either
Average player o~ Jr. HI. Age wish~s pbm side, any situation. Jacky Lee, Route 2, Elon
o!?ponents for Afnka Korps. Pr.efer a.]!!es. but College, !'\C 27244. 584-8697.

~~L~:n~x~i IV~~:nti:arlv~~, t~1~t~~s~I~~{n~~~' ~:~;:~:;.rSp~~b~~,~nf~rc;sl~~;r ~i~r~~;,~~~I~;;

08736, . pbm kit B-krieg, also phm ches>. Robert
.10m our pbm club and find that right opponent, Chenowcth. 207-E Montrose Dr., Greensboro,
scarce game. or Genera!. Our 'zinc abo needs NC 27407, 855-0123.
artieles. game idea" graphics, gamemasters.~W-'o-"-d-Vo-]o-m-'-].-No-,.-]-<h-,"-6-o'-r-If,-G-,o-,,~,] ,
contestants. Write: Michael J. Stephens, wi11pay any reasonable price. J.T. McAniff,II],
Pickwick Apts .. C-[5. Maple Shade, NJ 08052. 105 Harbord Dr.. Belleau Wd. Trl. Pk., Midway
Would like members for new club. Ages 12-]5. Park. NC 28544, (919) 353-0532.
I\]so request ftf players for S-grad, Blitz.. Chris Anyone my area flf 19]4, Blitzkrieg, Bu]ge.
Ward, 2740 Bang, Ave., Neptune, NJ 07753, Richlofen, Kriegspiel. Luftwaffe, Panzerblitz or
/74-7049 ... _. any you have. R. P. Smith, 2344 Dawnlight,
Deme pbm opponent 1TI"B]ind" P-b]ltZ, also Columbus, OH 43211, 47]-5613,
referee. Rules in General Vol. ]0, N~. 4. Both Fair player needs ftf S-grad, AK, W-]oo. P-B.
must understand game and rules. Ltke to. be Steve Marsh, 2976 Hanover Rd., Lima, OH
Germans .. Dustin Koellhoffer. 49 Parkvlew ~45~80~5. _

Wish to buy used Ava]on Hill games especiaJfy
PaTll.erblitz, Blitzkrieg, Kriegspie1. Send con
ditions and price to: Andy Bray. 3]175
Northwood Dr., Pepper Pike, OH 44]24,
/2]6)83]-5166.
Anygamedesignerspleasewrite!1Willsell]914,
Bu]ge, Kspie], G-burg, to highest bidder. AI1in
great condition. Will wait 2 weeks for bids.
~Hurry! Clay Davidson, Grayson Dr.,
Springfield, OH 45502, 964-8305.
Wtl1 trade hance t940torOutdoor5uTVwa]
Will ftf all oneomers in Midway, G-burg, Blitz,

jLuft, P-blitz, Rich\. War. Bob Seabrook, 8050
Zimmerman Rd .. St. Paris. OH 43072
(513)663-4749.
Ftl ]4 AH games. Chess and other war games
I'll take the Wchrmaeht if in Europe. John
Ogden, 4137 Maytlower Blvd., White Hall, OH
43213,235-2020.
Anrio for sale. ExceHent condition. One

primary Axis unit missing. Also have two 1914
and G-cana], all four unused. brand new, may
sell depending on offers. E.JamesHarsney;24
Benton Ave .• Youngslown, 011 445]5.
[958 lactlcs II rules, Uellysburg 1\l6U([st Ed
OP's inch mot, ClC.)Rulestimereeordcard botl
order Appearance Cards & morc(!) Origina;
parts to trade for complete Anzio. 21t.John E.
Butler. 517 LN Lauman Ave .• Fort Sil1. OK
73503.(405)351-2446.
Ftf or pbm Panz.crblitz, Luftwaffe, or France
1940. Steven J. Beare, P.O. Box 4, McA!ester,
OK 74501, (918)426-0352.
For Sale: [2 Ava!on Hill games. No pieces
missing. Write for list. Origins isthe on]y non
war game. Half price plus poslage. Randy
Welsh, 404 Country Club Cir., Midwest City,
OK 73110.
Average adult gamer secks opponents forftl
play. Almost any land board game. Write or
call. Ed King, Drop your old Ruf nek buddy a
line. Nathan Mitchel!, P.O. Box 1305,Norman.
OK 73069, 32]-0659.
Wanted: Anzio. Nick Benton, 4949 South 94th
E. Place, Tulsa, OK 74145,627-4]96.
Good player looking for expert competition in
pbmS-grad. I use a 4-5-6 repl. rateandexeh.b)
attack faclors. Equa] but friendly oppo,ition
needed. Bi!! Armstrong, Rt. 3, Box ]630, Sp44
Bend OR 97701.
Average player (26) wants mature pbm op
ponents for AK, S-grad, W-Ioo, Bulge. 1 pIa)
for fun, not blood, bot won't quit when behind
(desire same). Steve Wojahn, 3257 N\\
Jackson, Corvallis, OR 97330, 753-3]06
Col1ector's item! Board only for CO;';FUCT
puhlished about ]940, by Parker Bros., gooc
sbape. Firslcheek for $40.00 gets. A]so Franct
]940. for 58.00. Jay Reese, 3235 W. 17th
Eugene OR 97402 343-0834.
Wming to trade World War II in excellenl
condition for U-Boat, must al,o be in excellen
condition. Duane McNulty. ]6702 S. Annett
Oregon City, OR 97045.
Intere,ted inflfm phonep!ay with personsir
Portland area, have AK, Stalin .. Fr. 4U. D-day
have played others. Michael Sperou, 9439 NI
Prescoll Portland OR 97220 255-5076
Will ftf anyone in A-Korps, Tactics ]1. Wil
learn wargame that you have. Like tojoir
Wargame Club in area. Have new way to pial
Tactic II. Stephen M. Zeber, High St
Berrysburg. pA 17005,362-8040.
No other person to play'! Join a club and pia)
every week. Take turns as host. Play all AU
games. Call or contact: Dave SherT!lUge,593(
Meridiam Dr., Eric. pA !6509, 864-4788.
Pbm opponents wanted for Che,s and for th(
following war games. D-Day. Afrika Korps
Getlysburg, Sta!ingrad. and Panzerb]itz
Harold Roberts. 45 S. Broad Mtn. Ave
Frackville. PA ]7931.
My9mmNapoleonictroopsaregettingrest]ess!
Are thcre any PAA miniatures buffs out there'!
(Or most AH games ftf or pbm). Eric Brosius.
52] Georgian Rd .. Glcnside, PA ]9038, 887
9512.
Ftf opponents for Pamerblitl, Luftwaffe.
Blitzkrieg, D-day and Afrika Korps. A]so into
table-top wargaming with miniatures. EVerelt
Hammacher. Jr .. 1396 Ford Ave .• Harrisburg
PA [7]09. (717)545-65]2.
rhe Hershey HIgh School Contlict Simulation
Club challengcs all high schoo], college and
military installation warga me dubs in Central &
Eastern PA, northern:"\J and MDto a wargame
meet. Contact: Jack C. Thomas, 409 Cocoa

Ave .. Hershey. I?A ]7033,(717) 533-96[6.
An~'one interested in' playing 1776 pbm'! Carn
paign game only. Choose side. Also pbm A
korp" W-Ioo, R-war. G-burg. 19]4. All lellers
answered. Richard Dengel, 324 East Essex
Ave .• Lansdownc, PA 19050,284-18]0.
Jutland, good condition Without advanced
rules. Wish to trade for Anzjo. Ftf mo,t AH

games in Lancaster County. Don Deibler. [10
Wood, Dr., Lititz I'A ]7543 626-05]1.
Willpbm B-krieg, Tactics. Anyoneintere,tedin
Ancient Batt]es? A]so will play Chess by mail.
Craig Henry, R.D. I. Markleton, I'A ]5551.
(8]4)926-3088.
]s there anvone in the MeadvilleorCra\\ford
Countyare~l?]fso, p]easeeontactme. Will play
all games. Rick Hayek, R.D. I. DeVore Rd.,
Meadville, pA ]6335, (8]4)335-2944.
Wanted: Info on clubs in Berwick and
Bloomsburg area. Will hclpstartclubifthere
arc none. Also ftfor pbm victims in p-h!itz. B
krieg. [9]4.A, Korps,andG-burg(s4uare)Jcff
Miller, Vallcy Vicw Dr .. Miftlinville, PA 18631.
759-1529.
Opponents wanted for Blitzkrieg, flfor pbm
Jim Kling,56N. MainSt., M\. Wolf. PA ]7341.
Average adult desires ftf opponent for
Luftwaffe in Beaver County or Pittsburgh PA
area, Anyone interesled in a wargame club.
James McGowan, ]443 Third Ave .. New

~~~:~nAr~ ~~~7d~~~~~7:~gamze a ftf AH
Football Strategy league for interested adu!tsin
~E Phi]ade]phia area and vicinity for Sept. '74,
Can 722-3769. ask for Bob. (If one a]rcady
exists, contact me.)
Ttred 01 pushing ship counters over the rug'!
;>\aval enthusia,t would like to purchase
Jut!and, Bismarck, U-Boat. Send pricc and
game for sale to: J. Nedby, ]307W. Roosevelt.
Phila. PA 19140, GL7-0233.
Ftf players in PhiJly area. lIigh schoo! or Jr.
high school. Will play my game or yours. Ca1!
Quick]y! Mark Nelson, 8085 Fayette.
Philade]phia, PA 19150, LI8-2097.
Sale! t Will sell u,ed 19]4, used Bulge, unused
Anzio. G-eanal. I pay postage. I would like to
organile Pittsburgh warga me club. Conlact:
Malco!m Whitman. 5440 Aylesbro Ave .•
Pittsburgh, PA 15217, 68t-6774.
Adult. averageablhty desires Itl lor li-burg, W
100, M-way, Tactics and Scrabble. Bruce Allan
Brinser, Ger]uff Rd .. Schwgnksvi!le, PA ]9473,
(2]5)287-90]3.
Play all AH land war gamcs. Know more
gamers. Adult wi!! give good game. Stanley A.
Sitko, ]56 New Mallery, Wilkes-Barre. PA
18702,822-9008.
Taking offers for Bismarck, G-cana]. U-boat. in
store condition. May not sellthcm-depends
on offcrs. Any garners in Wilkes-Barre area'!
Edward F. Snarski, II, 33 lIillman St., Wilkes-

Barre, PA ]8705, (717)82242564
Wtll pbm Waterloo, D-Day, p-blitz. Will ftf
above plus F-40, M-way, K-spie1. Have ]776
soon. Nopbmsheets. WantJutiand,nopieces
missing; good condition. AlsoG-cana!. Mark
Matuschak, 15 Connor St., Uniontown, PA
15401,(4[2)437-7901.
Pbm and/or [II opponents wanted: P-bhtz, R
war, S-grad. Lufl., Fr '40, D-day, Bismarck,
AK, Bu]ge. Have no pbm kits, will improvisc
anyone want to se1l19]4'1 Richard Larkin, Jr.,
]8 Kenyon Ave .• Wakefield, RI 02879,
(401)789+8795.
Stock Market and KnegsPlcl tor AK and
Stalingrad or any combination. Pbm 1940. Ftf
AH games. Will learn new games. Answer al!
letters. Dale Smoak, 4213 Havana Ct.. Colum
bia, SC 29206, 787~777L
WlIl trade new condillon AH Management
gamenowapparent!y out of print for new 1776,
Getty,burg, France 40, Luftwaffe. Rupert
Thompson. 6209 O\de Knight, Columbia, SC
29209776-7696.
Average High School player wants opponents
for pbm-ftf Afrika Korps, Luftwaffe, G-canaL
R's-war, Midway, 19]4. Buy Jutland, Anl.io.
Bismarck, U-Boat. Charles Brackney. 515Sher
man St .• Sturgi" SO 57785, (605)347-5804.
Want opponents torpbm Bu[ge. I have no pbm
kit. A!so Richl., Midway, Wanl to buy used
Panzerb!ill or especially Jutland. Send offers
first. Phil Fischer, 1444 Willard St.,Sturgis, SO
57785,(605)347-3498.
AnyonereadtheG.«neralinJoeton,Greenbrier,
or Springfield area? Call me. Clyde Sprinkles,
Rt. 2, Greenbrier, TN 37033, 384-3098.
Pbm I actlcs II or Chess. Also play by Citizens
Jand Radio. Call KFR068! CII.l3 after 9:00
p.m. If within ]50 miles this city.' Howdi
FCC!!!!! Bill Stewart 3387 Steve. No.6,

,,:!elOphis, TN 38111..143-3177.
l-tf opponent wanted m Ft. W / Dal Area for R
war. I am interested in joining or forming AH
wargaming group. Please contact: Cecil Brewer:
17]4 Vallc)'wood, []6. Arlington. TX 76013.
265-7862.
Wanted: U-boat, Bi,marck. Civil War or
Chancellorsville. Will buy at reasonable price.
Will trade Jut]and for any of these games .•
Clayton Smith, ~431 Creekwood, Dallas, TX
15228,327-7203-
Will trade K-spie]or]914for U-boatorG-canal
BOTH arc in good condition. Billy McCurry,
3732 Ear]es, Fort Worth, TX 76117, 834-9690,
Complete U-Boat for sale for highest bidder.
Grant Gist. ]8603 Carriage Ct., Houston, TX'
77058.333-4488.
Seck good out of print games. Will sell or trade
mint Jut]and, Need good condo Bismarck & U
Boat. Guy R. Gullion, 2800 Waubun, Marshall,
TX 75670,(214)938-3858.
Will trade Bulge for Jut!and, K-spicl or Luft
Maysell.butrathertrade.AI,oAve.Wargamcr
wish to play ftf. John Perkinson. 2104 Fore,t
lIill Rd" Alexandria, VA 22307, 768-2819.
Expcnenced adult player seeks pbm opponent
for Anlio, will play either side, desire skilled
opponent with reasonable attitude. Donald
Egan, 3305 Cannongate Rd., 2. Fairfax. VA
22030,(703)573-7594.
WIsh to make contact With wargammg club in
Northern VA area. Leave message if not home
when you call. Ted Arni. 3303 Graham Rd
Falls Church, VA 22042.(703)560-0691.
Attention A]lied wargamers! Here's a Wehr
macht and Luft commander for )'ou. I'll pbm
Lufl. AK and D-day as the German. David
Emerick, Route 2, Warrenton, VA 22186,
(703)341-3090.
Average player wants pbmm 1914. 1//6(Cam
paign game) R. War (Campaign game)
Luftwaffe (Advanced game). R. Lee Mayhew
306 First, Radford. VA 24]4], 639-2642.
Dcsperately wanted opponents for Fr. 40, D·
day, All phm. Wi!!ing to pbm B-krieg also
Mark Tomas, 508 David Dr., Bremcrton, WA
98310,479-2597.
Pbm kit now avai]able for AH Midway game
Send slamped Se]f-addressed ellvelope and one
dollar for rules. Thomas Zyzak. 31260 27th
Ave., S.W., Federal Way, W A 98002, 83~-]830.
Will ref blind pbm/ftf Pblitz, Large scalc phm
setup sheet and info for Isese or 15 cents in
stamp,. Mike Prime. ]507 S. 242nd. Kent WA
98031,(206)824-3509. L

QUIck learning novice, high school age, will
pbm S-grad, W-Ioo, Midway. Bob B. :'\eed help
with 19]4. Alsoftfpersonsinand near Pullman
Mo,cow area, Tim Paul. SW 6[5 Dawnview
Ct.. Pul\man. WA 99163. 567-5021.
To my past opponent,. I have finished night
school. Frank of Hawaii, Doctor inCa[ifornia]
would like a second try. Bradford S. Nelso"J,
2328 10th Ave" SeaUIc, WA98102
Experiencedpbmopponentswantedeithersid.
Waterloo. B!itzkrieg, Luftwaffe, Anlio, Afrika1
Korps, Bu]ge, others. A]so have over 30 gamc~
for ftf play. will travel. Tom Hazlett. 6 Echo
Point, Wheeling, WV 26003. (304)242-2812.
Will pbm France 1940 or PzHlitz.. Also ftf A
korp'. Midway, Bulge. R-war. AI! letters
answered. Peter Wickert, 2021 Hickory Ct

~~~:~~Og~'~VI;~9]I~t:;e~t~87;n mu!tl-p!ayel
Richthofen's War, any clubs around'! S
Wolfgang von Streiff. t8435 Harve,t La
Brookfield. WI 53005, 786-5602.
Any AH wargamers in area. Ftf S-grad, AK
Tae. II. K-spieL D-day. Bulge. P_blitz and L
wafk Average Jr. high school player. Form
club. John Westby. 106 High St.. Deerfie]d. WI
5353] 764-5244.
High schoo! ,tudent desire, ftf or phm in S
grad. Af-korps B-krieg. Am beginner. Ward
Flora, R1.3. Markse,an, WI 53946. 39X-2420
I have Chaneellorsville but need one marker.

pontoon bridge. lam sure that someone must
have an extra I will pay any reasonablc price
Michacl KnaUlz. 2820 W. Forest Hm
Milwaukee. WI532[5,383-2f!]8.
Wanted: I (one) copy of Jut]and and:or
Bismarck. Will pay any reasonable price. will
also pay postage. [musthavethcsegames. Paul
Clarry.44 Beawrbrook Ave., Islington. On
tario, Canada M9B 2N3. (4]6)233-605~
Sell BIsmarck or trade for Alrika Korps. lias
advanced counter,. Sell Jutland or trade for
Luftwaffe or Anz.io. Both games used only once.
Derek Lenard. 39]6 W. 23 Ave .. Vancouver.
B.C., Canada V65 11.2.224-[454.
Try your strenb"h against international com
petition! Europe's biggest Diplomacy zinc
"Dolchstoss" opening wargames section! We
arrange tournamenls, die rolls. propaganda
releases and much more! Write: Nicho!as
Palmer, l.ehwaldsvej 3, 8g. DK-2800 Lyngby,
Denmark




